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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
One of the oldest and most often recurring questions in
human experience is this; "Ihat is God like?” Erom the time
that man first realized that there was some power other than
his own operative in the universe, this question has been a
cause of speculation.
Many people, in many ages and in many geographical
locations, have developed their theological systems. That
there is more than a measure of truth in many of them cannot
be denied. The religion of diverse cultures continues, by its
own diversity, to enrich and broaden our own vision of Him
whom we call God,
Eor about fifteen hundred years the religion that has
dominated the thought of the Western World has been Christian-
ity, But the term "Christianity” is one of the most ambiguous
that has ever been coined. There are almost as many divergent
conceptions of the meaning of this term as there are of such
other ambiguous words as "Patriotism'*, "Aner icanism”, "Demo-
cracy”, etc. We have a common heritage in the early concep-
tions of Judaism. Ihe Old Testament is common property for
all current Christian groups. However, each group now turns
to its common heritage and interprets it in the light of what
that group is seeking to prove.
Ever since the first Christian thinkers began to compare
i(
2Christian theology and Greek philosophy, Christian thought re-
lative to the nature of God has been increasingly affected by
the philosophical method. Even the significant and successful
effort of Thomas Aquinas to separate the fields of philosophy
and theology has not diminished the tendency of theologians
to become philosophical in method, nor of philosophers to
speculate about the nature of God. It is therefore probable
that any study of current conceptions of the nature of God, to
be at all revealing, must approach the problem in the philoso-
phical method.
It is the purpose of this study to make a philosophical
investigation of some of the more prevalent current schools
of thought relative to the nature of God. Because man*s mind
continues to develop
,
human views of the nature of God will
be none the less changing in future years then they have been
in the past. It would therefore be absurdly hopeless to
attempt a final theory of the nature of God, or even to give
a final analysis of the thought of various schools. The sole
purpose of this thesis is to investigate and to report upon
the current status of the various views treated, and to make
some suggestions as to their present validity and value.
The views of the thinkers included are treated quite
comprehensively, particularly if they are quite representative
of the majority of the holders of their general viewpoints.
Others are discussed more briefly, especially when it is de-
sirous to present a variety of viewpoints under a general
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3classification. Since the value of the understanding of any
man's thought rests at least in part upon an understanding of
the implications and plausibility of that thought, an attempt
is made to present a fair evaluation of the thought of each
man discussed.
Previous Discussions of the Problem
Previous studies of the nature of God in Christian
thought are as legion as are the theories themselves. In every
generation this question has been of sufficient interest and
productive enough of new thought to warrant treatment by a
number of competent thinkers. To attempt to present any com-
prehensive list of these previous studies would be both im-
possible and without particular value. There are a few books
that have been quite helpful, either directly or indirectly,
in the general pattern and development of this thesis.
American Philosophies of Religion
,
by Wieman and Meland, is
perhaps one of the most comprehensive and capable of recent
studies in this field. A Philosophy of Religion
,
by Edgar S.
Brightman, presents not only American Christian thought, but
also an enlightening study of numerous other religions of the
world. I s There A God ?, is a printed panel discussion of the
nature of God carried on by three leaders in contemporary
Christian thought; namely, Henry H. Wieman, 0. S. Macintosh,
and Max Carl Otto. Contemporary Religious Thought
,
by Thomas
Kepler, affords a valuable understanding of basic problems
faced by investigators of the nature of God. These and numer-
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4ous other voliames are available for the person who is inter-
ested to go further in this study,
'^/hatever of merit or worthlessness may characterize
this study, it has not been dependent primarily upon any other
investigation. The procedure has been a comparatively simple
and arduous one. In each case, the original sources have been
read, and conclusions and interpretations constructed upon the
basis of that study, v/ithout reference to interpretations made
by other investigators. It has seemed that this process would
be most productive of original interpretations. Subsequent
comparison with other views has indicated that in many cases
interpretations compare favorably with those of others who
have made similar studies, and that in some cases . there
is disagreement.
Of course no person can go through the processes of
formal education and consider his viewpoints to be entirely
independent. We all are very much a part of what we have read
or heard. For that reason there will be unavoidable incorpora-
tion of some of the viewpoints and some of the attitudes -- and
perhaps some reactions against, too -- of the views of coun-
sellors and instructors. The best of these have been Professor
Edgar 3. Erightman and Professor L. Harold DeWold, the first
and second readers respectively of this manuscript. Grateful
acknowledgment and appreciation is herewith expressed to both.
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5CHAPTER TWO
THE THOUGHT OP KARL BARTH
A good beginning in an attempt to understand the thought
of Karl Barth is the renewal of familiarity with the Protes-
tantism of John Calvin. One of Barth's best knovm interpret-
ers, John McConnachie, declares that the primary purpose of
Barth’s work is to regenerate an understanding of man's need
for God. McConnachie sees Barth proceeding to do this through
a new and vital declaration of the thought of the earlier
reformer s.
The theology, then, to which Barth allies himself is
characterized by the following conceptions; A historic church,
established by Christ, and having a continuous and unbroken
history down to the present day; a perfect and omnipotent God,
wholly other than man, intervening from time to time in human
affairs; a full and complete revelation of the will of God in
the scriptures; Christ's life pre-ordained in every detail by
the will of God, and His death the propitiation for the sins
of the world; the mystical presence of Christ in the sacrament
of communion; and Justification by faith rather than by works.
Barth's laborious work, the Doctrine of the Word o f God is the
declaration of his allegiance to the doctrines of primitive
Protestantism, briefly set forth above.
That God is completely perfect and completely powerful
is assumed by Barth as he begins his thought. He appears to
((
I
agree with a large percentage of all Christian thinkers to the
effect that perfection and omnipotence are inalienably
associated with the coacept of God. God has revealed His com-
plete and final will to man in the books of the Old and Hev/
Testament. The Bible is the absolute and unquestionable
authority on all important human problems. ^ There is no
possibility of new revelation concerning the will of God, but
only new interpretations of the full and final revelation con-
tained in the Bible.
God is grieved and angered by man's sins. His love for
man as a child and His wrath against man as a sinner are both
elements in the nature of God. These elements man must face.
The Nature of Man
Man is a creature of God’s love. For Barth, the essen-
tial teachings of the Adam and Eve story in Genesis are valid.
For a time man lived in a period of innocency, entirely free
of rebellion and sin. But soon man began to take pride in his
ovm poY/er and in his own reason and to challenge the authority
of God. 'This pride is man's greatest sin, and one which has
separated him entirely from God. McConnachie interprets this
aspect of Barthianism thus:
Humanity hides in itself the Titanic impulse to
storm the heights, to 'build us a city and a tower,
whose top may reach to heaven, to make us a name ’
.
By ignoring the 'distance' between man and God it
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has been guilty of Promethean pride and self-glorifi-
cation -- which to Barth is the crowning sin -- and
has succurahed to the guilty ambition 'to be as Gods’. 2
Through pride, then, the world has fallen from God and
stands under judgment.
All of man’s efforts to reason his way or work his way
out of the suffering and sorrov/ which he has created through
the sin of his pride are doomed from the beginning. Man is
without God, utterly and completely, and to be without God in
this universe that is law-abiding is to be pre-ordained to
destruction. There is only one hope open to man and that is
to be reunited with God. But because man is totally separated
from God through his sin, he lacks all pov/er to re-establish
his relationship with the Father. It matters not how deeply
nor desperately he may desire the re-establishment of such
relationship, he is totally without possibility of creating
such contact. The initiative must be taken by God. God, in
His love, breaks through the barrier of man’s sin to present
Himself to man. Man must understand his utter inability to
work out his own salvation -- must realize that he is utterly
and completely under judgment. In this realization he recoils
from the sin of his pride and casts himself entirely upon the
mercy of God, vjhom he still cannot find, but ?/hose will is
revealed. This aspect of Barth's thought is commonly known as
the "crisis theology.
"
2. McConnachie
,
BTMT, 14.
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8The Doctrine of the Word of God
The Word of God, in the thinking of Barth, is the final
and unquestioned authority on matters of salvation. That the
word of God can he known, he is certain. Says he :
In the concept of C!hurch proclamation and so, too, in
the concept of dogmatics, it is obviously taken for
granted that it is possible for men to hear the Word of
God, in fact to utter it, and so to Icnow it. True,
this is assumed in these concepts, not for human exis-
tence in general, but for a quite definite area of
human existence, namely, the area of the diurch, , .men --
not all men but particular men, and these particular
men not always or everyv/here but in a particular situa-
tion -- men can know the Word of God. Y/ere it not so,
then the entire conception of the Y/ord of God would
have to be emphatically designated a product of im.agina-
tion, and Church proclamation together with dogmatics
an objectless and therefore meaningless business and
the Church a place of self-deceptions. Por even if,
that being so, some existent unknown to us corresponded
to the concept of the Word of God, if we had no know-
ledge of it, the thing signified by that concept, des-
pite the correspondence, would not be true reality for
us, but a product of the imaginations. 3
The "certain men" referred to probably means the ordained min-
istry, or perhaps the ancient prophets. Hence, the Word of God
may be known by man, through interpretation of certain men, and
that Word is to be final authority on all questions v.hich it
touches.
To say that man may know the Word of God is, of course,
not the same as to say man may understan d the Word of God. We
may know it in the sense that we may have a clear conception
of what its directives are. But to understand it would involve
being able to reason through the facts and arrive at a know-
ledge of why God speaks as He does. Such understanding is held
t o be impossible. Ifen is not to seek to understand the Word of
3. Barth, DWG, 213, 214.
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9God, "but to know what it has to say and to follow its direction
without further questioni
Certainly a statement which by venturing it in faith we
allow to be true quite apart from our faith and above
all our faith, allow to be true even and actually against
our unbelief, do not allow to be true as a description of
our experience with the Bible, but allov/ to be true as a
description of the act of God in the Bible, whatever the
experiences may be which we have or do not have in this
connection. But this is just precisely the faith which
in this way sees and reaches beyond itself and all the
experiences bound up or not bound up with it to the act
of God, namely, to the fact that this act of God upon
man has become an event, therefore not to the fact that
man has reached out to the Bible, but to the fact that
the Bible has reached out to man... its becoming revela-
tion to us beyond all our faith, its being the word of
God also against our unbelief, we can, of course, allow
to be true and confess as true in us and for us only in
faith, in faith against unbelief, in the faith in which
we look away from our faith and unbelief to the act of
God, but in faith and not in unbelief. (4)
Few more exacting calls upon faith are to be found in the
thought of any writer.' Not only are we to accept the word of
God as valid in the face of our unbelief, but even in the face
of the denial on the part of faith itself, employing some sort
of super-faith that has even more faith than faith.
Not only is the Bible the Word of God. The true sermons
of ttie rightly ordained ministers are also the word of God.
This fact is established by Barth's assertion that God some-
times reveals His Word to some particular people. Herein,
then, are actually involved three forms of the Word of Gods
The Word of God as written; the Word of God as revealed; and
the 'Word of God as preached.
4 ^ ^BiTthT^BWGrTa37“1^I
.I-:,'
^
Since Barth thinks of the pride of reason as man’s great-
est sin, it is not surprising that he disclaims all necessity
that the Word of God should depend upon the kind of certainty
sought in philosophy. Por that sort of certainty demands
understanding, and only God Himself can understand His Word.
Por a man to satisfy himself as to the truth of the Word of
God through any one or all of the philosophical criteria of
truth is to assume that he is the possessor of a mind^ equal to
that of God. Only equals can grasp the fullness of each other’s
mind. Thus the 'Word of God is neither reasonable nor unreason-
able, but a-reasonable . It is completely independent of phil-
5
osophy and even of theology.
Christ in the Thought of Barth
Jesus is the mediator through which God presents Himself
to man. He is the Son of God through the virgin birth. He i
s
not merely a historic figure, nor a great teacher, nor the
founder of a religion, but the Saviour and the only hope of the
vrorld. Any development of thought vdiich tends to lose sight of
this fundamental truth, even for the purpose of revealing any
other truth about Jesus, is at best irrelevant and at worst
dangerous. Here again, McConnachie, as a direct follower of
Barth, has given enlightening interpretation:
Our libraries overflow with books depicting Jesus as
the ideal man, the great ethical preacher, the grand
Exemplar of sweetness and light, while Christ as Media-
tor as God-lian, has dropped out of sight. The religion
5; Barthr^WG7"IMr'’2T2T
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of Jesus has largely taken the place of the Gospel of
Redemption. Jesus has "been stripped of His deity,
and has become the historical Jesus, the Perfect Man,
the first Christian Believer, But the preacher is
again being set in a crisis, and compelled to answer
the old question: • Aho say ye that I am?* Is Christ
no more than the greatest personality thrown up by
history, or is He One //ho has come from beyond? Is
He, like the Buddha or Confucius, but a great figure
of our history. Who more and more recedes into the
past, or is He our Eternal Contemporary, Jesus Christ
-- yesterday, and today the same, and for ever? Is
Jesus Christ but one of the great army of God-seekers,
one of the vvedge of humanity moving Godwards, seeking
salvation, Or does He come from above, from beyond,
to meet the marching wedge and give it vhat it seeks?
Does He belong to the history of religion or is He a
unique revelation? (6)
Christ, by His life exhibited the v/ill of God, By His
death, according to the orthodox theory of the Atonement, he
provided man the means by v’hich sin may be forgiven and his
life reunited to God. This theory runs thus: God is Justice,
and in that Justice demands that man suffer for his sin. But
God is also a loving Father, and thus cannot bring Himself to
punish man as man deserves. Thus is set up a conflict in the
person of God -- Justice versus Love, God thus took upon him-
self the nature of man, wMle not relinquishing his deity. As
man, God suffered for man's sin, satisfying his own demand for
justice upon mian. As God, he forgave man of die sin, provided
man would accept God's suffering as signifying man's forgive-
lesB, Thus was God a-s Father satisfied.
The Church in the Thought of Barth
Here Barth reli es wholly upon the thought of John
5. kcConnachie, BTMT, 22.
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Calvin* The Church is a fellowship of those who are saved.
Barth rejects the Catholic view of the Church as an eternal
entity within itself, entirely independent of the particular
persons who may at any time constitute its membership. But
he does believe in a church established by decree of Jesus,
beginning with the early Apostles and having a continuous
history down to modern times. Together v/ith the early Pro-
testant reformers, Barth finds less disagreement with the
early doctrines of Roman Catholicism than with its form of
hierarchical government. He considers such Catholics as
Augustine, Francis of Assissi, Thomas Aquinas, and others as
playing valid roles in historic Christendom. Only with the
advent of Contjental Protestantism did the continuity of Chris-
tian history transfer itself from Catholicism. He is in agree
ment with Luther and Calvin in looking upon the sacrament as
divinely established means of grace. The doctrine of trans-
substantiation he rejects. But he does think that the spiri-
tual presence of Christ may be perceived in the proper admini-
stration of the Eucharist. The ministry is the divinely
ordained cult, best equipped by training and spiritual aware-
ness to interpret the scriptures, and the only authorized
administrator of the sacraments.
The sole and exclusive concern of the church is to lead
humanity to salvation through justification by faith. The
Church can have no human pride, no earthly power, and no human
goals. All considerations other than the salvation of souls
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7
axe to be di srega^rded in the divine fellowship of the church.
Evaluation of the Thought of Karl Bar th
It cannot be denied that in point of influence, Barth is
one of the greatest theologians of the tvi^entieth century. His
stern demands for a retiirn to primitive Protestantism have been
sounded throughout Europe at the time when Pagan intellectual ism
has about completed its work of cutting humanity loose from its
moorings. The experiences of the first World War changed Barth
from a liberal to the most fundamental of the fundamentalists.
He interpreted those years and the succeeding social and econo-
mic catastrophes as ti:i e breakdo ’oti of modern liberalism. He
was forced to reconsider his whole theological viewpoint, and
the result was his belief that the present yea.rs of revolution
constitute another of the recurring failures of man to work
out his own salvation apart from God,
There can be little doubt that much that is called
Barthanism brings into our world a message that needs to be
heard. The current tendency to lose sight of man's need of
God has doubtless been the cause of much action that has
denied God's sovereignty. Eew Christians worthy of the name
}7ill deny that current imperialisms, economic injustices, mal-
treatment of minorities, flagrant nationalism, and a host of
other v/ell" recognized individual and social evils of our day
disregard the v\rill of God for man. However much of our world
says lip service to the teachings of Jesus, the unpleasant fact
7; Barth, ZZ, 1931, ]l/iay.
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is these teachings are constantly evaded in too many of the
great decisions which determine the destinies of humanity. All
such disregard of man’s need for God is certainly condemned by
history and by rational thought to failure.
Barth, however weakens his case in several serious ways.
Birst is his denial of the ability of human reason to play any
part in human salvation. This attitude has ever been a self-
defeating concept, for if human reason is entirely wathout
place or value in the attainirient of spiritual stature, then
the thought of Karl !Barth, employing reason, is invalid. Yet
he entirely denies it a place in the relationship between man
and God. Barth makes religion a-rational by intent, and irra-
tional by implication. If religion is irrational, then any-
thing v/hich happens to please the fancy or serve the purpose
of an individual may be regarded as valid. Truth and falsehood
are determined only when the laws of logic are allowed to oper-
ate. If religion be irrational, then tbe incoherent babble of
a demented religious fanatic is as valid as the thought of a
careful theologian like Karl Barth. On the other hand, if
religion be a-rational, — that is, if it be but an experience
that lies entirely beyond the realm of reason — then it must
also be an experience that lies beyond the realm of conscious-
ness. The conscious being must necessarily be rational or
irrational. The mind, whatever else it may be, is certainly
concerned with the organization and interpretation of experi-
ence. This is carried on either according to the laws of logic.
rk
or in complete disregard of those laws, hut so long as con-
sciousness exists, it j^s carried on. To speak, then, of reli-
gion being a-rational is to hold that religion is that for
vdiich there is no meaning in consciousness.
Barth's orthodox adherence to the full and final revela-
tion of the vdll of God as contained in the Holy Scriptures is
also the generator of difficulty. There are always questions
about revelation. How, for instance, did God reveal the full
and final truth to the v/r iters of the Bible? Did God send a
telegram or a registered letter? Rather, it would appear that
revelation comes as an individual experience, lacking any
physical paper and ink. If God sends a message to the mind of
an individual, that message will be interpreted by that indivi-
dual in the light of his own understanding and past experience,
and, when he conveys it to others, his account will invariably
be colored by his own individuality. Thus, while he may know
#iat he thinks God has told him, he will be limited by himself
in the extent to which he is capable of. grasping the truth
accurately. And in the conveyance of the revelation to others,
his interpretation v/ill be determined by his own limitations.
Additionally, the many languages through which the Scriptures
have passed, losing some of their intrinsic meaning with each
new translation, the numerous incapable and prejudiced trans-
lators who have failed to convey accurately original thoughts;
and the inability of Christendom to agree at any given time as
to just what should or should not constitute the v/hole of the

Scriptures -- all these are facts which do not strengthen
Barth’s position. The most ardent believer in the reality of
Divine Revelation v;ill do his ovm contention a great service
by allowing professed revelation to be measured by the criterion
of coherence.
Again, Barth seems to deny the implications of the major
part of his own theology when he disregards the social implica-
tions of the teachings of Jesus. He falls into an age-old
fallacy of seeing clearly the need of individual salvation
while at the. same time failing to perceive the equally necessary
need for social salvation. He thus joins the great company of
those who suffer from religious astigmatism. The emphasis of
Jesus vms not on individual salvation as separate from social
consequences. “Follow me, and I will make you fishers of men”
is not a challenge to be instrumental in saving men from per-
sonal sin only to allow them to lose themselves in an unchris-
tian society. The feeding of the hungry, the healing of the
sick, the righting of economic wrongs, the establishment of
righteous peace are all implicit in both the life and teachings
of Jesus. “The salvation of the whole man” as the essence of
the teachings of Jesus demands that we not lose sight of social
responsibility. The individual gospel and the social gospel
are not antagon ist^, but rather are harmonious aspects of the good
life as conceived by Jesus. Even if we did not have the numer-
ous examples set by Jesus himself, the hard school of experience
would teach us that it is folly to think man can fully appropi-
<•
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ate the grace of God to his individual life in a society in
vv'hich hatred, greed, poverty, drunkenness, ignorance, and a
host of other enfeebling attributes are the dominant notes.
'nVhen Barth maintains liiat the Church can have no human
goals -- that is, cannot be concerned v/ith the physical and
mental welfare of man -- he is attempting to emphasize the
importance of spirit. But actually, he is relieving the Church
of a very la^rge part of its responsibility in creating condi-
tions whereby spirit may have a chance to grow.
In declaring the independence from philosophy and all
rational thought enjoyed by the Word of God, Barth seems also
to assume that his own position sharer that immunity. Perhaps
he is thus consistent with his own thought. Doubtless he be-
lieves that his expressed views are themselves revelations.
If so, he is, according to his contention, relieved of the
necessity of proving his statements. But the fact is that his
writings would have been given a considerably better hearing in
responsible circles had he been more concerned about establish-
ing reasons for his oxm conclusions. Often he creates the
impression of merely asserting without worrying too much about
defending his position.
Finally, it may be fairly said of Barth that in calling
Christendom to return to seme of the grea.t truths of its
Christian heritage he is perceiving the way by which a revitali-
zation of the Christian world may begin. But by denying
Christendom the right to move beyond many of the narrow and
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ill-advised interpretations of ancient Catholicism and primi-
tive Protestantism, he is building a harrier vhich will shut
man from the ever increasing light of God, His prejudice
against all liberal and modern thought sets definite limits
upon his owi vital influence in the creation of a spiritually
conscious world. The experiences of the centuries have shown
the thinking of the early Christian fathers as good beginnings,
but only that, Barth does well to call us to master these
basic concepts, but it appears necessary to look elsewhere for
leadership that gives a more complete answer to the facts from
vhich there is no escape.
THE THOUGHT OE KEIInTHOLD HIEBUHR
Reiniiold Hiebuhr probably has as many misinterpreters as
any other contemporary writer and thinker. He is rightly asso-
ciated with the school of the Transcendent God, but with this
much established, some have found what they considered suffi-
cient grounds for inaccurate conclusions about implications of
his thought. Characteristic of these misunderstandings are
two: Eirst, that Niebuhr is an Americanized version of Ka.rl
Barth, and second, that Niebuhr denies all value in human
reason. v^hile there seems to be a partial justification for
the latter indictment, if it were sustained he would be guilty
of gross injustice against human reason, the application of
which would negate his own thought. But both these ideas, and
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the extreme implications arising from them, are products of
a misunderstanding of what iliehuhr said, or of reading in-
to his thought ideas which he never entertained.
Cne thing which must he home in mind in seeking to
understand ITiehuhr is that he is essentially a poet in
his style of presentation. To attempt to read his work
in the cold, unintuitive manner employed in studying a
chemical formula is to miss the thought as surely as if
the same unfeeling and unimaginative approach were ap-
plied to the teachings of Jesus or the plays of Shakes-
peare, There will he those who will immediately decry
this method of presenting what is professed to he truth,
contending that it is impossible to discuss such matters
intelligently and poetically at one and the same time.
But, it may well he that some of these experiences which
are entirely subjective can best he presented accurately
in the suggestive language of poetic vision. Be that as
it may, the poetic approach is essential to an apprecia-
tion of the thought of Mehiihr.
The nature of I\fa.n
Though the chief interest of this work is the investiga-
tion of views of the nature of God, it is necessary in approach
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ing the thought of Mehuhr to under sta.nd his attitude towards
the nature of man. Por until this concept is grasped, one is
unahle to perceive clearly the meaning of his discussion of the
nature of God.
i’or ITiehuhr, man is a creature of God, related on the one
hand, through physical evolution, to other animals, and on the
other, through his spirit, to God Himself. That physical man
is of the animal world can hardly he doubted in the light of
modern scientific research. But the very fact that man realizes
that he is of the natural world, and at the same time has the
capacity to raise the question of v/hether he is anything more,
is itself indicative of the fact that in the asking of that
question he somehow stands on some ground independent of
nature, else how arises the suggestion?
If one turns to the question of the value of human
life and asks whether life is worth living, the very
character of the question reveals that the questioner
must in some sense he able to stand outside of, and
to transcend the life which is thus judged and esti-
mated. Man can reveal this transcendence more expli-
citly not only by actually committing suicide but by
elaborating religions and philosophies v/hich negate
life and regard a "lifeless" eternity, such as Hirvana,
as the only possible end of life. (8)
Thus man is animal, and man is spirit. Denial of either
is, for Niebuhr, failure to recognize and understand a truth
essential to a sufficient conception of man’s nature and des-
tiny.
Neither must one assume that man is totally evil, for
here again one is left with no means of explaining even the
8. Niebuhr, NDM, I, 2.
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origin of the criterion by which he labels himself as being
evil.
If
. .
.man comes to pessimistic conclusions about him-
self, his capacity for such judgments would seem to
negate the content of the judgments. How can man be
"essentially" evil if he knows himself to be so? What
is the character of the ultimate subject, the quint-
essential "I", which passes such devastating judgment
upon itself as object?(9)
ban’s history and experience of evil, rather than being
a revelation of his essential nature, is explained as arising
from an inherent tendency toward evil. Medical scientists
deny that tuberculosis is inherited, but agree that a tendency
toward tuberculosis is often transmitted from parent to child,
do, for Hiebuhr, is man's bent for sinning. The nature itself
is not essentially corrupt, but the tendency toward corruption,
he thinks, is an undeniable fact.
It follows, if man has a tendency toward evil, that man
must possess capacity for free will. It would be illogical to
speak of man’s "sin" if man were predestined by an act of God.
The very presence of sin even the ability to conceive the
meaning of sin is itself testimony to the fact of free
will. That man is a free agent Niebuhr heartily agrees.
Indeed, he calls the power of self-determination the very
"essence" of man. But "his sin is the wrong use of his free-
dom and its consequent destruction."^*^ Man misuses his free-
dom when he forgets his dependence upon God. Even the Chris-
tian emphasis upon individuality, if divorced from contrition
9. Niebuhry. T]
10. Ibid., 16.
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and humility before God, may issue in chaos. The modern trend
has been more and more toward the development of the 'autono-
mous* individual. "It is this autonomous individual v/ho really
ushers in modern civilization and who is completely annihilated
in the final stages of that civilization."^^ This attempt at
autonomy Mebuhr considers the heart of all human sin and re-
suiting human suffering. He sees in history the evidences of
man's repeated attempt to free himself from his dependence
upon God, and each of these attempts end in destruction and
regression.
Every civilization and culture v/hich has had independence
from God as its goal was but a Tower of Babel. Bor exainple,
Greek civilization became great, partly because of the slave
system, which gave leisure time in which the aristocrats could
think and philosophize, but it carried the seeds of its own
destruction, since class exploitation is bound always to
destroy that culture to which it first gives nurture. Or think
of Roman Stoicism, which certainly was a ToireT of Babel, since
it partly transcended and partly sanctified the imperfect
justice of Roman law, thus allov\ring the whole to exist and
destroy itself. Again, the Christian medieval civilization
brought political and social unity to Europe in a degree that
has not been recaptured since, but it wove the peculiar economic
interests of feudal aristocrats into the fabric of Christian
idealism. Thus,
11. Hiebuhr, ITBM, I, 59.
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One of the most pathetic aspects of human history is
that every civilization expresses itself most preten-
tiously, compounds its partial and universal values most
convincingly, and claims immortality for its finite exis-
tence vifhen the very decay which leads to death has al-
ready begun, (12)
In every civilization its most impressive period
seems to proceed its death by but only a moment. Like
the woods of autuinn, life defies death in a glorious
pageantry of color. But the riot of this color has been
distilled by an alchemy in v/hich life has already been
touched by death, (13)
Niebuhr warns that it may be that v/e can perceive such
signs of decay in our own civilization, and calls attention to
the fact that New York’s Empire State Building, the world's
greatest structure dedicated to business, was completed just as
a devastating world-v/ide depression began, and that one of the
first meetings in the magnificent hall of peace at Geneva was
for the purpose of hearing the vain pleas of the Emperor of
14
Abbysinia to the League to save his nation.
Thus man, because he misappropriates his ovm essence, has
involved himself in a labyrinth of sin. And all his efforts to
lift himself by his own bootstraps v/ill serve only to thicken
the darkness about him and to involve him in complications of
increasing difficulty. Obviously, says Niebulir, man's only hope
of obtaining freedom is by the intervention of Something or
Someone beyond himself. There have been those who have seen
this truth clearly. Such understanding doubtless contributed
to the development of the Hebrew Messianic Hope. These early
12. Niebuhr, BT, 39.
13. Ibid, 41.
14. Ibid, 41.
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seekers after truth, intelligent and intuitive, understood the
need for a Divine Being with supernatural power to free the
world of its self-imposed tragedy.
This writer has found nothing in Mehuhr’s discussion to
indicate that he Believes that human reason is valueless or
unavailing. vVhat his thinking does imply is tiiat human reason
is, by its very nature, finite. Since human need posits pro-
blems that transcend any individual life or any generation,
huraan reason alone is not sufficient to answer these questions.
Human reason must be , supplemented by the mind and power of God.
It does not appear to be a matter of abandoning reason, and
thereby becoming irrational or a-rational, but rather of using
reason while understanding its limitations, and supplementing
it by dependence upon God. However, on one occasion he has
said, "This means that human life has an ultimate religious
warrant for transcending the custom of tribes, rational rules
of conduct, and all general and abstract norms of behavior.
But to divorce this statement from the rliole of Hiebuhr ’ s view
is as unfair and as productive of as much inaccuracy as would
result from selecting isolated statements made by Jesus and
placing upon them an interruption incompatible with the whole
of his teaching. It would seem apparent, in the light of what
aas been said above, that iJiebuhr ’ s offense, if any, is a lack of
15. Hiebulir, ITDM, I, 57, 58,
rr
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clarity of expression, rather than of some of the more serious
charges. Since man, for Uiehuhr, is dependent upon God, even
while using in its greatest possible degree his own reason, the
quoted statement had reference to "rational rules of conduct
and all general abstract norms of behavior" which failed to
consider God's will or to acknowledge their dependence upon
that will.
The Nature of God
The foregoing discussion should already have enlightened
us about the nature of God, That Niebuhr regards God as
entirely other than man there can be little doubt. God is not
in man, and man is not in God. He makes the separation com-
plete by contending that it is absurd to try to explain the
man-God relationship by saying that God is both "the goal
toward which life is striving, and the force by which it
strives*'.^® thinks that Christian Theism, in the conception
of a transcendent-immanent God, has given an explanation which
satisfies many of the facts of our existence, but which can
never be thoroughly rationalized. However, though the facts
of experience demand that God be somehow present in himian
affairs, God is not to be thought of as being within man. The
separation of the personality of God from the personality of
man is complete. God, who is entirely other than man, wills to
be a party to human affairs, and brings the force of His per-
sonality to bear upon them, but He never absorbs man within his
16. Niebuhr, NDM, I, 10.
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ovm personality. In order properly to understand and appre-
ciate Niebuiir’s thought, we must constantly remember that he
does not deny God’s pov/er to make his personality felt in the
affairs of men, even while maintaining the complete individual-
ity of God and of man.
Christianity believes that the ground and fulfill-
ment of existence lies outside of existence, in an
eternal and divine v/ill. But it does not hold, as
many forms of dualism, that there is an eternal world,
separate and distinct from the temporal world. , . . The
eternal is revealed and expressed in the temporal, but
not exhausted in it. God is not the sum-total of fin-
ite occasions and relationships. He is their ground
and they are the creation of his will. '’18,
The foregoing quotation should make it clear that Hiebuhr
does not deny nor question God's power and eagerness to mani-
fest himself to men. Very often when one speaks of a Transcen-
dent God someone immediately conceives of a God who has wound
up the mechanism of the universe and has gone off and left it
to run itself out, having no more concern about the internal
evil of that universe. Such a conception is most foreign to
the thought of Hiebuhr. For him, God is ^n society but not of
society. His presence, Niebuhr does not question.
That God must reveal himself to man, rather than man, by
the exercise of his o\-7n reason discovering God, is, for Niebuhr,
a perfectly logical conclusion. He sees similarity between our
introduction to the nature of God and our introduction to the
nature of any other person. The only thing our sheer reason
can tell us about a personality other than our own is an assurnp
17 . Niebuhr
,
^NDM, 1
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18. Niebuhr, BT, 3, 4.
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tion -- the assumption that the other person’s motives and
desires, indeed his entire consciousness, is similar to our
own. We see evidence which suggest to us certain character-
istics which we understand in ourselves, and we conclude that
the evidences before us means the same thing for the other per-
sonality, But the fact is that v/e never have a very accurate
conception of another personality until we have some direct
v/ord from that other. To see a man on the street is never so
revealing as to sit down and spend an hour in conversation with
him as he opens up to us his ovm judgments upon himself. Thus
our conception of any personality other than our ovm must
always be partially true and partially false. Then, even after
we have listened to the judgments of the other upon himself,
still there will be depths of consciousness which that other
will find impossible to explain to our understanding: The
personality other than our own, will, at best, present a par-
tially correct and partially inaccurate picture to our minds.
This same relationship obtains between man and God. Man
sees evidences of God and draws conclusions about his nature.
Hov/ever, it is not possible for our finite minds to analyze the
mental life of God, nor to understand any of His attributes as
He understands them Himself. .All manifestations of the nature
of God are weighed on anthropomorphic scales. Thus is it
necessary for God to speak to us about Himself. God’s word
about Himself, while never understood with the same perception
with, which He v/ill understand, will nevertheless serve to reveal
) .
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to US much that otherwise would have been hidden of his person-
ality, But even then, because God’s experience reaches into so
many areas not touched by our own, the full nature of God will
always remain partially hidden from the mind of man.
This whole analogy implies the concept of divine "per-
sonality" which is indeed an invariable implication of
prophetic and Christian interpretations of life and
history, in contrast to more rationalistic and pan-
theistic philosophies, 'Ji/hile the concept of personal-
ity cannot be cleansed completely of anthropomorphic
elements, inasmuch as human personality implies limita-
tions of the senses and a tension betv/een freedom and
finiteness which are not applicable to the Divine, it
is nevertheless a servicable analogical concept because
it connotes precisely that height of freedom on the one
hand and that relation to organic process on the other
which prophetic and Christian faith assumes, and
furthers an understanding of God’s transcendence over,
and Kis immanent relation to, the world, 19'
The Manner by \7hich God Reveals Himself to Lfem
l\iebuhr contends that God’s attempts to reveal himself to
man cannot be understood and appreciated by the mere exercise
of reason, and stored away with the other items of man’s know-
ledge, Niebuhr professes complete agreement with Kierkegaard
lAio says s
Forgiveness is a paradox in the Socratic sense in so far
as it involves a relationship between the eternal truth
and the existing individual, the individual existing
human being must feel himself a sinner, not objectively
which is nonsense, but subj ec
t
ively which is the most
profound suff er ing, , . ,hence try to understand the for-
giveness of sins and then despair of understanding.,,,
with the understanding directly opposed to the inv^ard-
ness of faith, must lay hold on this paradox. '20
Hence the revelation by God of himself must be understood
19. Niebuhr, NDM, II, 66.
20 . Kierkegaard, Cup, 201.
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in faith, and not only in reason. One is reminded of the view
of Thomas Aquinas on the relative places of reason and faith,
Aquinas held that man can discover almost anything hy the exer-
cise of his reason, hut that there are a few areas of experi-
ence , and these are the most important ones in v/hich one
must leave reason and proceed on faith alone. But revelation
never opposed reason, Uiehuhr, in concurring in Kierkegaard’s
paradox, goes to an extreme that Aquinas would not have accept-
ed, and which is not sustained in other instances in Kiehuhr’s
own statements. In trying to emphasize the necessity of supple-
menting reason with faith, he has actually placed the two in
opposition.
The Mission of Jesus in the Pla.n of God
KiehiBrir sees in the life and death of Jesus the supreme
Divine revelation, God finds it necessary to take the initia-
tive in revealing His nature in the mind of man and chooses the
plan of sending Jesus to he that revelation. Here Hiehuhr
reli es upon the orthodox doctrine of the Atonement, The suffer-
ing of Christ upon the cross is the suffering of God Himself,
and must always he viewed as the "inevitable consequence of
2l
sin’s rebellion against goodness". The fact that sin results
in suffering to God is an indication of sin's seriousness.
With such orthodox reasoning Mehuhr ccnceives of Jesus as ful-
filling God’s nature in and before the world,
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Not only is Jesus, for Niebuhr as for Barth, a revelation
of God, hut He is the final revelation. There can he no higher
representation of the freedom of God, since in Jesus God is
shown to he free of even His own law. But here, again, v/e must
not misinterpret Niehuhr. God is not free to he irrational.
Rather, it lies within the very nature of God's law that he who
gave it, while not repealing it, is free from its fetters,
Niehuhr realizes that many of the deeper truths about
life cannot he stated without inaccuracies and unintentional
deceptions. However, he maintains that those who seek to avoid
these inaccuracies have often fallen into still greater decep-
tions. With this realization in mind, Niehuhr attempts to deal
with the meaning of the crucifixion. "Most profoundly, " he
says, "the Atonement of Christ is a revelation of what life
22
actually is," He freely admits that the crucifixion was
tragic when viewed from man's standpoint. He considers Hebraic
religion and Roman law the best of their time, the supreme re-
sults of human striving over the previous years. Yet it was
this very best that human striving could produce which crucifie(.
Jesus. But, paradoxically, the crucifixion becomes a revelatioi.
of a power which transcends human striving. The crucifixion he
regards as the nucleus of the revelation of God's way for man.
'Without the cross men are beguiled by what is good in
human existence into a false optimism, and by what is
tragic into despair. The message of the son of God,
who dies upon the cross, of a God who transcends his-
tory, who condemns and judges sin and yet suffers with
and for the sinner, this message is the truth about
2^. Niebuhrs BT, 20,
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life ... compared to this Christ who dies upon the
cross, Jesus the good man who tells all men to he good,
is more solidly historical. But he is the hearer of no
more than a pale truism. (23)
V/e see nov/ that the Jesus of the thought of Reinliold
ITiehuhr is not primarily a particularly good man who taught a
significant ethical doctrine, hut the Son of God whose life
has an intrinsic part in God’s attempt to save man from sin,
and whose death becomes the particular process hy which God
harmonizes the two principal elements of his ovm nature,
justice and love. It is interesting to note, that while
iJiehuhr and Hegel prohahly could not agree on theology,
Hiehuhr is actually being quite Hegelian in his explanation of
the purpose of the life of Jesus, The justice of God might be
thought of as a thesis, his love the antithesis, and the death
of Jesus upon the cross the synthesis.
It becomes more difficult to follow the essential meaning
of Hiebuhr ' s discussion of the method by which the power of God
transmitted to human affairs through Jesus, operates in the
world. He holds that Jesus’ view of himself was the combina-
tion of Apocolyptic thought (see particularly the Apocrypha,)
and the conception of the Suffering Servant (as set forth par-
ticularly in portions of Isaiah). The chief accent, he holds,
is on the latter conception. The fifty-third chapter of Isaiah
would probably be thought of as being particula.rly pertinent to
the Suffering Servant idea:
23. Hiebuhr, BT, 20, 21.
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He is despised and rejected of men; a man of sorrows
and acquainted with grief: and we hid as it were our
faces from him; he was despised, and we esteemed him
not. Surely he has borne our griefs and carried our
sorrows: yet we did esteem Him stricken, smitten of
God and afflicted. But he was wounded for our trans-
gressions: He was bruised for our iniquities; the
chastisement of our peace was upon him; and with hi s
stripes vfe are healed . 24
Hiebuhr holds this conception to be basic to an under-
standing of the method by which Jesus brings God's power to
the world. The very use of the term "power" is at once both
necessary and confusing in attempting to clarify Hiebuhr ’ s
view. He obviously believes that God's power is transmitted
to men who seek it through Christ, but he is deeply concerned
lest we confuse God's pov\rer with human force. For in earthly
force the life of Jesus is completely impoverished. His power
is the pov/er of pure goodness, unadulterated by human force.
With those who will at once say such goodness is at the mercy
of human force evilly used, Hiebuhr will readily agree. Yet
he is unwilling to leave it so victimized.
Pure goodness, without power [tbat is, human forc^ can-
no t maintain itself in the world. It ends on the cross.
Yet that is not wliere it finally ends. The Messiah will
finally transmute the whole v/orld order. The contradic-
tions of human existence which prevent power from ever
being good enough to belong to the kingdom, and which
equally prevent pure love from being powerful enough to
establish itself in the world, must be finally overcome;
but they can only be overcome by divine action. Ho
human action, proceeding fromi these contradictions, is
equal to it. 25;
It thus becomes apparent that, for Hiebuhr, the power of
God is the suffering of Jesus. That suffering in itself is
24. Isaiah, 53: 3-5. Italics not in original.
25. Hiebuhr, BT, 177, 178.
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pure goodness. Such goodness can never he linked with, himan
force, l^ot only is Jesus crucified by the evil in the v/orld,
but also by the sins of the righteous who seek to fulfill
Christian goodness. Tne goodness that is in Jesus must be com-
pelling but not c ompelled . This suffering of Jesus -- this
pure goodness -- is the Law of Love in operation. Love is the
lav/ of life. Hie world of human striving cannot understand
this law, and judges this lav/, finding it v/anting. But the
judgment which the world passes on the law of Love is at once
Zfi
a more cond.emning judgment of itself. For to the extent to
which the world understands and appropriates the law of Love
is it motivated by the pov/er of God.
hiebuhr then asserts that the above truths imply that the
kingdom of God ca,nnot come in human history, since human history
is a record of strife of good with evil, with man at the helm of
each. The defeat of the suffering servant contains v/ithin it-
self the symbol of ultimate victory. The kingdom of God comes
beyond time, that is Beyond Tragedy
,
for human history is the
story of tragedy. But the kingdom of God does not negate time;
27
rather, it fulfills time. Hiis fulfillment is the victory of
pure goodness over all forms of human force "the foolishness
of God that is wiser than the wisdom of men."
That lliebuhr does not believe in a literal second coming
of Clirist he makes clear. Yet he maintains that we are justi-
fied in using the figure of the second corning as one of the
26. Niebulir, BT, 182, 183.
27. Ibid., 192.
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inaccuracies necessary to the conveyance of the heart of the
truth about Jesus. For he sees the life and death of Jesus
as every day sitting in judgment upon the world. And all of
man’s striving that leaves the plan of God out of considera-
tion is found v/anting in the light of Jesus’ ideal. Thus in
a very real sense the children of light and of darkness are
being separated from one another.
Sternal Life In The Plan Of God
jJiebuhr rightly sees that any idea of a purposeful God
playing a part in human affairs, by whatever process, implies
human immortality. God must be concerned with human affairs
because he finds value in the human spirit. But if God is
creating these values, struggling to bring them to the frui-
tion of their potentiality, but is also regularly destroying
them, then God must be utterly irrational. If God finds value
in the human spirit, he v/ill conserve and expand that value
eternally.
But beyond realizing that human immortality is implicit
in the concept of a God who is laboring to expand hum.an values,
Biebuhr finds himself unable to say much that is definite about
an after-life. He considers the thought of physical resurrec-
tion of the body a myth an impossibility and yet, a
figure necessary even to suggest an inexplicable truth. But he
sees all efforts to give an accurate description of an after-
life doomed to failure.
rL
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It is completely inconceivalDle that any man could, with
any degree of accuracy, describe the nature of a life
after death. Therefore all attempts to do so are but
intellectual or spiritual leaps into the dark. However,
the idea which has to do with the physical resurrection
is far more to be desired, and far less fantastic than
that which speaks of a disembodied spiritual, yet person-
ally conscious existence. (28)
Evaluation Of The Thought Of Reinhold Hiebuhr
The Contention of Hiebuhr relative to the nature of man
would seem to be sustained empirically. That man does contain
within himself a power, a spirit not present in any other
animal, is conceded by every thinker who justly calls himself
a Christian. That man is limited in his possibilities is not
only evident from human history, but is implicit in any con-
ception of a God Vi^ho lends assistance to developments in
human affairs. To set up such limitations on the power of
human reason is not to disregard or deny any of the magnificent
achievements which have been attributed to man’s mind, Heither
is it despair as to the future possibilities of man’s develop-
m-ent. But it is an admission that after man’s reason has done
its utmost, and after the human intellect has achieved the
greatest possible realization of its own potentiality, still
there will be areas of truth about spirit and about man’s rela-
tionship to God v/hich only God himself can reveal.
It also seems a valid assertion that man’s greatest sin
is dependence upon his own reason alone, asserting his inde-
pendence of God; in fact, setting himself up as a personal
28. Hiebuhr, BT, 304.
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deity who sings an affirmation of faith unto himself, "I, my-
self, am my shepherd, I shall not want". 'Aliat he does He
seeks to confine human reason to its legitimate sphere, and
to bring before human thought the understanding that over and
beyond human effort is, and must be, God.
Hiebuhr ’ s conception of the nature of God arises from
a dualistic point of view. As other chapters of thi s volume
v/ill indicate, there is much reason to suppose that theistic
thought, which makes the physical universe the activity of
the mind of God, rather than a something which God created
out of nothing, is more acceptable. However, it should be
remembered that Hiebuhr is no t primarily concerned with this
metaphysical discussion -- which he might consider hair-
splitting -- but instead is attempting to express to human
understanding the essential truth that God is interested in
human affairs, but exists, as a personality outside of human
personal '-ty. It would seem that this truth is valid whether
one approaches the question from the standpoint of dualism
or from ihat of theism. There is not proposed at the present
time a better explanation of the relationship of God to man
than this one which holds that God is interested in human
affairs, and is constantly struggling, sometimes against
even man's own free v^ill, to aid in human unfolding.
.bid this is essentially the thing that
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i^iebuhr has said about this relationship.
That the burden of that revelation must lie completely
upon God, and that man is powerless to initiate any pursuit
which will lead to the deeper understanding of God’s nature,
may be questioned. Niebuhr's case seems weaker here than in
many other places. Certainly, we can discover much about any
personality discover many truths virhich that personality
does not reveal to us on its own volition. It would seem to
be true of the personality of God. By simply observing God's
past activity, one may know something of His nature. And cer-
tainly, God, by the activity of whose mind the laws of logic
exist, is Himself a logical person. To say, then, that the
science of correct thoughts will not reveal to us anything of
the nature of God is to make God illogical, or at least a-log-
ical. However, if we believe that God’s nature is essentially
broader and deeper than our own, we must agree with Niebuhr that
there is much in the nature of God which our limited powers of
intellect cannot discover, but which may be at least partially
understood by God's word about himself.
Niebuhr's conception of Jesus as having a part in the
effort of God to reveal himself to man, is essentially valid for
all who believe in the Saviourhood of Jesus. And when the
Saviourhood of Jesus is rejected, one is left without any logi-
^
3al explanation of the tremendous impact of the life and death
of Jesus upon human affairs. Efforts to explain that impact on
any other basis prove inadequate in the light of the facts.
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The belief that Jesus played a deliberate part in God's effort
to reveal Himself to man, thus becoming the Saviour of the
world, is more coherent with the facts than any other explana-
tion. In addition, there is the overwhelming testimony of
multitudes of honest, rational men in every century who have
acknowledged a personal experience of that Saviourhood, How-
ever cynics strive to disregard that testimony, the fair-minded
thinker will understand the necessity of giving it considera-
tion. Thus, when Miebuhr contends that God made a deliberate
attempt to reveal His nature to man through Jesus Christ, he
is true to the weight of the evidence,
A study of the thought of Hiebuhr is revealing on the
question of why he is one of America's most widely recognized
theologians. One may believe that he would be truer to the
facts if he set less stringent limitations upon the possibili-
ties open to human reason. But Niebuhr's robust emphasis upon
man's need for God -- man's inevitable destruction apart from
God -- is a ringing challenge to a w^orld that has trusted too
much in transient values. Hence Christendom will make no mis-
take in continuing to give Niebuhr a wide hearing.
COMPARISON OR TH3 THOUGHT OR B.\RTH AND NIEBUHR
Our study has made it apparent that in many respects
Barth and Niebuhr are in very close agreement. The conception
of a god of perfection and omnipotence, of man as wholly separ-
ated from God by his own sin, of Jesus as a revelation of the
nature of God and as the atonement of man’s sin -- in all these
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basic respects they are in agreement. But there are some very
important matters in which Barth and Uiebuhr do not agree --
so important, in fact, as to finally create a considerable gulf
of separation between them.
-whereas Barth utterly denies to human reason any part in
human salvation, Mebuhr accepts the validity of human reason
which is willing to be directed and supplemented by the mind of
God. iNTiebuhr condemns that superciliou s rationalism which ego-
tistically declares its complete independence of God. That
iliebuhr is here far more acceptable to the modern Christian is
obvious.
Again, Barth seems to be v/holly satisfied with individual
salvation, in the belief that all problems of human relation-
ship ?/ill be removed when all souls possible have been reborn
in Christ. If there has ever existed a society, even in
heaven itself, wherein righteous men did not hold serious dif-
ferences of opinion -- differences so great so as to have a
lasting effect upon the life of society -- such a community has
at least not gotten into the pages of recorded history. Hence,
it would appear that if the Church is the divine fellowship
which Barth claims it to be, it must be concerned with matters
beyond individual salvation. Niebuhr has given no evidence of
falling into this bit of short-sightedness. He is deeply con-
cerned with social goals. He asserts that the goodness of
Christ is defeated when linked with human force, but that is
not to deny to the Christian community the right to seek and
employ the spiritual force of the true Christian life in effect
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ing worthy social achievements.
There is marked difference hetv/een Barth and Niehulir on
the question of free will. This chapter has previously indica-
ted that ITiehuiir holds free will to he a logical necessity if
one accepts the reality of sin. Hov/ can there he sin if man
possesses no freedom to choose? But the Calvinistic doctrine
of predestination is implicit, if not explicit, in tlrie thought
of Barth. The Church, for him, is composed of the elect who
have heen chosen through God's initiative. Thus is the church
a fellowship of those predestined for such fellowship.
Ttiough in the discussion devoted to each, pa^rticular men-
tion was made of their viev/s relative to tlrie nature of man, it
will he significant to recall these views for this brief com-
parison. Bor Barth, man is v/holly and totally evil. There is
nothing good nor beautiful nor worth saving in man. The only
reason God bothers v/ith him at a,ll is that God is Infinite
Love, and therefore loves even totally depraved man. But
Uiebuhr views man in a quite different light. He sees in man
much that is beautiful and good and worth redeeming. Ma.n is
not completely separated from God because man is totally evil,
but because man has wrongly used one of his most admirable and
useful qualities -- his reason.
The results of this study tend to indicate liiis very essen
tial difference betv/een Barth and Uiebuhr : These tv/o leaders
of the school of the Transcendent God agree on many basic
c.
points of theology* Yet Barth asserts his position in a spirit
that suggests that the only need for a revitalized Christianity
is a return to the full and complete truth of the pa-st,
Uiehiihr, however, asserts some of the same basic thrology, to-
gether with some marked differences, in a spirit that takes
full cognizance of the mistakes of past thinkers. He calls us
to rediscover our need for God, with a view to pushing forv/ard
to new light in spiritual attainment. This constitutes a sep-
aration between Barth and Hiebuhr, the consequences of vhich
should not be underestimated. Barth is essentially a spokes-
man of traditional European Protestantism. Hiebuhr, while a
dualist in theology, is clearly a product of that American
Protestantism which values the past but which looks with
anticipation to the future.
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CI-IAPTER THREE
THE GOD OF THE NEOSCHOLASTICS
FOUNDATIONS IN THE PHILOSOPHY OF
THOMAS A(:iUINAS
In philosophical and theological circles the name of
Thomas Aquinas has become a synonym for orthodox Catholic
thought, Aquinas stands at the climax of a long struggle by
the Medieval Church to harmonize classical philosophy and
Christian theology. The purpose v/as to form an organic whole
which could stand against the onslaught of the Paganism that
had overrun Europe at tlie fall of the Roman Empire. Never be-
fore or after Aquinas has any Catholic thinker set forth a
system so universally accepted by the Church, The influence
of Scholasticm as finally constructed by this great Catholic
is in many ways as significant now as in his day. An attempt
to understand Neoscholasticm cannot be better begun than by
briefly recoimting some of the major contentions of Thomas
Aquinas, since the modern variety is based almost entirely
upon his thought.
The chief works of Thomas Aquinas were Summa Theo logiae
,
Summa contra Gentiles
,
De regimine principum (his in part).
In these he set forth his system of thought. One of the most
noteworthy contributions Aquinas made was to separate the
studies of philosophy and theology. Philosophy, he said, moves
from facts to God, v/hile theology moves from God to facts. The
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field of philosophy is that of reasoning about the truth con-
cerning man’s experience. Theology is the study of the re-
vealed nature and will of God. his reason, said Aquinas,
man can discover almost all truth. This field of reason is
legitimate ground for philosophy. However, there are some
areas of our understanding which our reason cannot discover
for us, and these are the most important facts of our exis-
tence. This area of our understanding is received by man
through revelation at the initiative of God. Reason cannot
always give a rational account of revelation. Thus, man should
accept revelation on faith. This is the field of theology, in
which philosophy can play no real part nor be of any direct
service. Revelation never contradicts reason, but often sup-
plements it.
The same may be said concerning the dogmas of the Church.
Many points in orthodox Catholicism can be established through
the exercise of logical reasoning. It is entirely right and
necessary that the Christian should use his reason in these
matters to the greatest extent possible. But there are some
points in the teaching T/diich cannot be affirmed by reason, and
these are to be accepted on faith, since they have been
established through revelation, and revelation is immune to the
activity of reason. Indeed, says Thomas, the only true faith
is faith \^ich is employed in the absence of rational proof;
for if a thing can be constructively proved by our reason, then
no real faith is necessary, Ib.ith is a matter of will, and is
an instinct, or may come to us from without through the exper-
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ience of miracles,
Aquinas rejects Anselm’s ontorogical argument for the
existence of God, Rather, he says we can infer the existence
of God from the fact of creation (casmological argument). He
relies heavily on Aristotle’s concept of the "unmoved mover
the uncaused first cause, Aristotle contended that it is im-
possible to carry causal law baclcward to infinity -- there
must have been a starting point, a first cause that was itself
uncaused. Without the concept of such a first cause one falls
into an infinite regression. Thus the conception of God as
being an uncaused causer is necessary,
Aquinas also had much to say on ethics, God is consider-
ed the highest objective good. Subjectively, the highest good
for every creature is that it be true to its essence, its es-
sence being the purpose for which it was intended. Thus a good
plow is one that plows a deep, neat- furrow; a good knife is a
good cutting knife, etc. The essence of man is his intellect.
Thus the highest subjective good for man is that he be true to
his intellectual or spiritual life. Such fidelity to the essence
s
of man ultimately means the release from all sensuous impulses.
The hipest form of intellectual life is speculation, and the
greatest object for speculation is God, Thus man reaches his
highest possible attainment in the knowledge of God, The virtue
or evil of an act is determined by the vdll. The will to do
good is virtue, the will to do evil is sin. An important part
of the ethics of thomas was his view concerning war. He thinks
that Christ does not utterly forbid war. War may be justified
(
45
if the following three requirements are met: 1.) The war must
he fought imder the authority of a sovereign. 2. ) The war must
he in a just cause: Those v\^ho are attacked should, deserve to
he attacked. 3. ) The good v/ill should he involved, and when
war is made it should he in the intention of advancing good or
avoiding evil.
kian, through Adam's sin, is a creature doomed to destruc-
tion. He is saved from such destruction only hy the grace of
God, such grace being imparted through the sacraments of the
Church. Outside the Church Uiere is no possible hope of sa'’-va-
tion. But the grace of God imparted through the sacraments
can operate in the individual life only as man asserts his vail
in co-operation with Christ.
^
THE THOUGHT OF ETIEH13E GILSOH
Etienne Gilson is typical of the Neoscholastics who base
their thought on that of Thomas Aquinas. Not only is his
thought typical hut his work is outstanding. He early ack-
nowledges his indebtedness to the insights of Thomas Aquinas,
and his acceptation of Ihomas ' fundamental concepts concerning
God. Particularly does Gilson emphasize the separation of
philosophy and theology, and reiterates Aquinas’s contention
that theology is revealed, and therefore above human reason.
Says he :
The word of God excludes all contrary errors because,
qua word of God, the v/ord of God is true. The v/ord of
no philosopher, on the contrary, can exclude contrary
statements as false, because the v/ord of no philosopher
Ti See iiVank Thillyr~^t^iT^ory of Hiilosophy
, pp. 191-203, or
any good history oTYhllobC’pTiyTO'r”"a 1^'sume ' of the thought
of Thomas Aquinas.
cc
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is true qua the word of the philosopher. \2
j
V/ith this background, he proceeds to discuss the nature
of God. It is obvious that there is little to say for Heo-
scholasticism as an original contribution. To read the doc-
trines of the Scholastics is to anticipate entirely the doc-
trines of the Ueoscholasti cs . Rather than new conclusions,
the chief contribution of the Ueoscholastics appears to be a
fev; new methods of defending orthodox Scholasticism.
God and Greek Philosophy
Gilson begins by discussing the philosophical ideas of
God in various periods. He recounts the development of the
idea of Gods in Greek mythology and theology. All early Greek
thought he finds inadequa.te in the effort to give a defensable
definition of the nature of God. Even Plato, turned to con-
sta.ntly by many early Catholic thinkers, is weighed by Gilson
and found to be wanting. He says the popular tendency to in-
terpret Plato’s good as a God is erroneous. He quotes the
following passage from Plato’s Republic ;
the universal author of all things beautiful and right,
parent of light and of the lord of light in the visible
world, and the immediate source of reason and truth in
the intellectual; and that this is the power upon which
he v/ho would act rationally either in public or private
life must have his eye fixed. ".3)
This, says Gilson, certainly resembles the Christian idea ©f
God, and is often quoted as proof tha.t Plato’s God and that of
Christianity are similar. However, this is actually a defini-
2. Gilson, GP, Preface, XI.
3. Plato, Republi c
,
517.
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tion of Plato’s Good, and Plato himself never called his Good
a god.
Rather, Plato's idea of God, Gilson explains thus:
We must first imagine some individual living being, simi-
lar to tiiose we know from sensible experience; but in-
stead of imagining it as changable, contigent, and mortal,
we must conceive it as intelligible, imntutable, necessary,
and eternal. This is a god for Plato. In short, a
Platonic god is a living individual endowed with all the
fundamental attributes of an Idea. This is the reason
why a Platoical Idea can be more divine than a god and
yet not be a god. 4
Clearly enough, the world of Plato is no less full of
gods than the world of Thales or that of Homer; and his
gods are just as distinct from h is philosophical prin-
c iples as an order of persons is distinct from an order
of things. 5
Gilson thus finds Plato’s philosophical conception of God in-
adequate because, he charges, Plato’s concept of God is merely
an essence. Everything that moves or shows any form of acti-
vity must have a mover, and Gilson sees Plato’s mover as a
supreme individual, but as subjective to each moving body. For
Plato, there are many gods, each god being the essence, or
thing-in-itself of an individual being.
Gilson finds in the philosophy of Aristotle the first
instance wherein the Greeks v/ere able to unite their philosophy
and their ideas concerning God. The world of Aristotle v/as a
necessary and an eternal world. How it came into being is not
the most important question, but rather what its nature is, and
what events take place within it. \'3hereas Plato held that an
Idea was the supreme fact of the universe, Aristotle saw an act
4. Gilson, GP, 27, 28.
5. Ibid.
, 28, 29.
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of thought, A Thought perceiving both itself and the universe
in vdiich i t was supreme took the place of Plato's Idea. This
thought, perceiving itself, has little function beyond that
act. It does not think of the individuals in the universe,
neither does it know of their existence. Thus, while Aristotle
had succeeded in finally deposing the fantastic gods of Greek
mythology and making theology rational, he also relieved the
i Greeks of the possibility 'of having a religion, says Gilson,
Vdiat would be the use to love a god or to be concerned about
his will who cannot love us nor be interested, even indirectly,
in human affairs? "God is in Plis heaven; it is up to men to
6
take care of the world".
Greek philosophy failed to give us a religious conception
of God because they were unable to make God both rational and
personal. An intelligent man cannot worship an irrational God,
and a man who is alive and seeking acknowrledgment of hi s devo-
tion cannot long revere a god that lacks responsive personality,
Wow, men can be preached into v/orshiping any living being,
from a wholly imaginary one like Zeus to a wholly ridicu-
lous one like the Golden Calf. Provided only it be some-
body or sanething w^hich they can mistake for somebody,
they may eventually worship it, V/hat men cannot possibly
bring themselves do is to v/orship a thing. Y/hen Greek
philosophy came to an end, what was sorely needed for pro-
gress in natural theology was progress in metaphysics,
buch philosophical progress was to be made aB early as
the fourth century A. D. ; but curiously enough, metaphy-
sics was to make it under the influence of religion. (7)
_
&od and Christian Philosophy
During the years while philosophy was maturing in Greece,
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another ancient people were making progress in another* but an
associated field. "The Jews had already found the God who was
0
to provide philosophy with an answer to its own question.
"
This god had not been found through philosophical research but
had revealed himself to the Jews, and had told them his name.
According to the Biblical account, Moses had been instructed
to say to the children of Israel "He Vi/ho Is, hath sent me to
you. " ^ Brom that day on, this v;as the name that the Jews have
given to Godi Yahweh, which was taken to mean, "He IWho Is. "
Because of the implications of this fact for his subsequent
thought, Gilson places special emphasis on his contention that
while the Greeks had sought dilligently for God through the
channels of philosophy, they had not found him. The Jews, on
the other hand, had found God, but not through philosophy.
Their genius was not a genius of rational thought, but of reli-
gious faith. They were the masters of religious faith who knew
God.
Christian thought, says Gilson, began with the assumption
that God is. The Christians had as heritage the guidance of
the people who had known God through religious faith, and con-
sequently they were not troubled with proving philosophically
God's existence. One of the great events in man's spiritual
and mental development took place when Christian theology and
Greek philosophy came together in the early years of the Church
This union gave rise to Christian philosophy.
Taken in itself, Christianity was not a philosophy. It
H Gilson, GfF7''3B’;^
|
9. Exodus 3: 13, 14.
rc
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was the essentially religious doctrine of the salvation
of men through Christ. Christian philosophy arose at
the juncture of Greek philosophy and Jewish-Christ ian
religious revelation, Greek philosophy providing the
technique for a rational explanation of the world, and
the Jewish-Chri stian revelation providing religious "be-
liefs of incalculable philosophical import. vdiat is
perhaps the key to the whole history of Christian phil-
osophy and, in so far as modern philosophy hears the
mark of Christian thought, to the history of modern
philosophy itself, is precisely the fact that from the
second century A. D. on men have had to use a Greek
philosophical technique in order to express ideas that
had never entered the head of any Greek philosopher. (lO)
Greek philosophy had gone about as far as human reason can go
with the work of Plato and Aristotle, Indeed, Gilson agrees
with Thomas Aquinas that Aristotle has been The Philosopher of
the ages, and that subsequent attempts at philosophy have been
either restatements of various aspects of Aristotle’s system,
or, contradicting it, have been incapable of defense.
The work of Augustine was the first outstanding effort
to harmonize Christian theology and Greek philosophy. With
this great thinker began the work of harmonization between
philosophy and theology v;hich passed through many stages, issu-
ing at last in the work of that greatest of all Scholastics,
Thomas Aquinas,
It has been said that Gilson is a mental and spiritual
child of Aquinas. As a modern spokesman for Saint Thomas, he
acknowledges that Churchman’s philosophic indebtedness to
Aristotle, going so far as to say that, "As a philosopher,
Thomas Aquinas was not a pupil of Moses but of Aristotle, to
whom he owed his methods, his principles, up to even his all-
10. Gilson, GP, 43.
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important notion of the fundamental actuality of being.
Gilson thinks of the metaphysics of Thomas Aquinas as a climax,
and all subsequent endeavor in this field as anticlimax. The
philosophy of Aristotle, combined with more than a thousand
years in the development of Christian theology, resulting in
the system of Aquinas, is the answer to man’s questions con-
cerning both the natural and spiritual worlds. Gilson is sat-
isfied to accept this system as final and to answer all ques-
tions as he believes Saint Thomas would have answered them.
God and Modern Philosophy
It has been said that all metaphysical speculation after
Thomas Aquinas, has been, for Gilson, anticlimactic. The great-
est of all failures in subsequent years he sees as the effort
of philosophers to answer questions concerning God while dis-
regarding revelation. He thinks that such philosophers as
Descartes, while intelligent men, made the fatal mistake of
trying to define God in terms of sheer philosophy. “The God
12
of Descartes was a stillborn God" — and so v;a8 the god of
all who followed in this error, Ihe god of Spinoza, of the
idealist, and of the deist are each investigated by Gilson
and found to be absurdities. The criterion of judgment in
each case was the degree of agreement with the system of Thomas
Aquinas.
ir;; Grriorrr"GP7^7^
12. Ibid, 89.
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God and Contemporary Thouf^'ht
Gilson thinks the greatest obstacle to a proper under-
standing of the nature of God in the present day is the in-
fluence of Immanuel Kant, He goes so far as to say that ulti-
mately there are only, two choices -- Kant or Thomas Aquinas.
"All the other positions are but half-way houses on the roads
which return to either absolute religious agnosticism or to
13
the natural theology of Christian metaphysics. " Of course
the aspect of Kant's thinking that Gilson finds obnoxious is
his insistence that knowledge, properly so-called, is limited
to the organization of sense data. This naturally denies
Saint Thomas' declaration that human reason can be supplement-
ed by revelation, and that such revelation can be as sure and
certain knov/ledge as any other part of man's consciousness.
Neither can the reality of God be firmly established according
to ivant's system, God i s not an object that can be perceived
through the physical senses and therefore, by Kant's system,
cannot be absolutely known to exist. The fact that Kant feels
the necessity of inferring the existence of God from facts
that can be emperically established does not appease Gilson.
oo in the case of tiiese two it is a matter of "either", "or"
What makes it difficult for us to go back to Thomas
Aquinas, is Kant ... but what makes it difficult for us
to go as far as Kant, if not Thomas Aquinas himself. --
at least the whole order of facts which provides a basis
for his own natural theology, ( 14
)
Gilson agrees with scientists v/ho say that the problem of
13. Gilson, GP, 114.
14. Ibid, 114, 115.
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the nature of God lies outside of scientific experimentation.
He disagrees with those who conclude that because this problem
lies outside of the field of science, it is a problem incapable
of solution. He decries the great awe in which men hold
t
science, and particularly, the naive general assumption that
science can give the answer to all truth. He sees this fact
as responsible for placing the modern world in a difficult
position; namely, a state wherein it is no longer considered
possible to be sure of the existence of God,
A world which has lost the Christian God cannot but re-
semble a world which has not yet found Him ...There
are blind Evolution, clear sighted Orthogensis, benevo-
lent Progress, and others which it is more advisable
not to mention by name ...Millions of men are starving
and bleeding to death because two or three of these
psuedoscientif ic or psuedosocial deified abstractions
are nov/ at war, Por when gods fight among themselves
men have to die. ( 15)
Against this irrational worship of "abstractions" Gilson
places the reaffirmation of the reality of God. He proclaims
once more the God of Scholastic theology -- that is, the reason
able god of Aristotle and the personal god of the Jewish-
Christian tradition, "He vdio Is" — as the supremene proof and
experience of the reality of the one God, The reacceptance of
this God he sees as the only hope for Christian civilization.
Its truth is established rationally and emotionally. Only
greater folly can result from continuing to ask questions con-
cerning God, and attempting to ansv/er them by human reason
alone which never has, and never will find a God that is both
15^^ Girs“on, GP,T36T
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entirely intelligible to man and personal. Only the climatical
system of Thomas Aquinas has done that. Hence, Gilson concludes
that the truth about God is the truth proclaimed by Catholic
Scholasticism at its best.
Evaluation of the Thought of Gilson
/
Etienne Gilson is a truly significant spokesman for the
Heoscholastics. He restates in a pleasing and appreciative
manner the basic conception of traditional Scholasticism. He
is representative of the entire school of Heoscholasticism.
His perspective of the development of philosophical thought,
Christian and other^vise, is admirable. His courage in pro-
claiming that science is not a new deity in a day when the
deification of science is a wide-spread fact is both courageous
and timely. His willingness to face troublesome questions and
to think his way through them is pleasingly rernirdecent of the
work of the Angelic Doctor.
However, Gilson is vulnerable to the same criticisms and
objections that have been raised against Thomas Aquinas. Prob-
ably the acceptance of the Aristoteliai concept of God is one
of the most troublesome of the questions liiat can be raised.
The god of Aristotle was a perfect god who wanted nothing, did
nothing, purposed nothing, except the contemplation of the
beautiful, the essence of v/hich was himself. This god Aquinas
took over bodily. It is true that a god which has no direct
concern with the things of the earth is one which will need
human representatives to bring about human accomplishment.
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Thus the establishment of a church hierarchy is compatible with
such a god. And yet, the Aristotelian god not only did nothing
about the affairs on the earth, but cared nothing about them.
It becomes extremely difficult to understand how such a concep-
tion of God can be harmonized with the Christian contention
that the purpose of the life of Jesus was to bring to men an
understanding of the nature and purpose of God, Further, it
has never been satisfactorily explained how a god v/hich does
nothing but contemplate himself can be thought of as placing
ethical demands upon humanity, Aquinas is in the position of
using Aristotelian philosophy to prove the existence of a God
which is entirely other than the god which Aristotle himself
would have accepted as being real. The god of Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob -- "He V^ho Is" --is not the conception arrived at by
Aristotle’s thinking of the unmoved mover, 'j?hile the philoso-
phy of Aristotle arrives at a supreme being, it does not arrive
at the Hebrew Yahweh, nor at the God whom Jesus meaningfully
addressed as "Our Father. " Aquinas sought to explain this by
saying that faith supplied the attributes of God missing from
the Aristotelian view. But the point is that the Aristotelian
god is not only incomplete judged by the teachings of the pro-
phets and Jesus, but is contradictory to their teachings about
God, A god who wants nothing, purposes nothing, and does no-
thing can hardly be said to be the God of righteousness and
ethical demands and fatherly love of the prophets and of Jesus,
Further, there has always been a question about the
r
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Scholastic position on reason and revelation. The Neoscholas-
tics have no better answers than did their predecessors. Vyhere
does reason stop and revelation begin? ibid if revelation goes
beyond reason, then it cannot be judged by any criteria of
reason, and on what grounds may revelation be said to be valid?
It has been said, v/ith considerable support, that such a theory
is a convenient method of quieting questioners. ' In reference
to the doctrines of the Church, for instance, one is to reason
so far as reason supports the accepted doctrines, but when one
reaches the point where some aspects of the doctrine seem un-
reasonable, then faith is to be employed. To say that revela-
tion does not contradict reason (as both Aquinas and the ITeo-
scholastics do say) helps to some extent, but it still leaves
no criterion of judgment for revelation, save revelation it-
self. Hence the final authority as to \’\hat constitutes valid
revelation lies with the Church, the lay Christian having no
personal responsibility nor opportunity in such decisions.
The possibilities of abuse of such a viewpoint may be easily
realized by a mere recollection of the history of the Christiaan
Chur ch
.
There is still another point of weakness arising in the
thinking of Scholasticism. This concerns the definition of
being. Interpreting the view of Aquinas, Gilson says:
To the question: '«lftiat is being? The correct answer is:
Being is that v/hich is, or exists. If, for instance, we
ask this same question with regard to God, the correct
answer would be: The being of God is an infinite and
boundless ocean of substance. But esse
,
or *to be’, is
something else and much harder to grasp because it lies
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more deeply hidden in the metaphysical structure of
reality. The word ’being’, as a noun, designates some
substance; the word ’to be’ -- or e sse -- is a verb,
because it designates an act. ...In Saint Thomas’ ov/n
v;ords: dicitur esse ipse actus essen tiae -- ’to be’
is the very act Y/hereby an essence is. 16
Such an explanation may be very satisfactory to the ITeo-
scholastics, but for others it raises more questions then it
answers. To say that to be is the act by which a substance is,
actually gives very little light on the nature of being. It
seems very much the same as saying a certain fact is true be-
cause it is true, or that an apple is an apple, without giving
any reason why the asserted facts are true. It is quite ob-
vious before the question is asked that to be is, to be, and
the alleged Scholastic answer gives no more insight than that.
This is a fallacious method of using a term in its own defini-
tion. The question still remains: Vhat is the essence or
the reality of being v/hich distinguishes it from non-being?
Perhaps the orthodox ansY;^er would be: to be is to be and not
to be is not to be: But this seems nothing more than a unpro-
ductive repetition of the facts which were known before the
reasoning process began.
Beoscholasticism may be thought of as a scholarly re-
statement of the classical viev/s of the great Thomas Aquinas.
Their acceptance depends on one’s willingness to assume that
all questions, philosophical and theological have been
answered finally. \Vhen such a fundamental premise is allowed,
then ITeoscholasticism becomes quite satisfactory. But if one
16 ^ Tjilsoh, (jP,
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still presumes to ask questions, still demands some authority
for revelation other than a flat assertion of its authority,
if one thinks the answers to some of these unanswered questions
are as important as some of those which Neoscholasticism do
answer, then Neoscholasticism leaves us where Thomas Aquinas
left us seven hundred years ago.
€<
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CHAPTER POUR
THE GOD OP RELIGIOUS NATURALISM
The Pundamental Concept of Natur e as the Basic Reality
There are three ultimate possihili ties as to the nature
of hasic reality: 1). That true reality is material; 2).
That true reality is spiritual; 3), That true reality exists
as a duality, matter and spirit existing simultaneously and
independently, 'Dae views of Religious Naturalism are based on
the fundamental assumption that basic reality is material.
In this view, material substance is eternal, uncreated,
but itself productive of many valuable combinations within it-
self. Out of these novel combinations have arisen all being.
Mind and spirit are themselves by-products however impor-
tant ones of material substance, and are not themselves
basically real nor independent, The universe is a material
universe, and all life is material life. All variety of life
and all of the intricate developments of mind and spirit have
material substance as their viforld ground.
This belief in the fundamental reality of material sub-
stance is both the basis of the concepts of Religious Natura-
lism and the source of the problems that arise relative to
this point of view.
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THE THOUGHT OE HEURY N. V/ISYAH
The Nature of Man in the Thought of Wieman
In agreement with #iat has been said by way of introduc-
tion, Wieman views man as one manifestation of natural pro-
cesses. He deplores the conventional manner of thinking of
the world as only a place where man lives as a temporary resi-
dent. Rather, not only is man forever a resident of the world,
but in his very being man is of the world. Says he,
••henever we eat and drink, even in the most primitive
fashion, we make the world different. \lien we build a
city we make it even more different. But all our do-
ing is not upon the world from the outside. All of our
building of cities, cultivation of soil, making machines
is the doing of the world just as much as an earthquake,
or the freezing of the earth or the scorching of the sun.
We are a part of the vrorld and the world works in us and
upon us and round about us. Therefore when we speak
about the world we are talking about ourselves together
with that totality in which we are immersed and of which
we are a part. We as part of the world are suspended
and made by that of vmich we are a part ... The point is
that in discussing the world we must not think of it as
something outside ourselves and different from us, but
as including us. 1
Man, as a part of the world, as one species of the infin-
ite variety of matter, is both dependent upon the world and
effective in making the world what it is. There is a vaguely
defined order of goodness in the universe, and man is "one more
or less imperfect and possibly transitory explanation of this
2divine order of goodness." The nature of this "order of good-
ness" is never clearly set forth, but may be at least partially
understood after a discussion of the nature of God,
Man's greatest concern in life is the satisfactory
ment to God. ^ ^is adjustment he terms "adaptation, "
3- See 62f.
adjust-
and
w
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through all his works V/ieman is constantly referring to the
’’adaptation" that man must make to God. He sees religion, art,
and science all as efforts of man to make such adaptation, hut
usually these three pursuits have resulted in the exact oppo-
site. These three, while seeking to provide man with this
necessary adaptation to God, have actually confused man and
blinded him to the method by which such adaptation may be made.
"Por this reason we pronounce religion the most horrible of
4
all evils, and next to it art and science." He hastens to
explain that he does not consider these three forms of attempt
at adaptation hopeless. Indeed, he sees religion as the
greatest hope of man and art and science closely following. In
calling them horrible, he is not making reference to what they
may be but to what they are and have been. ';/henever any pur-
pose other than adaptation is attached to any of these three,
then they become obstructions to mankind rather than aids.
Iviuch of the religion, art, and science that the v/orld has
known has been cherished for the purpose of creating illusion
or of satisfying man with his present lack of adequate adapta-
tion. lian, one manifestation of material reality, is a part
of the world, depending for his welfare upon successful adapta-
tion to God.
There is a "progressive organization" going on in the
universe. This progressive organization is called value. (See
discussion of value, belovm ) It has been this constant organi-
st Wieman, 'i/RV/T, 1,
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zation of the world that has produced man, Man cannot change
it nor control it. It is mightier than man and man is sus-
tained by it, Man can co-operate fully with it, or he can
serve it only half-heartedly, but he cannot entirely separate
himself from it and continue to b^, "Destruction or dedication,
5
these are the only two ultimate alternatives,
"
If man chooses destruction this progressive order of the
universe will be impeded, but not stopped. Probably other
forms of life will at last be evolved to take man’s place, and
to move on into higher forms of life.
But man now stands at the fighting frontier of the pro-
gressive organization of the world, so far as our know-
ledge reaches. Just now is his splendid hour. He has
the opportunity to give himself over wholly to the life-
making, value -magnifying movement of the universe,
\Vhether or not he will seize the opportunity, or even
see it, is not yet clear. Will he mount the Golden
Stair, that appears to him now as in a dream, and enter
into a secret place of the most high where worlds are
made and unmade and the utmost splendor of the universe
is created? He may not. We do not knov7, 6
The Hature of God
Wieman contends that one reason why we have had difficul
ty in understanding God is that we have been more concerned
about how we would like him to be than we have been about dis-
%
covering what God is actually like.
The actual God is a fact like a stonewall or a toothache,
I can stand before a stonewall and say I refuse to be-
lieve in it unless it obediently opens and lets me pass
when I desire. But if I act on that belief I shall swift-
ly come to trouble, % dreams of what is most delightful
5, Wieman, VIB, 99, 100,
6, Ibid,, 101.
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and pleasing have no more to do with the making of God
than they have to do with the making of the stonewall.
The chances are that God in fact is very far from pleas-
ing, There is too much in me of evil to find God very
pleasing ••• I may refuse to believe in such an unpleas-
ant God, but God and the stonewall stand just the same. 7
The wrong method, therefore, is to construct in our thought the
kind of God we wish we had. Rather, we should seek to inter-
pret the facts as they are, and to construct in our thinking an
idea concerning God that is consistent with these known facts,
regardless of whether we find the result pleasant or not.
This Wieman proceeds to do. He finds evidence for the
contention that in the order of nature there is a tendency to
support certain modes of conduct. Those practices which nature
tends to support permanently are called good . This tendency of
nature to support certain patterns of behavior, and the total
pattern supported, constitute God. Not only is God the total
tendency to support the good we now know in this world
,
but he
is also the tendency of nature to support all good that ever
has been or ever will be any place in the whole universe. This
total system, god, is eternal and changeless. He is not depen-
dent upon existence, but existence is dependent upon him. And
without this tendency to support good, existence could not be,®
It seems somewhat improper to use the pronoun “he" in reference
to V/ieman's God, since God for him is not a person, but a pro-
cess. He acknowledges great indebtedness to the work of A. N.
Whitehead and adopts bodily much of the latter's thinking rela-
8*. Wieman i ITG, ’l4*, 15: 101, 162, 163: WRWT, 185-187.
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tive to the nature of God. In accepting and re-emphasizing
Whitehead’s view, Wieman makes it clear that he does not think
of God in terms of a person. He says that such ideas concern-
ing God give rise to thoughts of an old man v/ith a long white
beard handing out edicts from a Golden Throne located in some
celestial kingdom. That, he views as one of the wish-gods
created by man’s effort to construct a god he would like to
have. Rather, the "order pervading the universe that makes it
concrete, is God. God is not himself concrete, ... but he is
Q
the principle which constitutes the concreteness of things,"
Wieman turns to Jesus’ conception of God as Father and
asks exactly what Jesus had in mind when he used this term.
Jesus, he says, certainly did not mean to suggest that God is
a male nor that God is a biological progenitor. Rather, the
function of fatherhood in which Jesus v/as interested was that
of "sustaining and promoting the mutuality which arises between
.10
members of a worthy family." This promotion of mutuality,
Wieman looks upon as the supreme function of any family. He
maintains that in declaring God is that process which sustains
and promotes certain patterns of behaviour, he is saying essen-
tially the same thing that Jesus said when he called God
Father. Since this pattern is a form of conduct to which all
men can and should conform, it is something mutually possible
to all mankind, uniting mankind into a great family. The
function of God as Father is to bring about this harmony of
9.* 'Wieman, WRWT, 185. (See Chap.. 5 for a discussion of views
of A. H. inhitehead. )
!?• Wieman. ITG. 16.
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of behavior within the great human family.
The Definition of Good and Evil
It has been said already that good is that pattern of
life which nature tends to support permanently. Good is the
form of living which God, the process of nature, allows and
assists to stand. There is no other meaning for good,
Evil is that tendency in nature to break down or run
counter to the good which God sustains. Evil is a parasite.
It has no independent existence. The basic process of the
universe is good. If there were no good, there could be no
evil. It survives as the antithesis of the support of the
good pattern of life. In view of this nature of evil, it is
obvious that evil can never triumph over goodness, for in the
moment that evil destroys goodness, evil is itself destroyed.
The parasite cannot live when that upon which it feeds no
longer exists. Evil and God are mutually exclusive, and are
in direct contradiction to one another. Evil can never con-
quer good, but God is destined by his very nature always to
12
conquer evil.
The Definition of Value
Wieman draws upon the science of physics for the asser-
tion that in the universe there are two processes constantly
in operation. Eirst, there is the inevitable movement toward
decay -- the condition, as a result of which, all life will
ir: l7rem^7“WRWf7 l80V l^O'.
12. Ibid., 187, 188, 201, 202.
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disappear. But second, there is that moYement which arrests
decay and transforms it into re-creation. "It is like a
flower which blooms with its roots in a mass of decaying
^ 13
matter". This second process, by which life is recreated,
is a movement away from stability, for an absolutely stable
condition is the condition in which life ceases to exist. Life
also requires order within the innovation. This order within
disorder, this movement that arrests decay and recreates life,
is said to be value. That which contributes to this second
vast movement in the universe is valuable.
The Thought of Wieman Concerning Personality
Since God is not personal, the term personality is con-
fined to man. The current emphasis upon the value of person-
ality is an error in human thought. Modern science has de-
prived man of the concept of a super-natural God, and having
lost the super-natural god, many men turned to humanity, or
personality, as the supreme value. But humanity cannot be
called great unless humanity has a cause greater than itself.
Mere personality is not great unless personality is dedicated
to a great cause.
The worth of living depends on the importance of the
thing we are trying to do. If what we are trying to
do has cosmic significance, life has its greatest
worth. If what we are trying to do is to make other
people comfortable and happy, and if the noblest enter-
> prise of these others is to make still others comfort-
able and happy, and if we all thus find our highest vo-
cation in thus trying to make one another comfortable
and happy, the grandeur of life has certainly di sap-
13, H^ieman, VIB, 9l7
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peared. We are like Gaston and Alphonse, each hov/ing to
the other and insisting he go first. Humanity "becomes
a group of individuals each serving the other but no one
going anywhere or doing anything which makes him worthy
of our service. If I serve another and he serves a
third and so on until it comes a full circle back to me,
what has been accomplished? Nothing save the mutual
scratching of one another's backs like pigs in a sty. 14
We escape this mutual "back scratching” only when we cease to
emphasize personality and begin to serve something greater
than personality. This greater something which we must serve
is the progressive organization of the world. Let it be re-
membered that this "progressive organization of the world" is
that process which produces life and is called value. It is
only by ruthlessly disregarding personality in the service of
value that greater life may be produced, and man evolved into
a form greater than man, which may be of eternal value.
We speak of the progressive organization of the world
creating an ever richer synthesis of experience. We
believe the vision that lured the prophets of old was
not other than this, however different their symbols.
If this vision comes again and domes our life anew,
the techniques and machines of the modern world, the
pov/er of invention and social organization which the
age has mastered will spring to life. Zest and gigan-
tic enterprise will give us tragedy and glory. 15
Evaluation of the Thought of Wieman
Wieman is recognized as one of America's great philoso-
phers of religion. His demand that we stop constructing wish-
gods and face the facts as they are, entertaining only those
^
conceptions of God that are compatible with the facts, is in-
deed constructive. Man has never discovered truth about any-
141 Wieman, VI B, 104,
15. Ibid., 107.
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thing so long as he insisted on believing what he v/anted most
to believe. Wieman may be, and probably is, right, when he
says that God may be very unpleasing, in the sense of satisfy-
ing our desires for what we would like God to be. Y/ith this
established, Wieman moves on to construct a thesis of the
nature of God that is indeed true to this demand for a ruth-
less realism. He has been successful in employing the impli-
cations of science and of logic to a degree that only a minor-
ity of philosophers have attempted. If one accepts his funda-
mental assumption, namely that material substance is the basic
reality, then Wiernan’s system seems invulnerable.
But this necessity of accepting the basic reality of
matter is one v/hich gives rise to many difficult problems. If
life arises out of the progressive organization of the universe,
and if God is only a tendency — however important, still a
tendency-- to support certain patterns of conduct, there is a
seemingly unintelligible change tiiat has had to take place
somewhere in this progressive organization. According to this
view, the animate has arisen out of the inanimate. Blind,
dumb matter, by its nature alone, changes and recombines and
in the changing and recombining of that ijdiich had no life,
gives rise to life. This trend of thought leaves entirely un-
explained what occurred to produce the fundamental chemical
change from the inorganic to the organic.
Similarly, with mind. The unthinking has given rise to
the thoughtful. The meaningless has produced meaning. The
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stupid has created intelligence. Thus that which has no mind
has "been parent to mind. Prom ?/hence arises thought?
Again, if God is not personal but only a process, from
whence arises the concept, value . Y/ieman carries on consider-
able discussion of the nature of value, calling it '‘the produc-
tion of higher life." But why call that value? Y/hy not call
the process of decaying value? It seems necessary to have some
Iiioral Legislator in the universe, v/ho, by the a,ction of pur-
poseful mind
,
may designate this or that valuable before the
thought of value becomes intellible, or even possible. Accord-
ing to Wieman ’ s view, man, who is a part of the v/orld, must
somehow stand apart from the world and pass judgment upon that
which is valuable and that which is not. Can mind, which is
only the product of matter, contain that within itself which
is other than the matter, and by which matter must be judged
as containing value? Por this, there seems no answer.
Purther, to say that the universe supports values (assum-
ing that we have explained the concept of value, which we have
not) simply because it is the nature of the universe to do so,
is to say that it does because it does. However much the con-
- cept, God, may be entwined v/ith such an answer, it can hardly
be said to be an answer at all.
An even more difficult part of Wieman’ s thought to under-
) stand and accept is his attitude toward personality. He appears
to confine personality to the nature of man as man now is. But
.
the question comes: As man evolves to a higher form of life,
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will not that be personal life, and will not, therefore, per-
sonality be the essence of that higher form of life? It seems
illogical to speak of a higher form of life that is not per-
sonal life. And incidently, what is impersonal life?
To say that the serving of personality is a mere mutual
scratching of backs in a pig sty, and then to go on speaking
of the evolution of life to higher forms seems contradictory.
It is of interest to note that Wieman’s view of man as
he is now constituted and of his possibilities for the future
is not unlike the view of Frederick Metzsche. Nietzsche, too,
sees man in the process of evolution, and says that super-man
will be to man as man is to monkey. Nietzsche is equally in-
sistent upon the necessity of being ruthless toward personality
as it is now constituted, though he does not conceive of man
evolving beyond the point where personality is important.
Rather, he sees the growth of personality as the goal of this
development.
Wieman is right, of course, in asserting that Jesus did
not think of God as a "biological progenitor," But this does
not mean that God was not the Creator. His own view that man
is the product of the tendency of nature to become more highly
organized, with God an impersonal process, still recognizes this
poll of God.
One may well challenge Wieman's claim that Jesus antici-
pated the naturalistic concept of God as a mere impersonal
LST Nietzsche^ TSZ.
V,
process by which mutuality of the human family is attained. The
figures of the Shepherd seeking the last lost sheep, and of the
Father welcoming home the Prodigal with a great show of emo-
tion, do not lend themselves well to the idea of impersonal
process. There has been no thinker who has done more to create
the conception of God as a warm vibrant personality than has
Jesus. Wieman disregards this emphasis, and reduces the teach-
ings of Jesus to fit his own naturalistic conception. Though
much of Yiiieman’s work is truly great, this failure to consider
the total suggestions of the nature of God as contained in
Jesus’ concept of Fatherhood is not on the same level. It
would seem that Wieinan has discovered a part of the truth. He
mustered much evidence to support his contention that God is
the process in nature which supports certain patterns of conduc
But the error arises in limiting God to this one aspect of his
nature. Wieman has found a truth, but has refused to view it
as a part of a coherent whole. One blind man felt the leg of
an elephant and said the elephant was like a tree. So Wieman
has discovered one truth relative to the nature of God and has
said that God is limited to the implications of this one truth.
And as always happens when a single truth is separated from the
context to which it belongs, it gives so inadequate a picture
as hardly to constitute truth at all. In I s There A God , D. C.
ly^acintosh charges Wieman ’s view v/ith being behavioristic, a
charge for which there seems to be considerable evidence. Even
c(
as behaviorism in psychology has a partial truth but only a
partial truth to reveal, so is theological behaviorism only
a part of the whole.
We may thank Wieman for the discovery and exposition
of an important truth relative to the nature of God. Eut
the evidence which he has entirely disregarded seems to deny
his claim that his discovery of an aspect is the discovery of
a v/hole.
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CHAPTER RIVE
THE GOD OF THEISM
Theism is one of the oldest and most persistent of the
schools of thought relative to the nature of God, At least as
far back as the Greek Anaxagaras, men were beginning to think
in the terms of Theism. Many and varied have been the thinkers
and the forms of thought since concerned with theistic concep-
tion. But since the chief interest of this work is to investi-
gate the various views as contemporaneously held, there is
little to be gained by any detailed summary of these varied
theistic concepts.’ Unlike Heoscholastics, the current theistic
thinkers have no great outstanding predecessor who has stated
for universal and eternal acceptance their basic concepts.
Theism is the belief that the creative intelligence of
the universe is somehow present in creation. Theism is opposed
to Deism, in that Deism is based on the assumption that the
source of creation remains aloof from the processes that have
been set in motion. The God of Deism may intervene from time
to time in the affairs of the universe, but, for the most part,
remains aloof from them. Theism is opposed to Pantheism, since
the pantheist supposes that God is all there is. The theist
sees God as present in creation, having a consistent effect
upon the affairs of the universe, but not indentified with
these affairs. This difference between the three views might
be otherwise stated: The God of the deist is transcendent;
(-
(
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the God of the pantheist is immanent ; the God of the theist is
transcendent -immanent
.
The field of theistic thought relative to the nature of
God is a hroad one. The only attempt made in this chapter is
the sampling of that broad field. The first half of the chap-
ter is devoted to a consideration of the representative views
of William Ernest Hocking, Ralph Tyler Flewelling, and Albert
C, Knuds on. The last half of the chapter introduces a problem
that is being faced squarely by both theists and non-theists.
The principal interest in the consideration of the thought of
Edgar S. Brightman, William Pepperell Montague, and Alfred
North Whitehead centers around their discussions of the Finite
God.
(i
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THE THOUGHT OE WILLIAM ERHEST HOCKING
William Ernest Hocking is a contemporary philosopher
whose influence has grovm through the years. He is a leader
in the theistic school of thought. His extensive and carefully
prepared book, The Meaning of God in Human Experience is a
work that has been basic to the thinking of many modern theists
The Absolute
Professor Hocking makes extensive use of the term Abso-
lute. However, he never provides a very careful explanation
of the manner in which the term is used. It would seem, how-
ever, that for Hocking the term means something very similar
to what Hegel had in mind in his consistent use of Absolute.
For Hegel, the Absolute was the Supreme Mind, the Spirit that
willed the existence of the universe, the ultimate reality
upon which all other reality was dependent.
It is very clear that in using the term Absolute, Hocking
also intends to include the idea of omnipotence. He sees God
as the Absolute, the basic reality of the universe, the power
over all power, rising above competition from any source. He
traces through various world religions a consistent tendency
to recognize the reality of an Absolute, by emphasizing the
fact that usually this concept in itself has never provoked
very much in the way of attitudes of worship. There must be
something in the nature of deity other than Absoluteness if
oiir conception of God is to be compatible with the fact of
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adoration and its place in vrorship experience.
Must not Reality be a Real Force, a Real Mover, and no
Eternal Fact of changless order? I’Shether for worship,
or for theory, or for common practice we need to reach
an Ultimate which is no ultimate indifference: some-
thing, rather, like an ultimate grit, a principle that
lends friction between v/heel and belt, which gives bite
to the tool, plunge to tirie earth-dive of the plow. ” 1
There must be a changelessness about our universe. The
very principle of change itself depends upon an element of
changlessness. If all is change, from whence arises a concept
of change? Only that which is able to stand apart from and
observe the flow is able to understand the reality of change.
Only the changeless can understand the changing. Additionally
the change that is constantly taking place vdthin the universe
is not mere change. Human life is perhaps the most changeable
element within our universe. Yet human life, whether it al-
ways succeeds in accomplishing its goal, is seeking to change
in a manner that involves progress or improvement. And the
idea of im.provement is meaningless except as understood as be-
ing change toward a goal or a pattern which is itself change-
less. And here we understand that the presence of the change-
less absolute is not the destroyer of progress but its creator
"The Absolute binds us to no particular conservation;
impedes no possible rate of progress in terms of con-
crete experience. Here the unlimited hospitality and
indifference of the Absolute to contents of experience
is an advantage; ’compatible with every relative danger
-- compatible then, with every relative improvement.
Offering all the advantages of changelessness but none
of the disadvantages of conserving the undesirable. 2
1. Hocking, MGHE, 186.
2. Ibid., 167.
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The ultimate reality is not only changlessness, "but also
change, since "both are a very real part of experience. Hocking
considers that the Absolute provides the quality of changless-
ness, while self provides the changing. The reaction of self
to the Absolute manifested in nature is what is commonly called
character.
The world has its nature ; the Self has its character ;
^Vhen nature and character come together, action results
... Nature and character are fitted to each other,
evoked hy each other, relative to each other throughout;
and this by virtue of the steadfast Identity and abso-
lute relation between them. Given the Self and the
Changeless, is it somehow conceivable that all the rest
should spin itself out between? 3
The Pantheistic implications in the above quotations are
obvious. In the light in the total system of Hocking, it seems
likely that if confronted with tirie question of Pantheism he
v;ould reject the idea. However, the suggestion of the unity
of the changelessness found in God with the changing found in
man, is one which leans very decidedly in the Pantheistic
direction.
The epistemologist, the moralist, the metaphysician, the
religious seeker for salvation -- all these seekers after a
certain type of truth are trying to discover the Absolute.
The epistemologist seeks Absolute certainty. Qhe moralist
seeks the Absolute rule of life. The metaphysician seeks the
Absolute reality. The Salvationist seeks Absolute freedom from
sin and death. But all of tliese seekers after the Absolute
fail to find it, because in each case the seeker is tiie co-
Hocking
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efficient of all his experience. He seeks the Absolute but
finds himself in various experiences.
However, the charge that such seeking is useless is not
sustained. There is actually some finding of the Absolute in
the seeking.
A person who wills to have a good will, already has a
good will -- in its rudiments. There is solid satisfac-
tion in knowing that the mere desire to get out of an
old habit is a material advance over submergence in that
habit. The longest step toward cleanliness is made when
one gains -- nothing but dissatisfaction with dirt. Sure-
ly the work is not finished — but the obstacles that re-
main are material ones; the fateful question was whether
one could get the i dea of cleanliness, or of truthful-
ness or of the good will generally. In that idea is the
reality of the condition; the practical questions are
all resolvable in this one -- the maintenance and develop-
ment of that idea. 4
Thus, it may be seen Ihat no seeker after the Absolute
can ever divorce himself from himself enough to find the com-
plete Absolute. But in the seeking, he has discovered a
measure of Absolute reality, which is of very real value from
a practical point o f view. “Ihe reflexive turn reveals never
alone the Absolute within, but always the Absolute v/ithin in
5
conjunction v/ith the Absolute without".
Hocking believes that the concept of the Absolute -- the
changeless and all powerful -- is indispensable in -practical
life and in speculation. !Ihe reality itself must contain an
Absolute element. "I do not see that the Absolute is equivaleni
to God; I see that God, whatever else he may be, must needs be
g
also the Absolute".
4. Hocking, MGHE, 197-198.
5. Ibid., 202.
6. Ibid., 206.
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It is interesting in passing to note that Hocking he-
y
lieves that pragmatism is a self-refuing theory. Even if one
accepts the pragmatic guide to truth, the criterion must he an
Absolute, which, is non-pragmatic.
The Nature of God
Any power in the universe, to he a finally determining
power, must he a non-competing power. Only that which is great
enough to stand above competition is ultimately determining.
God is therefore omnipotent.
In God v/e have the notion of an Other— than--all--men,
and as Other whose relation to me is not such to evil
through its own defect; one from whom therefore I can
anticipate no pain that must refer me to still another
for its transmitting. 7
God is personal. Man’s experience depicts moments in
which God's greatness and mercy are evident. That which is
good and merciful must he personal. He is not only personal
in tiie sense of possessing individuality, hut as also somehow
a personal world unity.
It is God in external relation to me, as my Other, that
seems the personal God; it is God as the \%ole, includ-
ing me within himself, that seems impersonal: and the
true God is the ^ihole, as in Christian doctrine God is
the One of the three persons ... we know that whatever
selfhood we have is an involution of the Selfhood of
the Whole, and that our external relations to our fel-
lows do hut follow and reproduce in their own more dis-
tant fashion the relation of God to us which from His
view is internal. 8
Hocking says that the personality of God must include more
than the thought of individuality, God must he both individual
7, Hocking, MGHE, 224,
8. Ibid., 334-335.
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ity and law
God is not falsely judged in experience to be both the
One and the Other, The negation of any one such attri-
bute by the other is only for the enrichment of the
first, not for its destruction. Uhtil I can perfectly
conceive personality, God must be for me alternately
person and law ... 9
Hocking ’s viev/ may be seen to be similar to that of Hegel
in so far as Hegel speaks of the Truth as the ’iThole. It is not
unlike the portion of the thought of William Pepperell Montague
dealing vath the environment of God as an internal environment.
In both of tiiese aspects the pantheistic suggestions of Hock-
ing ' s discussion are apparent.
God is personal, absolute power, the activity of nature,
the changeless element amidst change, -- in one sense, God is
all that there is. "God is the Eternal Substance, and is
known as such; God is also the eternal order of things: But
10
God is that 'i^hich does whatever substance is found to do.”
How God May Be Known
God is known in experience or not at all. Any other
source of knowledge about God -- tradition for instance -- is
not reliable nor productive of the personal relationship that
is necessary in a knowledge of the reality of God. "The ori-
ginal source of liie knowledge of God is an experience which
might be described as an experience of not being alone in knov;-
ing the world
,
and especially the world of nature.”
9*. ffocking
,
”*MGHE, “3’3’6^
10. Ibid., 336.
11. Ibid., 236.
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There are two types of experience in \’^ich God may be
found. These are the experience of nature and social experi-
ence. Through no other sources is the knowledge of God a poss-
ibility.
The Problem of Good and Evil
Professor Hocking recognizes the existence of a problem
which has troubled many thinkers, and which has given rise to
a nur/jber of proposed solutions, the most recent of v/hich are
some theories of the Pinite God. Hocking believes, however,
that there is no such thing in the world as a surplus of evil
nor of pain. He considers that pain is not the v/hole story of
pain, and that every so-called natural evil may be utilized,
through the proper individual response, for the production of
Good. Pain is often used for the development of sympathy,
understanding, and many other splendid attributes. Natural
evils, such as biological freakishness, or great catastrophies,
are often seen to produce many good results which ultimately
are of longer duration than the temporary discomfort or loss
they have created. The very foundation of much Christian thipk-
ing is the belief that man can, in company with God, face pain
or natural evil or trouble, and, through a right relationship
v/ith God, utilize that for good.
God, for Hocking, must not be thought of as Finite. The
Finite God is himself a competitor. But the need is for a God
which is above competition and is the changeless element toward
Y/hich all change is directed. The presence of pain and evil
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in the world does not alter the fact that God is Absolute, and
pains and evils are themselves instriimentalities for the pro-
duction of good.
Evaluation of the Thought of William E. Hocking
Professor Hocking has provided us with a significant
summary of the nature of the God of Absolute Theism, He has
endeavored to answer a number of current problems relative to
the nature of God. The success with which he has accomplished
this effort is best attested by the place of respect which he
holds in current religious thought.
Perhaps he has assembled one of the strongest cases for
the necessity of the Absolute to be found in contemporary
thought. He provides for both the permanent and the changing,
and it seems true that, in conceiving of God, both of these
aspects must be considered. There must be an element of per-
manence about God if God is to have any purposes at all. And
that very permanent aspect of God does seem to open up greater
possibilities for the purposeful development toward Absolute
truth.
It is probably true also that Hocking has voiced one of
the strongest cases against the belief in surd evil, funda-
mental to the thought of several current believers in the
Pinite God. The very use of pain and natural evils for the
development of finer spiritual attributes is emperically veri-
fiable. Truly, human character is largely determined by our
personal response to what life has to offer us. Hocking is
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willing to admit that we cannot always see how evils can be
productive of good. But he possesses faith to believe that
ultimately increasing adjustment and expanding wisdom will
reveal to us the portions of this answer which now are not
clear.
However, there are some matters upon which Hocking is
not so firmly established. For one thing, his recurring ten-
dency to think of God as the Vilhole is not compatible v/ith his
discussion of the individual human response to environment.
If in any sense man and his environment are one and the same
thing, or parts of an all-inclusive whole, then man is not in
any sense personal. This failing is one which has been common
to those who are unwilling to think of any limitation upon the
power of God, He appears to be attempting to be both a person-
alist and a pantheist at one and the same time, and it seems
obvious that he has not decided within his own mind which view
he considers to be the true one. He seems to lack an under-
standing of this contradiction and does not face the problem
as such. Until he has somehow harmonized these views or eli-
minated one of them, there must be unanswered questions about
his position.
While it is true that Hocking has voiced one of the
strongest answers to the contentions of the existence of a
Finite God, he also leaves room for further discussion. \*?hile
many times we may see pain and natural evil utilized for the
production of good, we also many times may see that pain and
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evil have not produced any good, or at least not enough to
justify a large amount of negative experience. The presence
of cancer stimulates sympathy for the sufferers and medical
research in an effort to eliminate the disease. And yet, if
cancer did not exist, sympathy for cancer sufferers would he
unnecessary, as would be medical research relative to its
cure. Further, if the sufferer has been a splendid person
I
whose life has been deserving of a' much better lot, it is
difficult to say that the cancer can produce any good for the
sufferer. Ihile it is correct to assert that character grows
by means of our response to various forms of opposition, there
does seem to be a surplus of evil and suffering in the world,
and there is still need for further explanation.
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THE THOUGHT OP RALPH TYLER FLEV/ELLING.
Professor Ralph lyier Plewelling is one of the best
known and most active personalists. Personalism, as a form of
theism, is the viev/ held by those thinkers who contend that
the world ground is not only idealistic, but also p ersonal
mind, conscious of its own selfhood.
The personalistic type assumes that it is reasonable to
hold the origin of an intelligible world is in a basic
intelligence, on the scientific principle that a cause
must be adequate for its effects. It assumes also that
this basal cause is active and that it has power to
direct its action. In other words, personalism assumes
that the ground of existence, is self-conscious and self-
directive. The possession of these tw^o elements is what
it means by per sonalit jr. They do not necessitate bodily
form. 12
It will be readily seen that personalism is opposed to
materialism and to absolute theism used philosophically to im-
ply that God is all. Plewelling rejects materialism on the
grounds tliat its ultimate implication is a denial of a possi-
bility of knov/ledge, and absolute theism because he considers
it to be basically pantheistic. He considers the validity of
knowledge essential to any rational thought. Pantheism brings
God into the position of being his own worst enemy, since all
the evil and filth and lewdness in the universe are as much a
part of God, in this view, as are His more excellent attributes
The Creativity of Existence
One problem basic to our conception of reality is the
question as to whether existence is creative or static. There
12. Plewelling, RIP, 71.
\
are few in the modern day who would defend the Eleatic conten-
tion of complete absence of movement. But there are many de-
scendants of the holders of this position who acknowledge the
necessity of change, but v/ho define all change in terms of
quantitative development of material elements of the universe,
i'lewelling finds the defender of this position more inconsis-
tent than the Eleatics. "They ’[the EleaticeJ denied change al-
i;
together; he affirms it without producing intelligible reason,^
change without purpose can hardly be held sufficient explanatioi
even for quantitative developments in an orderly universe.
Eiirtiier, quality apart from personal intelligence is a
term devoid of meaning. The only being that can even conceive
of quality is one which is capable of weighing one possibility
against another and passing judgment upon it. vVhen it is held
that pointless change is an explanation of the development of
quality, the materialist finds himself in a somev^at untenable
position.
So has it come about that mechanism is being forced to a
view that the quality is less lumpish matter and more and
more activity. Can our notion of the atom remain that of
a static unit in rapid motion? If so, change is nothing
more than a redistribution of energy. If this is the
case, our atom is like the brick that makes up a heap or
a portion of v/all, and we are forced to assume that by
adding to the movement or position we can change the
quality of the whole heap. (Quality becomes, then, only
a mental illusion and there car^ be nothing really new or
unique. In the end we are forced by our static unit of
matter to a rigid state of changlessness as that which
held the Eleatics. 14
13. Elewelling, RIF, 73
14. Ibid., 74.
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On the other hand, if existence is creative -- if life
is a process able to adapt itself to new circumstances —
intelligence is an inescapable implication. There is too much
adaptability involved in the process of evolution to be ex-
plained on the basis of purposeless natural selection. It
takes sheer credulity to believe that the more or less steady
march of evolutionary processes from the amoeb to a Socrates
has been mere chance. There is no reason to suppose that rapid'
ity of change or quantity of change could ever produce forms
of life which are so clearly suggestive of quality and purpose.
If we should actually witness chaos marshaling itself
bit by bit into a formulated order, we should demand to
know the intelligent source. If a mob suddenly breaks
up into platoons, T/dieeling right and left in perfect
step in such a way as to escape a burning building, even
the craziest of us would not dream of ascribing that
adaptation either to accident or the law of survival.
We would ask after the intelligence that must have
directed the -whole maneuver. Moreover, we should not be
considered ... more scientific in claiming that the
strange result was most reasonably explained on the basis
of accident. 15
Plewelling now goes a step farther, and contends that
this implied intelligence organizing the chaos of the universe
must be in each individual cell of existence, or it must be in
supreme intelligence, transcending the process. If the intelli
gence is found to lie in each cell, then each cell must be in-
finitely wise, understanding its o-wn nature, its relationship
to all other cells, and the function which it as an individual
and the whole of which it is a part is to perform. Thus, the
part is much greater than the whole. The individual cells of
15. i’lewelling, RIF, 75.
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the human brain must understand this deep and involved truth,
but the human brain itself -- an aggregate of these cells --
does not possess such understanding. This absurdity in itself
is sufficient to dispel rational entertainment of a belief in
cell-centered intelligence.
The remaining possibility is intelligence
,
which is
superior to the world and to which the world must conform. If
this be true, then many of the workable theories of science,
physics, and biology become more than mere pragmatic assump-
tions. If there is intelligence behind chemical change, physi-
cal activity, and biological evolution, then the scientist is
saved from dependence upon the inadequate hypothesis of chance.
A view which makes room for purpose is by far the most coherent
one.
The very fact of the existence of the concept of change
implies that there must be something which is in some sense
changeless.
The separate drops of a flowing river, bearing ever the
same relative position and conscious only of the sur-
rounding drops, would in no wise be conscious of flow.
It is the spectator on the bank, who is able to take in
the changing relations, to whom the change becomes a
reality. It is just the timeless and spaceless element
in the human mind which makes possible the conception
of time and space. 16
God, then, as the intelligence responsible for change and devel'
opment in the universe, must be both changeless and changing,
both immanent and transcendent. It is only in keeping his mind
fixed on a foreseen goal that God is able to bring coherent pur
16. i’lewelling, RIF, 79.
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pose to the change of his imiverse.
Personalism maintains that not only is God personal, but
that there are many other personal beings. Bach man is himself
a person being ordained with free will. Since God is working
for the attainment of certain developed mental goals, and since
man possesses freedom of the will relative to those goals, man
has both the opportunity to become a co-worker with God or to
reject that opportunity. It is of great concern to God that
men become his co-workers.
Inasmuch as the moral victories of man become a part of
the divine experience, man’s moral well-being becomes
of the utmost moment to God. Moreover, such an assump-
tion puts the universe in league with right-thinking and
right-acting men, giving it hope that when men every-
where have brought themselves likewise in harmony with
God they will find themselves likewise in harmony with
the universe. Nature will at last be found the ally of
righteousness. 17
The Place of Jesus in tlie Principle of God
Plewelling depends largely upon the words of Jesus about
Himself. He believes these assumptions to be reasonable and
scientific in so far as the latter is applicable.
There can be little doubt that Jesus thought of Himself
as being in some sense an incarnation of God.
Philip said to Him, "Master let us see the Bather, and it
will satisfy us."
Jesus said to him, "Have I been with you so long, and yet
you, Philip, have not recognized me? ’iShoever has seen me
has seen the Bather. How can you say, ’Let us see the
Bather’? Lo you not believe that I am in union with the
Bather and the Bather is in union with me ... the Bather
who is united with me i s doing these things Himself. You
must believe that I am in union with the Bather and that
17. Blewelling, RIB, 80, 81.
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the Father is in union with me • . .
”
This and other references to Jesus* words about himself are
suggestive of His own belief in the incarnation,
Flewelling sees this belief arising out of Jesus' concept
of God as Father. This was the consummation of all of Jesus'
teachings concerning God, Jesus believed Himself sent to the
world as a revelation of the nature of God in the time when
the world did not understand the meaning of Father Love. For
man, this Father love means the brotherhood of man. Sonship
of God also means purity of heart, for true children of the
Father cannot be at peace with themselves apart from purity.
Prayer is an unbounded privilege under the Fatherhood of God.
Anxious care may be dismissed from the mind of him who is
assured of the Fatherhood of God. Most importantly, he whose
life is based on the Tktherhood may face the storm of trouble
with no fear of falling, since his house is builded on a rock.
Jesus took the concept of the Fatherhood of God with all
of its implications for man and explained it through his own
conception of Messiah-ship . Jesus was not the political leader
nor the economic planner that many Jews had hoped the Messiah
jyould be. Rather, he sought to be in a peculiar sense the son
19
of God and the brother of man.
The Incarnation and the Problem of Evil
Professor Flewelling faces in the problem of evil a
‘TS’. Jbhn XIV :'"‘T^i
19, Flewelling, RIF, 86-95.
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empirical fact that has troubled the minds of many thinkers
and led to diverse explanations. Since he conceives of God
as possessing omnipotence, he sees that God must be held respon-
sible for the evil in the universe. He rejects the traditional
doctrine of the Atonement as being both incoherent and produc-
tive of unspiritual attitudes. In place of the traditional
Atonement theory, Professor Plewelling contends that the life
and death of Jesus had as its purpose the revelation to man of
the truth about God and about evil. He believes that Jesus
came to teach the world that suffering is disciplinary and
that God is willing to share in the task of redeeming man.
There is, he maintains, no practical nor logical solution for
the problems of human life except in the deity and suffering
20
of Jesus.
God freely forgives the sinner v/ho turns to Him in true
repentance, which involves the forsaking of sin. But even God
cannot cancel out the laws v/hich man has sustained through his
sin. Rather, God becomes a co-worker with man lending his
assistance in man's rehabiliation,
Jesus becomes the Savior of the world by showing the
world a way of life, a pathway to the Bather. Jesus is not
the victim of God's desire for vengeance, but because he is
the incarnation of God, he must love man and suffer at man's
sins even as does God himself.
The New Testament is the primary evidence of the Sonship
fttL-Jesus. Life itself is the final authority. No man knows
”"
20 . Blewelling, RIB, 108, 109.
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the Saviorhood of Jesus through abstract reasoning alone. !Ihat
fact becomes a reality for life only when man puts himself in
a position to experience that Saviorhood. Only he who has had
21
that experience is qualified to pass judgment upon it. All
theories about this Saviorhood are open to question. The ex-
perience itself is the proof.
Theological controversy has never been profitable because
its only end was the exhaustion or death of one of the
participants; but the loving faithfulness of my enemy,
though scorned and misinterpreted by me, becomes either
the rock of my salvation or my damnation. I cannot live
in its presence and not be changed by it for better or
for worse. It becomes the test of judgment upon my o-p/n
life. In life, then, we find the supreme authority, and
in the life of the Son of God we have a rock of salva-
tion if we bring our lives into accord, or a millstone
of destruction if we reject. To reject the moral good-
ness of the Man of Nazareth is to make the supreme deci-
sion for evil; to accept and to follow is to live. 22
Evaluation of the Thought of R. T. Hewelling
In the work of professor Elewelling v/e have one of the
most adequate statements of personalism to be found anywhere.
With sharp insight and precise strokes he disposes of mater-
ialism and absolute theism. From that point he goes on to
give philosophical foundation to the empirical data of the
lies of Christian people. His service to the cause of con-
temporary Christianity is of inestirnatable value.
It is only fair to say that his discussion of the place
of Jesus in the plan of God is not nearly so clearly stated
nor so rationally defended as is His position relative to the
nature of God. His belief that Jesus was the incarnation of
2r. Fleweiling, RTF’, ' llbrTTT.
22. Ibid., 113, 114.
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God, and that the purpo se of that incarnation v/as the revela-
tion of fatherhood as the nature of God, is one v/ith T^hich
very many Christian people in all ages have agreed. However,
one wishes that Professor flewelling had teen ahle to list as
many bases upon v/hich to found this belief as he was able to
provide for his belief in personalism. Belief often seeks
verification in rational endeavor. In this connection. Pro-
fessor flewelling leaves the impression of simply asserting a
common belief without doing much to prove it. Perhaps, how-
ever, he would reply by citing his contention that the facts
concerning Jesus as the incarnation of God can be finally
known, not in theory, but in experience. It must be admitted
that there is much to be said for this position.
His explanation of the presence of evil is a traditional
one; namely, that evil is in reality a good which is helping
to teach men and to develop their characters. A strong case
against this explanation will be set forth by the believers in
the finite God, v/ho have concluded that omnipotence, perfect
love, and the presence of evil cannot all be a part of a coher-
ent whole. In this work at least, Professor flewelling has not
faced the problem of surd evil, and still there is work to be
done in exploring this unpleasant but real fact,
A final impression of the work of Ralph T, flewelling is
something like this: Here we have the v/ork of a man \Tho has
Lived, in mind and in spirit. He has been able to discover
V -- i-l-
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much truth through the exercise of his rational faculties.
He has experienced many further truths which his rational
faculties did not reveal* and for which he appears at a loss
to give an adequate rational explanation. It goes without
saying that he considers both his experiences and the function
of his rational faculties to be coherent with all of truth.
He does not suggest contradiction between these two sources of
knowledge, but rather considers both as essential to the whole
of truth. However he may be attacked by those v/ho consider
abstract reasoning to be the only pathway to truth, he v/ill
find in many more a joyful response, for truly, man thinks as
he lives and lives as he thinks. It has been by this process
that Professor Plewelling has arrived at his belief in a per-
sonaljstic God who has revealed his nature to the world through
his Son, Jesus Christ.
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THE THOUGHT OP ALBERT C. KEUDSON
Albert C. Khudson is one of the better known and more
capable of the growing school of modern personalists. He has
probably done as much as any contemporary to establish and
clarify the personalistic position. His views are somewhat
more orthodox philosophically and theologically than are those
of some others in this school. He is firm in his belief that
both philosophical speculation and religious experience have
the discovery of God at their climax.
Our conclusion, then, is that both religious quest
after retention and the intellectual quest after truth
lead to the examination of an Absolute. Both give rise
to discontent with the sense world, both imply faith in
a transcendent reality, and neither can find complete
satisfaction apart from the belief in one supreme be-
ing. 23
The Meaning of the Term Absolute
Professor Knudson believes that the quality of absolute-
ness is necessary to an acceptable concept of God. He rejects
such ideas as: (l) that God is completely unknowable; (2)
that God is the highest universal; (3) that God is sheer
causality; (4) that God is the v/hole, and therefore pantheis-
tic. Rather, the Absolute is that which is responsible for
the universe and for itself; "It is the independent and self-
24
existent cause or ground of a dependent world". In this
view, the world is not a part of the Absolute, but is the act-
23T iinudsoni EG, 253-2541
24. Ibid., 245.
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ivity of the Absolute. Individuals exist in the universe, and
are in no way a part of the Absolute. At least some of these
individuals may even choose not to co-operate with the Abso-
lute. However, in such a choice the individuals themselves
are ultimately to suffer, since they are dependent for their
full development upon the Absolute. This view of the Absolute
agrees with the conception of God hels by a large part of
Christendom.
A Christian God is Absolute by virtue of the fact that
He is “The Pather Almighty, Maker of Heaven and Earth".
Almightyness and creator ship mean Absoluteness. They
mean that the entire world is dependent upon God for
its existence and that there are no limits to his
power, except those v/hich he himself has imposed. 25
The acceptance of the idea of a Finite God says Dr.
Shudson has many rational advantages.* It does give a somewhat
satisfactory explanation of the problem of good-and-evil. It
Ls compatible with the fact of change and development in the
iniverse. However, it also has some very decided disadvant-
•iges. For one thing, if God is limited by elements within his
)wn nature -- as is the Finite God of Dr. Brightman — then
fluch ground for Faith in God has been removed. The will of God
may be good, and some of the accomplishments of God may be
good, but if God is limited by his own nature, then God cannot
be depended upon to bring to pass his good intentions. Relig-
iously, the concept of a Finite God is unacceptable. The
assumption of limitation of human knowledge is to be desired in
preference to the assumption of the limitations on the power of
257 i^udson, DG, 2487
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the deity. Absoluteness is necessary religiously and philoso-
phically.
Attributes of Absoluteness
The Absoluteness of God is metaphysical and complex. It
may be described as possessing three attributes; omnipotence,
omnipresence and eternity.
Omnipotence . The meaning of omnipotence is that God
possesses unlimited power. This is, of course, almost synomon-
ous with absolute. It is this power that accounts for the
existence of God and of all reality.
Omnipotence underlies the idea of moral perfection. It
is usually acknowledged by all in this day that God does
possess moral perfection. But a good will is useless apart
from power.
Ever and again the objection arises that God to be omni-
potent must be able to do the irrational and the un-do-able.
They have told us that ... if omnipotent, God must be
able to create a xiniverse in which the law of Identity,
the law of Contradiction, and the law of the Excluded
Middle would not be valid ... he must be able to draw
a triangle which is courageous or which has two right
angles. He must be able to "make a straight stick with
only one end. '* If he is not able to do such irrational
and self-contradictory things as these, he is not omni-
potent. 26
Dr. Knudson replies to all this that no Christian who
has seriously held the idea that God is absolute has meant to
say anything except that God is able to do all that is possible.
^Knudson, DG, 268.
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Neither does Absoluteness mean that God can act contrary
to his own nature. Both reason and faith imply that God has
a nature. Without nature God*s will has no content or direc-
tion, The fact of omnipotence implies unlimited power --
power that possesses potentialities far beyond the existence
of this universe.
Omnipresence . The attribute of omnipresence suggests
that God is not limited by space. Such omnipresence does not
imply or suggest a physical substance, since a physical sub-
stance filling the universe could not be all present in every
place but only present part by part. It is an infinite, self-
consciousness alone that can fulfill the requirement of omni-
presence.
Infinite consciousness alone, however, does not consti-
tute omnipresence. Presence in the world from a meta-
physical point of view means something more than a con-
sciousness of it. It means immediate action in it.
Immediate action extended to all things would, then, be
omnipresence; and this is the sense in which the term
should be understood. “God is in all things", said
Thomas Aquinas, "not indeed as part of their essence,
nor as an accident, but as an agent is present to that
upon which it works. " Divine presence means, then,
divine agency. This is the form under which we are to
conceive the relation of God to the world. 27
Eternity
.
The attribute of eternity is God’s power to
transcend time. "Prom everlasting to everlasting, Thou art
God".
However, there are many understandings of eternity, and
some clarification is needed here. Sometimes eternity is con-
ceived as simply endless duration, as utter timelessness, or
27. Knudson, DG, 277,
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as a combination of these two. This conception, together with
that of the idea of an "Sternal Now", are rejected by Khudson,
Rather, God is eternal by virtue of the fact that he continual-
ly wills himself to be the same person in time-trans-ending
sequence
•
Above the stream of time, as its author and observer,
stands the divine intelligence, forever renewing the
consciousness of its own entity and purpose. Such a
conception of the divine eternity is entirely consist-
ent with the concreteness and richness of experience
which the religious nature insists on attributing to
God. 28
All of these attributes, while partly understood by the
mind of man, also are themselves of such transcending nature
as to contain meanings far beyond anything which man can con-
ceive. So great is ttie gulf fixed between man’s knowledge of
God's nature and the whole of that nature as to finally leave
man with a view of God that can hardly be called comprehensive.
We need to remember that in the divine omnipotence,
omnipresence and eternity, we have after all, attri-
butes that transcend all human power of understanding,
that separate the divine from the human completely,
and that set God on high as the "Holy Other", The Abso-
lute, a being to be worshipped and adored rather than
fully understood. 29
The Personality of Go d
The personality of God is both physical and spiritual.
Personality involves self -knov/ledge and self-control and the
power of communion with others.
The personality of God is not to be confused with the
^Knudson, DG, 284.
29. Ibid., 284.
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personality of man. Man is temporal and incomplete, struggling
for perfection. God is eternal and complete.
The personality of God does not imply corporeality or
dependent limitation.
The conception of personality and that of absoluteness
are not incompatible. Indeed, the perfect personality is
possible only in the Absolute. The Absolute contains all of
the attributes of personality in their complete degree. That
which is absolute, then, is completely personal.
The personality of God may also be divided into several
attributes. The first of these is unity . "The unity of God
has a double meaning. It means that He is indivisible and
30
that He is only. ” Such unity can be achieved only through
the function of free intelligence. It is consciousness itself
that constitutes unity. Through the function of consciousness
God is able to maintain his own personality and his own unity
in ttie presence of change. "God knows himself as one, over
against the changing world which He posits and maintains
31
through Eis own creative activity".
Another attribute of God's personality is iranutability .
Immutability is the quality of changelessness. It is meta-
physical immutability v/ith which Professor i&iudson is chiefly
concerned. Without all the other attributes of personality,
immutability in the nature of God would seem incoherent with
the facts in a changing universe. Changing results in the
"307 Knuds on, DGj 3li.
31. Ibid., 314.
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realm of the physical are produced only by a changing cause.
But God is able to maintain His identity -- his very sameness-
in the midst of a changing universe.
Immutability is not the same as immobility. God moves
toward purpose and strives for goals, but in the striving he
remains personally changeless.
A third attribute of the personality of God is omni -
scienc e . This may be called the power to know. If God knows
all, and yet possesses no sense organs by which we obtain much
of the data that is basic to our knowledge, then God must have
modes of knowing tiiat man does not possess.
Divine omniscience does not necessarily imply fore-
knowledge of finite experiences. For instance, if God should
have fore-knowledge of a sinful act, God would be expected to
try to prevent such an act, and in trying to prevent it he
would be denying fore-knowledge of it. But still, the fact
that we cannot understand how God might possess fore-knowledge
of a free act does not prevent God from having such knowledge.
"God may have a way we do not understand of knowing free acts
just as we believe he has a way of knowing our inner experi-
32
ences although He has not experienced them".
The most important aspect of omniscience is the fact
that all reality, past, present, and future is known to God
and is dependent for its existence upon the activity of God’s
will.
”32. Knudson, DG, 320.
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The fourth attribute of God*s personality is freedom ^
Personal freedom means spontaneity, but it also means something
more.
It means the power of contrary choice, it means conscious
and persuasive action. It means that God stands in no
necessity of the present world, that its creation was a
voluntary act, that he might have created some other kind
of a world in its stead. 33
Divine freedom rather than contradicting omniscience, as
some have been inclined to charge against it, without divine
freedom, omniscience would be impossible.
That which is not free is limited, and that which is
limited does not possess complete knowledge. If complete know-
ledge were possessed, the bonds would be broken. Actually,
omniscience and freedom imply each other.
The Goodness of God
God may very well possess Absoluteness and personality
and still not be good. The authority for Knudson's claim that
God is good is the teachings of Jesus on this subject. Jesus
called God "Our Father", and said that God had sent him into
the world to save the world.
The ethical character of God may be divided into two
parts; love and righteousness. The insistence that God is a
Father teaching and saving the lost gives to God the aspect of
love.
Some conceptions of righteousness might very well be
33. jinudson, DG, ^323.
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synonomous with love. But the essential difference in right-
eousness and love as aspects of the ethical nature of God are
well illustrated in the Old and llTew Testaments conceptions of
God. Similarly, the God of the Old Testament is a God of
righteousness. Social justice was found to be one of his chief
interests. The New Testament God is the God of Jesus, the
loving Father who seeks his children through their sins and
forgives them and receives them again unto himself. The truth
about the nature of God, says Khudson, is that God is righteous
in the sense that he is not satisfied until all evil is elimin-
ated. His perfect love, rather than revengeful justice, is
His means for bringing righteousness to pass. Perfect love
and perfect righteousness compliment and sustain one another.
It is seen that this double aspect of God’s ethical
34
nature is quite consistent with personality and absoluteness.
Evaluation of the Thought of Albert C. Knudson
Professor Khudson has given us an' enlightening " discus-
sion of the philosophical and theological bases of rather
orthodox Christian thought relative to the nature of God, He
ma.-^es God Absolute, personal, and good. He sustains his think-
ing with a logical, coherent trend of thought.
One cannot avoid feeling that sometimes Khudson is guilty
of the things against which we have been so strongly warned;
namely, the rejection of suggested elements in the nature of
God because their acceptance would not be pleasing. For
Sfiah?
goodness of God, see DG,
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instance, he objects to Dr. Brightman's theory of the Finite
God partly on the ground that in such a conception he considers
true religious faith impossible. It would seem that a truly
rational concept of God would disregard the question of what
the truth about God’s nature will do to various other desirable
possessions. The question primarily is, what is the nature of
God; not, how would we like it to be.
His basic argument for the necessity of believing in the
Absoluteness of God is very similar to his objection to the
Finite God. He considers God Absolute because only thus can
he satisfy man's needs. For Knudson, religious adequacy is as
important as rational validity. That such satisfaction is an
important matter is not to be denied. However, here again the
basic question relative to the nature of God is not what men
need, but what God actually is regardless of man's need. There
seems no necessity of conceiving God as Absolute merely because
that is desirable. Hence, it is not proved that this concep-
tion, basic to Knudson 's thought, is true, but only that it
ought to be true.
If absoluteness is acknowledged necessary to the concept
of God, then Knudson ' s analysis of the attributes of absolute-
ness is probably valid. Omnipotence, omnipresence, and eternity
certainly are involved in absoluteness. His discussion of
these attributes seems adequate. In his discussion of omnipo-
tence, he agrees that God cannot act contrary to his own nature.
Despite his numerous denials of the validity of Dr. Brightman's
fjOnception of the Finite God, in this agreement he ia allowing
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on© of "tlie chief supports for Br ightna,n* s view. Dr, Brightnan,
too, maintains that G-od cannot act contrary to his ovm nature
and that it is hy that Y/ithin his nature that God is limited.
\Vhere he actually differs v/ith Professor Brightraan is that he
maintains that the divine will and the divine nature are one
and the same. Por Dr. Brightman, God’s Y/ill is perfectly good,
hut that will is limited hy his nature.
At the conclusion of his discussion of the Absoluteness
of God, Professor Knudson places a paragraph that is product-
37ive of much wonder. In this passage Knudson’ s thought appears
to come close to that of the completely transcendent God of
Karl Barth. One assumes that Knudson, a personalist, believes
that there are many attributes in the nature of God which man
may know. He devotes a considerable section in The Doctrine
of God to 8. discussion of these knoYm attributes. The conse-
quent supposition would be that he believes also that there
are ramifications that human knoYiledge cannot grasp. However,
the passage cited suggests more than this. He says that there
is that within these attributes "that sepa.rate the divine
from the human completely, and that set God on high as the
wholly other, the absolute being to be worshipped and adored
rather than fully understood." The "fuller" saves the passage
from complete Ba.rthianism. nevertheless, the flavor is strik-
ingly there, and seems somewhat inconsistent with his usual
belief in the presence of God and in man’s knoY/ledge of God’s
nature.
36i See section on thought of E.S.Brightman, 112-120.
37> Knudson. DG. 284.
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The chapter in which he discusses the goodness of God
(Chapt. IX) contains his denial of the theory that God ever
38
punishes. He finds love and punishment imcompatihle. It
seems to be unfortunately true that human beings learn some
lessons only through the hard school of punishment. That God
does not punish for the sake of punishing is acknowledged more
widely as the belief in Hell loses ground. But to exclude en-
tirely the element of punishment from the processes by which
love operates for the development of character is to overlook
a part of the implications of S^therhood. Jesus used the term
Pather at a time when the Father of the Jewish family was not
only the devoted and kind head of his household, but also a
patriarch in ^ose hands lay vast powers. The Jewish father of
Jesus' day both possessed and used the power of punishment when
he considered it necessary for the shaping of the character of
his children. Jesus was avrare of this as he spoke to his fol-
lowers, calling God a Father. This aspect of contemporary
Fatherhood would be a part of the conotation of the term. It
seems certain that Jesus conceived of God as scmetimes using
punishment for the shaping of the character of his children.
Knudson's position that punishment, so conceived, is not com-
patible with perfect love, is unconvincing. A later chapter in
this thesis will discuss the nature of God at considerable more
Length.
Finally, Knudson's discussion of the nature of God may be
Baid to be a skillful re-statement of much that is commonly
58. Knudson, ^DG^ 343
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accepted in theistic circles. He states a conservative point
of view in a clear and perceptive manner. His discussion, hov/-
ever, leaves untouched some of the more pressing current pro-
blems centering around scientific discovery, the problem of
good-and-evil
,
and others.
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THE FINITE GOD
The concept of a Finite God is not new. As long ago as
the time of Plato men were discussing the possibility of God's
power being limited. Numerous thinkers have held a variety of
viewpoints in which the conception of finiteness was either
implied or explicit. Men such as Plato, Kant, Hegel, Hume,
Mill, and others have entertained conceptions v/hich contributed
directly or indirectly to the developing idea of finitism.
Our chief concern in this work, however, is not with the
historical development of the idea of the finite, but rather
with an investigation of current views of this type. However,
it may be said that the thought of all these men, and particu-
larly of Hegel, in which he conceives the essence of spirit as
becoming -- suggesting tliat God is not continual process of
development toward a goal and therefore Finite -- have contri-
buted to contemporary points of view.
During the second and third decades of this century the
idea of a Finite God gained particular popularity. Representa-
tive of current views of divine finitism are those of E. S.
Brightman, V/. P. Montague, and A. N. ^ii/hi tehead, all of whose
views nov/ are to be discussed briefly.
The Problem of Good-and-Evil
The term "Good-and-Evil" is Dr. Brightman 's term, and is
used here because it seems best to suggest the nature of this
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problem. In nearly all current concepts of the Finite Ood this
problem has been one of the basic considerations. That it has
a very real bearing upon an acceptable conception of the nature
of God cannot be doubted. There is so much both of good-and-
evil in the universe as to create a very real problem as to the
nature of a Supreme Being held to be either in part or wholly
responsible for the universe as it is.
Reality of evil cannot be denied. *’Evil", used in this
sense has a much broader meaning than is often given to it,
not being limited to mere sinfulness, but involving all of
human experience which produces defeat, discouragement, suffer-
ing and failure. If God is good, why this evil in his xmi-
verse? Does a good God will evil? The answers are often given
much like this; Evil exists in the world for two reasons.
r
First, man is a being possessing free will, and by the wrong
exercise of that will brings evil upon himself. For this God
is not to be blamed. Second, many of the evils in the world
are only indirect processes by which good is produced. Man,
being imperfect and striving for improvement and development
is submitted to unpleasant experiences -- experiences which
are in direct opposition to what he conceives to be best for
the achievement of the goal which he is seeking. In relating
his power and adjusting himself to meet these reverses he
attains broadened and improved personal character. Thus, so-
called evil is not often evil at all but merely the tools that
God uses in shaping character.
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But to this supposed answer some raise troublesome objec-
tions. Dr. Brightman, for instance, holds that in spite of the
evident truth that man does often bring evil on himself, and in
spite of the fact that many supposed evils do become vehicles
of character development, still there is the problem of surd
39
evil. Not only those who deserve to suffer have cancer.
Many times a person who has lived a splendid life and developed
many valuable attributes of character has this or some other
terrible and lingering disease. The supposed answer that man
brings evil on himself certainly does not fit these cases,
which are legion. Again, though some evil may serve the pur-
pose of character development by way of awakening powers of
resistance, there are still in the world such things as feeble-
mindedness and epilepsy. It is impossible to understand what
good can accrue to the sufferers of these and any other evils.
The fact of evil cannot be denied. The traditional explanation*
do not explain. What is the answer to the question as to why a
good God permits the existence of evil in his universe?
As the heading of this section suggests, there is not
only the problem of evil but, the problem of the co-existence
of good with evil. That there is good, is as undeniable as
that there is evil, and it, too, is often as unequally distri-
buted. Love, fidelity, trust, courage, and many other recog-
nized values are present and often dependent upon the activity
of Good in the universe.
"55. Brightman, PE, Chaps* VI 11, IX.
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Hence we have the problem of Good-and-Evil. It seems
that we have two qualities, mutually exclusive, yet somehow
combined into the facts of experience. How can one God, re-
sponsible for this universe, contain within his own nature
these two? Some thinkers believe that the concept of omnipo-
tence and the concept of absolute love are contradictories,
and cannot be equally true of the nature of God. Sometimes
men such as John Calvin have been willing to dilute or to
eliminate the concept of perfect love in favor of the concept
of omnipotence. Current believers in the Finite God have felt
that it was most coherent to dispense with the concept of omni-
potence. Consequent views of the nature of God evolved by the
three men mentioned above are now our concern.
Often there is confusion between the terms "finite** and
"temporal. " That which is finite is limited in power, lacking
complete omnipotence. That which is temporal is limited in
time, lacking the element of eternity. In current discussions
of the Finite God there is no attempt made to subtract from
the possible conception of the eternity of God. *1310 conten-
tion is that God is not all-powerful, but only relatively so.
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THE THOUGHT OP EDGAR S. BRIGHTMAH
Dr. Brightman one of the more firmly grounded personal-
ists, and is thus associated with Plewelling, Knudson, and
others in the tradition of men like Borden Parker Bowne . It
is hardly necessary to state that, for modern per sonalists,
the concept of a personal God does not mean that God has a phy-
sical hody nor that he is concerned with the exclusive business
of assigning souls to heaven or hell. Dr. Brightman says,
To believe in a personal God, accordingly, is to be-
lieve that the unbegun and unending energy of the uni -
verse is conscious, rational will
,
the conscious pur-
pose that is coherent, selective, and creative. Such
a will or purpose cannot exist in abstract o. It is
the functioning of a total, unified, conscious person-
ality, or it is nothing. 40
The opening paragraphs of this section on the Finite God
have leaned heavily upon the thinking of Dr. Brightman relative
to the problem of Good-and-Evil. He considers the hypothesis
of a Finite God the only one which can fully satisfy the ques-
tions this problem raises.
Necessity of Conceiving God as Finite
1. The hypothesis of a Finite God does not need to derive any
of its basic evidence from our ignorance . All That it
asserts is based on an interpretation of our actual expert
ence
.
2. The surd evils are not ascribed to the will of God
,
al-
though idealistic personalists assert that the surds are
to be found within God's experience of Himself as an
eternal person.
40. Brightman, PR, ^26
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3. Finitism maintains the eternal distinction between what is
good and what is evil.
4. Finitism is an inspiring challenge to eternal cooperative
moral endeavor — a cobporation between God and man.
5. Finally, Finitism is empirical. It is based on the truly
empirical motive of giving a complete and rational account
of all the experiences of man. It resists attempts to ex-
plain the known by the unknown; starting from the known,
it explores the unkno^ra. 41
He rightly understands that it is not sufficient to show
that the conception of Finiteness is strong where the concep-
tion of absolutism is not. Such evidence would be purely nega-
tive. His evidence for Ihe finite g)d does rot Stqpwith the purely
negative.
1. In evolution there is the same problem of Good-and-
Evil as in religion. Life is constantly being produced and
destroyed. Growth and decay are concurrent realities. Con-
tradiction seems as evident here as in the moral realm. The
concept of a limited God responsible for the evolutionary pro-
cess gives a much more coherent account of the fact than does
absolutism.
2. The conception of a Finite God answers satisfactorily
the problem created by surd evil. There is not an exclusive
evil in the universe because an absolutely powerful God wills
its existence, but because a limited God is himself struggling
to control and eliminate the evil.
3. God, when recognized as finite, can be seen to be
thoroughly dedicated to the production of the good, the evil
41 , Brightman, PR, 314, 315.
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being as much against his vvill as against man’s. Still further
support of the theory of divine finitism is set forth in an
analysis of the nature of being. This analysis applies to all
being, God including. Exposition of this point will be taken
up in the immediately following section of this discussion.
Suffice it for the moment to say that Dr. Brightman arrives
at the concept of a Einite God because he finds this answering
questions v/hich absolutism has not adequately answered, and be-
cause he finds such a conception to be the most coherent with
42
all of man’s knovjledge and experience.
How Is God Limited?
All being is composed of three parts:
1. Activity. That v.rhich is in existence is active, and that
\diich is inactive does not exist, ’Shile not exhausting the
nature of being, activity is an indispensable part of being.
2. Likev/ise, all being exists according to some definite form,
»
By form is meant that all being conforms to the laws of logic
and exists according to rational principles. 3. All being
possesses qualities -- or brute fact -- the ultimate content of
experience. ”1 yam what I yam", the philosophy of Popeye, is a
crude statement of the nature of quality. The "giveness" of
experience -- that portion of being which simply ^s without re-
ference to logic or activity -- this is quality.
This, then is the nature of being: Activity, form, and
42. Brightman, PR, 315-321.
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quality. If God is a "being, then God too is composed of these
three basic elements, God is active
,
God is rational
,
and God
is what he is -- even he lacks the power to change that.
Within the second and third of these elements of being,
form and quality , lies the secret of God’s finiteness. However
good and loving and intelligent God may be, he is what he is,
and must accept himself as such. Hot only within the nature of
God is there that v/hich we call good -- that which conserves
and increases values -- but there is also that which we call
evil. Suffering, defeat, sorrow, death — all of these are as
truly a part of the qualities of God as are love, faith, and
life. This total conglomeration of attributes of God under the
general heading of qualities. Dr. Brightirian terms ’’The Given."
The universe is the result of the reason of God, actively
at work to control and direct The Given, Thus God is not limit
ed by anything beyond himself, but is limited by The Given
within himself. God is reason actively at work, but that
reason has a basic stuff of reality with which to vrork, that
stuff of reality being the qualities of God. Since God is
rational, God has the expansion and development of good as the
ultimate goal of his activity. But because he is what He is,
involving both the tendencies to create and to destroy value,
his reason is forced to work with both. The best that he can
do, then, is to function in such manner as to allow for the
greatest possible manifestation of good and the least possible
43
manifestation of evil.
43 ]! Brightmanj PR, 319-321: Class Lecture Notes.
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1 s The Finite God Worthy of YJorship and Love?
Dr, Brightman believes that his understanding of the
nature of God makes God much more worthy of worship and love.
How, he asks, can man love a God of absolute power who acts
complacently in the presence of surd evil for which he is re-
sponsible and wills to do nothing about it? On the other hand,
if one thinks of God as constantly doing his best -- creating
the best possible v/orld out of the material with which He has
to work -- God is not made responsible for willing man's evil.
Rather, God becomes, in reality, the Father and the companion
who is grieved by man's grief and -vdio struggles along side of
and beyond man through the exercise of his own rational will
to control The Given in such a way as to express the good and
suppress the evil.
The Hature of Man Under the Concept of the Finite God
Ijian, together with other beings; is a product of the act-
ivity of God. Since God, the Creator, wills the expression of
good and constantly struggles for such expression, though limit-
ed by The Given, man, the created, contains within himself some-
thing of the nature of his Creator. Man, too, is composed of
activity, form, and quality. Since man is a rational being,
his struggle is a miniature of God's own struggle. Man is con-
stantly active, through the exercise of his reason, attempting
to control The Given within his own nature to express the good
and suppress the evil, Man cannot entirely eliminate evil,
since it is a basic part of his nature, but man can through his
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activity so control the evil as to neutralize its destructive
effects and often to channel it into pursuits that are them-
selves productive of good. It is the privilege of man to share
with God in the process of creation, creation being this. strug-
gle to express the good and suppress the evil. God and man be-
come co-workers in this great endeavor of the active rational
will.
Evaluation of the Thought of E. S. Brightman
Anyone who devotes himself to a theory of Einiteness re-
lative to the nature of God may expect continual and forceful
attack ty believers in divine omnipotence who see herein danger
to the dignity of God. Men have gone to strange and extreme
ends to avoid denying the omnipotence of God. Outstanding among
such efforts has been Calvinistic predestination, in which a
large portion of humanity was said to have been designated for
eternal suffering for the glory of God, and in which infants
were pictured as crawling about on the hot coals on the floor
of hell. Eor some strange reason, it has seemed desirable to
attribute to God all sorts of ungodlike characteristics and
activities to avoid surrender of the concept of his complete
povrer. It is to be expected that this and other theories of
divine finiteness will not satisfy those who believe that the
most sacred of all Godlike qualities is omnipotence. It can-
not be said too often that any approach to the problem of the
nature of God in which any sacred cow of belief is to be defend-
ed at all costs can never lead to truth. Professor Wieman was
correct when he said that God is a fact, as a stonewall is a
r(
V r \-i.t ^
f
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fact, and that thinkers ought to stop trying to construct the
kind of God they desired and try to discover what the factual
44
God is really like. It is therefore not important what the
concept of the finite God does to previous ideas on this sub-
ject. The only question to be answered in the evaluation of
any concept relative to the nature of God is the question of
whether or not the proposed answer is coherent with all the
facts of experience and knowledge. Out of fairness, it must
be said that not all the attacks on theories of Piniteness
are launched by constructors of wish-gods. Many attack this
position because they consider it less coherent than some other
view. These are the criticisms that are important, and upon
this issue must any system stand or fall.
One attack that is made upon any theory of God’s finite-
ness is that based upon the claim that, actually, all the evil
in the universe i^s^ productive of good results. If man cannot
always see what good is involved, that is not proof that God
is finite, but rather that man is finite. Man cannot be ex-
pected to understand the complete v/orking and purpose of the
mind of God. If God is known to be both good and all-power-
ful, then it may be assumed that evil for which man finds no
resulting good is involved in a divine plan that is beyond
human comprehension. To this objection. Dr. Brightman replies
that such an approach is merely an appeal to ignorance. Any
difficult question may be side-stepped by saying that it is
44T See Chapter Four
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one of the questions which man is not supposed to understand.
He demands that we form our conception of God, not on the
basis of what we do not know, but on what we do know and can
understand, because that conception is the only one which can
have valid meaning for man.
A still more serious charge against Dr. Brightman*s
theory is to this effect: If God is limited by his own nature
-- if there is within himself both that which is good and that
which is evil, then God cannot be said to be an entirely ra-
tional being. The entirely rational being is not limited by
the irrational. Yet God, by the presence of The Given, finds
it necessary to fail in some of his good intentions because of
presence of the irrational v/ithin himself. God becomes a be-
ing who wills to do good but, who contains within himself ten-
dencies toward evil, and therefore cannot always be depended
upon to produce the good results of his intentions. In short,
such a God is a psychopathic case. Many beings have splendid
intentions and desires to do good. The difficulty is that
there is also within their nature an uncontrollable tendency
toward evil, and consequently they cannot be counted upon to
respond to the rational side of their natures. To this. Dr.
Brightman would probably reply that if this fact makes God a
psychopathic case, then all who live are in the same predica-
ment, because such is the essence of being. Being is activity
rational will, and brute fact. All being is actively seeking
to control and direct the given. God is highly successful in
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this effort,
Prohahly the real question in this regard centers around
the acceptance of Dr. Brightman's analysis of the nature of
being. If one accepts the three elements that he lists as
present in every being, it seems impossible to avoid his con-
clusion. There may be reason to suppose that one need not
necessarily accept evil as being involved in the quality of
God's nature. If this elimination be made, then God need not
be thought of as struggling to master evil within himself, but
rather as pure goodness struggling against evil. But such an
alternative is itself quite unsatisfactory, because if God is
struggling against evil outside himself, he is still finite.
Additionally, not having removed God from the category of the
finite, we have put ourselves right back where we began in an
explanation of the presence and nature of evil. It seems neces-
sary to conclude that Dr. Brightrnan's view is coherent with the
facts of knowledge and experience. It is not satisfying to
those v/ho consider omnipotence indispensable as an attribute of
Deity. But it has been said that the purpose ought not to be
to construct a belief that will satisfy our emotions, but rather
one which will fit the facts. The problem of Good-and-Evil is a
fact demanding an answer. If one can muster satisfactory proof
that an omnipotent God is using all evil to contribute in some
way to good, then Brightrnan’s concept of the Finite God need not
be accepted. But until such evidence is available it seems
justifiable to continue to give thoughtful consideration to a
view which does give a coherent solution to this problem.
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THE THOUGHT OE WILLIAM P. MONTAGUE
Being
Eor Montague, there are two kinds of being: actual, and
potential. Actual being is that v/hich a thing is at any given
time and which has the capacity of being observed and verified.
Potential being is that v/hich is internal, set apart, not
possessing the capacity of being observed externally. The lost
form of potentialitj'- is "the capacity of a thing to be not
merely in another instant in time but in another point^instant
of space- time than the one in which it actually is here and
now.
"
Any being exists and grows by devouring and assimilating
lesser beings. Hence life expands and changes into larger
wholes possessing greater depths of potentiality.
This expanding and developing process becomes something
more than mere organism when mind becomies a constituent part.
Then it is that being is conscious of, and utilizes, contempla-
tion of its past and anticipation of its future. Some animal
became man when he gained the power to function with a degree
of independence from mere physical reactions. The next step is
the development of spirit.
The mind of man has power to contemplate the past and
imagine the future, and use the body and its environment
as a means to the fulfilment and development of its
ideals. Mind when thus emancipated, autonomous and
dominant, is spirit . Man is a spirit for he rules the
soil in which he grows. The place and the time of his
life on earth is the place and the time of his body,
45. Montague, BU, 77.
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but the meaning and the value of even this earthly life
is as eternal and as beautiful as he wills to make it. 46
The next essential in understanding being is the concept
of consciousness .
There is only one thing conceivable that can qualify to
give present actuality to the future and the past, and
that is consciousness . For consciousness is the vicari-
ous presence at a given place and time of events which,
in their own right, occupy other places and times.
Vi/hat we from wathout refer to as a thing’s potentialities
is from within, and for itself, the content of thaF
thing's consciousness ... Potentiality and consciousness
are alike in being real but private, present here and nov/,
yet constituted of what is there and then. 47
Montague makes potentiality and consciousness one and the same
thing. In consciousness are; utilized contemplation of the
past, experience of the present, and anticipation of the future
The question of a Cosmic Mind
It has been said that life exists and develops through
the assimilation of lesser beings. This process reaches its
ultimate in the universe, v/hich contains within itself all there
is. The universe itself possesses spirit. Montague believes
in the conscious spirit of the universe for the following
reasons
:
v^hat qualifies a material system to be the bearer of
spirit is not hands or eyes or brain. It is, first,
the organization of its components into a single system
,
and, second, the capacity of that system to retain its
past as a living present history and to possess the po-
tentialities of future change commensurate vath^that
history. ^8
Montague, SU, 79
47. Ibid., 80.
48. Ibid., 82.
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He sees the universe as eternally existing -- an existence
within which the most perishable parts leave traces of their
existence. Hence the universe retains its past. That it
possesses both the potentiality and actuality of change which
is coherent with that past needs little further clarification
than observation. Of course>the very fact that the universe
is the universe beyond which there is nothing, not even ex-
periences, is indicative that it is a unified system. Thus
does the universe possess mind
,
and this mind of the universe
is God.
He turns next to a question which he considers likely to
be forthcomings If the universe possesses personality, what
is that personality’s environment? Obviously, one of the
necessities of personality is an environment in which it may
interact with other personalities. This environment for the
mind of the universe is an internal, rather than an external,
environment. "That in God which is not God is God’s environ-
ment, and that is the world! The world consists of all finite
49
existences, energies, particles or v/hat not,"
This conception of the environment of God being internal
in nature saves Montague from Pantheism, If there is that
within the singleness of the universe which is absorbed by God
but which is entirely other than God --so completely other so
as to afford him an environment -- then this environment is not
organically a part of God.
49. Montague, BU, 83.
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The Finite Will of afilnfinite God
It may he seen from what has gone before that the mind
of God is an infinite mind, and as the mind of the universe,
it is the mind of all there is* But mind and will are not
synonyms. Will suggests conscious control and direction of
the functions of mind, and it is the will of God which Montague
sees as finite.
God, as thus conceived is a self struggling to inform
and assimilate the recalcitrant members of his own
organisms or the recalcitrant thoughts of his own in-
tellect. Por each organic member or each constituent
thought has a being and life of i ts own, like that of
the whole of which it is a part. The purpose and value
sought by the Great Life is the same as that of the
lesser lives within; no fixed telos or end, but a maxi-
mum increase of life itself. Uot merely or primarily
an increase in the number of all lives, but rather a
greater enrichment, enhancement, expansion of each life.
Thus does Montague explain the problem of good-and-evil.
That which is good is the result of God*s struggle to increase
life and values. New forms of life and new levels of value are
constantly being evolved from old. Evil exists within the mind
of God, but in opposition to His will, Hie will of God is
dimetrically opposed to the existence of evil, but evil con-
tinues to exist. The ultimate goal is an infinite increase in
life and in an infinite reduction of evil.
Evaluation of the Thought of W. P. Montague
Montague's conception of being may be said to be consis-
tent with the facts of experience. There probably will be
50. Montague, BU, 84, 85.
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little question on his definition of that portion of being
)iriiich is actual; namely, that the actuality of a thing is what
it may he observed to be at a given time. His analysis of the
nature of the potential side of being is not quite so clear.
It will be remembered that he defined potentiality as being
"private, internal, not capable of appearing externally". The
suggestion arising from this is ttiat potentiality is not some
vague, imaginable something that a thing is not now but might
sometime become, but rather, is what the thing actually has
the capacity for being at the moment. He uses the simple
illustration of the egg being a potential chicken. The chicken
is not something remote and unsuggested but the egg, but that
51
which the egg now has the capacity to become. This definition
of potentiality seems valid.
The process by which Montague builds up higher and higher
forms of life, arriving at last at the mind of the universe,
which is God, raises some questions. Is God thus actually a
product of the development of matter as the basic reality? It
may be said that the mind of the universe and the substance of
the universe have always existed, neither preceeding nor pro-
ducing the other. But such a statement does not seem coherent
with Montague's explanation of the nature of being. God, as
the mind of the universe, is placed as the climax of long pro-
cesses of evolution which began with simplest forms of life.
Through the process of absorbtion and assimilation, higher and
^bl. Montague^ BtJ, 80^
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higher forms were evolved, coming first to man, and then God,
Man does not seem to be co-existent with these simpler forms
in the beginning, but rather at a much later stage of develop-
ment, Thus it would seem that Montague is allied -- whether
he so conceives it or not -- with those v/ho hold matter to be
the basic reality, God in His thought seems to have evolved
from the most simple forms of life. At any rate, it is most
difficult to perceive how this mind of the universe could be
held to be responsible for the existence of the universe.
Hence it may be questioned whether Montague actually belongs
to the Theistic school.
The concept of a internal environment for God is like-
wise troublesome. This seems the same as saying lhat the mind
of the universe is not a unified mind. A mind that is not a
unified mind can hardly be said to be a logical mind. Disunity
makes for irrationality. The position by which Montague seeks
to remove himself from the Pantheistic fold is not too helpful.
It is difficult to imderstand how personalities can exist with-
in personalities. The very concept of an infinite mind exer-
cising its finite will to assimilate the recalcitrant entities
within itself suggests that God is not only striving for the
broadening of the experience of life, but is actually striving
to absorb all personalities into his o^vn. Montague *s thinking
leaves a concept of divinity v/hich one finds neither tasteful
nor coherent; (namely, that the universal mind is engaged in
civil war ), the rebellious element being the evil of the
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universe. And once the indigestion has been eliminated, the
process of absorption into the infinite continues to the point
of elimination of all personalities other than that of God.
Of course, Montague himself probably would hold that the ulti-
mate goal is not actual absorption, but rather harmony in God’s
internal environment, with personalities remaining individual.
But this seems to be only evading the issue. Such harmony is
still not freed from the distinct suggestion of absorption.
In the closing pages of Belief Unbound Montague dis-
cusses what he terms the need of evolving a Promethean
Religion . By his apparent belief that man can at last climb
to the level of God, he strengthens these suggestions of union
with the mind of the universe. He sees the goal of religion
now to have passed beyond the ancient purpose of comforting
sorrow and encouraging the weak-hearted, taking up now the task
of making God’s help more and more unnecessary as man comes to
possess the attributes of God. If complete union with the mind
of the universe is not the goal, then certainly equality is
that goal.
It may be said that Montague stimulated our thought in
his attempt to face and to solve the problem of good-and-evil.
His understanding of the existence of the problem and his in-
sight into the necessity of that solution’saff acting our con-
ception of God is commendable. But one is left with the dis-
tinct impression that his solution raises other problems whose
solution is as difficult as was that of the original problem.
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THE THOUGHT OP ALFRED NORTH \VHITEHEAD
Professor Whitehead calls for a religion whose postulates
are clearly stated, and which is otherv/ise intellectually ac-
ceptahle.
Religion is the longing of the spirit that the facts of
existence should find their justification in the nature
of existence. "lily soul thirsteth for God", writes the
Psalmist.
But science can leave the metaphysics implicit and
retire behind our belief in the pragmatic value of its
general descriptions. If religion does that, it admits
that its dogmas are merely pleasing ideas for the pur-
pose of stimulating its emotions. Science (at least as
a temporary methodological device) can rest upon a naive
faith; religion is the longing for justification. \?hen
religion ceases to seek for penetration, for clarity, it
is sinking back into its lower forms. The ages of faith
are the ages of rationalism. 52
’dThile it is quite true that a religious experience bereft
of all emotion is a dehydrated and uninteresting abstraction,
it is equally true that a religion void of rationally valid
basic truths is little better than a silly sentimentalism. In
pleading the case of Ihe rational aspect of religion, White-
head becomes the advocate of a very vital truth concerning any
religious experience.
A Metaphysical Description of Reality
The universe may be analysed into tiAro parts: One, the
actual world, measurable in time; and two, the elements of
which the actual world is composed. These elements are either
non-actual or non-temporal, but are made manifest through that
52. 'i/i/hitehead, RIM, 85, 86
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which is both actual and temporal.
The temporal world and the elements -which taken together
constitute a temporal world are for us the entire universe.
These formative elements are:
1. The creativity whereby the actual world has its char-
acter of temporal passage to novelty.
2. The realms of ideal entities, or forms, which are in
themselves not actual, but are such that they are ex-
emplified in everything that is actual, according to
some proportion of relevance.
3. The actual but non-temporal entity whereby the inde-
termination of mere creativity is transmuted into a
determinate freedom. This non-temporal actual entity
is what men call God -- the supreme God of ration-
alized religion. 53
Going further; it is seen that the "actual temporal
world" can be broken down into many occasions in which the
realm of ideal entities is manifested. Each case or "occasion"
is a separate manifestation and the actual world is a community
of these occasions. Each occasion has as a part of its nature,
relevance to every other occasion, and each occasion is within
itself a microcosm in which the entire universe is represent ed?"^
This fact of the implied nature of the universe in each indivi-
dual occasion of actuality, Whitehead calls "Concretion". It
is seen, hence, that everything in the universe is what it is
because everything else is viliat it is. There is an interdepen-
dence v/hich exists in all things actual. It may be observed
that this interdependence, while not exactly the same thought,
is closely related to Hegel’s principle that "the truth is the
idiole". It is only through this concretion that the individual
53. 'Whitehead, RIM, 90.
54. Ibid., 91-93.
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elements or occasions of the universe become associated.
God and the Mo ral Order
God is somehow included in every creature since God is
the principle by which concretion takes place. God, let us
repeat, is "the actual but non- temporal entity whereby the
mere creativity is transmuted into a determinate freedom".
"All things that ever were or ever will be, and things that
never shall exist but might, bow over each blade of grass and
each baby’s breath to make that blade or that breath what it
•
,1 55is. "
The question now arises concerning evil. If God is in
all things as the principle of concretion, then it would seem
that God must be responsible for the presence of evil. vVhite-
head sees that the principle of concretion at first suggests a
complete determinism, but rejects this idea, since God would
then be condoning evil. God and evil are mutually exclusive.
He defines evil as that which is "positive and destruc-
56
tive", while good is "positive and creative". This evil is
manifested in suffering, mental and physical, and the triumph
of lower experience over higher experience. Evil is unstable
because it actually depends on the existence of good. But this
instabibility is not necessarily productive of progress. It
may be progress, or it may be regress:
5 5 • ieman , ’iffRWT , 185.
56. whitehead, RIM, 96.
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Por example, a species whose members are always in pain
will either cease to exist, or lose the delicacy of
perception which results in that pain, or develop a
finer and more subtle relationship among its better
parts.
Thus evil promotes its own elimination by destruc-
tion, or degradation or by elevation. 57
The lower state of existence which is often produced by
evil is not necessarily evil in itself. It is seen to be evil
only when concerned with what it had been or might have become.
A hog is not an evil beast, but when a creature, which might
have been a man, through the activity of evil becomes a hog,
the comparison of what it is with what it might have been pro-
58
duces an understanding of evil.
God is an actual entity who is present in every occasion
of actuality, and yet, because he is a mature and completed
being, is himself exempt from the transition into something
else which is involved in all of the occasions of actuality.
God includes within himself a synthesis of the whole universe,
and therefore change is within him -- and yet God is above
change. Thus his nature remains self-consistent relative to
change. It has been said that the principle of concretion,
were it in complete control, would constitute absolute deter-
minism. But concretion is not omnipotent, for evil still
exists. Since the nature of God involves consistency and com-
pletion, the world, still in flux under the effort of God, is
seen to be inconsistent ana incomplete. Consistency and com-
pletion, taken together, exclude change. Evil is a form of
57. "Whitehead, RIM,
58. Ibid., 97.
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inconsistency, a destructiveness, a tendency toward regress,
feeding upon good. This inconsistency and this incompletion
are the explanation of tlrie necessity of the world to continue
to be in flux, so that it may attain expression of additional
potentiality.
Value and the Purpose of God
“The purpose of God is the attainment of value in the
temporal world" . Value
,
according to Whitehead, is inherent
in actuality. All actual entities have self-interest, or self-
esteem. \Vhen it is said that things have value, I’diat is meant
is that these things in some way contribute to the self-interest
of actuality.
There is no such thing as aspect value, or value in gen-
eral. All value is specific, and is the "created unit of feel-
ing arising out of the specific mode of concretion of diverse
elements". The intensity of feeling of selfhood is the crit-
erion of value. Intensity is defined, in effect, as the con-
tribution of some element of a synthesized whole to the under-
standing and appreciation of selfhood.
The purpose of God in attempting to attain value is a
creative purpose, in that, by its very nature this purpose must
be the development of greater quality of selfhood. God is the
cause of the order of nature. Apart from God, the remaining
formative elements would fail in their functions.
59. Whitehead, RIM, 100.
60. Ibid., 103.
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There would be no creatures, since, apart from harmoni-
ous order, the perceptive fusion would be a confusion
.
neutralizing achieved feeling. Here"feeling‘* is used
as a synonym for '‘actuality”. 61
God is the order of nature struggling to express value
through the development of greater quality of personal feeling
in the occasions of actuality which make up the world. The
materialists who maintain that the world happens to exhibit
order in its nature have reversed the fact. Rather, the physi-
cal world exists because there is order in nature. Thus God is
the basic reality.
The giniteness of God
In Whitehead’s thought the omnipotence of God is con-
ceived neither as actual nor impossible, but rathei; potential.
God is the principle of concretion, a principle of creativity
and developing sensitivity. But God is not the only principle
operating in the universe. A very powerful principle operating
in opposition to God is the principle of evil, of destruction,
of confusion. Whitehead preceeds Wieman in asserting that evil
cannot possibly triumph over good, inasmuch as evil is a para-
site dependent for its existence upon the fact that there is
goodness. But the fact that God. has not over c erne evil -- that
the principle of destruction and confusion continues to operate
— is indicative that God has not yet eliminated the operation
of principles opposed to His own nature. Thus God, while
struggling successfully for continuing mastery of the principle
61. Whitehead, RIM, 104.
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of evil, has not yet realized unchallenged power in the uni-
verse, The difference "between this view and those of Bright-
man and Montague is apparent, Bor both Brightraan and Montague,
God is limited by something within himself, but for Whitehead,
God is limited by the operation of principles which are them-
selves entirely separate from God.
Evaluation of the Thought of Alfred H, V/hitehead
Professor '.ifliitehead ' s thinking relative to the nature of
God stems from his interest and accomplishment in the field of
science. He seeks to build up a concept of God in the same
deliberate way in which one might proceed in a geometric pro-
blem, each new concept dependent upon some other thought which
has been previously established. He has done religion a real
service tiarough this rigid insistence upon thorough intellec-
tual respectability. His implied determinism, involved in the
thought that all things are what they are because all other
things are what they are, may be largely validated empirically.
His maintenance of his belief in value that is not physical
but aesthetic saves the spiritual from the determinism which
he sees in the physical world. The development of value, or
the development of spiritual experience, is a development to
higher levels of feeling rather than to new forms of occasions
of actuality. Thus has he presented a plausible case which is
coherent both with the findings of the physical sciences and
with the experiences of the spiritual life.
There is some question about a few of the views held by
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Professor Whitehead-. There can he little question that he i s
right in maintaining that the presence of evil is an observable
fact, but his explanation as the reason for the presence of
that evil is not so freely acceptable. He has said, in effect,
that because God is good there must be evil; because God is
consistent there must be inconsistency; and because God is con-
structive there must be a principle of destruction. It is
difficult to prove that the opposite of any quality is necessarj
to that quality’s existence. Professor Brightman has said that
it is not necessary to have rotten apples in order to under-
stand the nature of a good apple. This simplified but pointed
statement practically assembles the opposition to Whitehead’s
position. It would appear the claimed necessity for the
existence of the opposite of any quality is not sufficient
explanation for the existence of that opposite. It is valid
to say that good exists in spite of evil, but it does not fol-
low that an evil exists because of good. There must be some
better explanation for the existence of evil.
This weakest link in Whitehead’s philosophical chain lays
open to question his whole theory of the finiteness of God,
since this necessity for the existence of opposites is the basis
for this portion of his thought.
There may very well be some question raised also concern-
ing Whitehead’s definition of value as being that which contri-
butes to the intensification of the feeling of selfhood within
occasions of actuality. However highly developed it may be.
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this struggle for selfhood is a selfish struggle, and value
thereby becomes a purely selfish thing. One hardly sees how
this concept agrees with Jesus' thought in which he stated the
paradox that he who would gain his life shall lose it, and he
who would lose his life shall gain it. If life may be thought
of as the sum of all values, it would seem that Jesus consid-
ers the attainment of the fullest life to lie in the willing-
ness to sacrifice selfhood. Selfhood, by this process, at last
regains itself at a higher form, but not through a selfish
struggle to improve personal sensitivity, but in an action
which at first utterly destroys selfhood.
Further, values must exist in the rational experience as
well as in the aesthetic. The very fact that V/hitehead takes
the trouble to write a book defending the validity of ration-
ality in religious experience is itself indicative that ’ii?hite-
head considers this rationality valuable. It is not primarily
aesthetic in any sense. On what basis then can he consistently
exclude from his thinking the rational characteristics of value?
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CHAPTER SIX
THE GOD OF A SCIENTIST
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Arthur Stanley Eddington, an astronomer of some note, is
typical of an increasing number of men in the scientific field
who are becoming very much interested in religious experience
and speculation. These men have come upon religion, not
through any sentimental search for an anesthetic to free them
from the unpleasant facts of existence, but rather, have found
God through their stern devotion to the impartial scientific
method. Their thinking on the matters of religion is not very
much colored by traditional religious conceptions, since their
approach has been so different from that of most theologians.
The fact men in the field of science are becoming increasingly
interested in the nature of God is a fact of very great signi-
ficance. Not long ago science was considered the greatest
threat to religion, but currently we find scientists often
leading the thought of men through cold scientific research to
come at last upon an experience of a God that is alive and
personal. Dr. Eddington has been chosen to serve in this work
as the representative of Christian scientists.
Origin of the Universe
The universe was at one time formless and nearly void.
Darkness was truly over all. The nuclei of things which were
to be were everywhere present in the form of positive and nega-
electric particles.
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Ages passed, and tiiese tiny particles "began to associate
themselves together.
The years rolled by, million after million. Slight aggre-
gations occurring casually in one place and another drew
to themselves more and more particles. They warred for
sovereignty, won and lost their spoil, until the matter
was collected round centres of condensation leaving vast
empty spaces from which it had ebbed away. Thus gravita-
tion slowly parted the primeval chaos. These first divi-
sions were not the stars but what we should call "island
universes" each ultimately to be a system of some thou-
sands of millions of stars. TVom our own island universe
we can discern the other islands as spiral nebulae lying
one beyond another as far as the telescope can fathom.
The nearest of them is such that light takes 900,000
years to cross the gulf between us. They required rota-
tion (we do not yet understand how) which bulged them
into flattened form and made them wreathe themselves in
spirals. 1
The next step in development was division by gravitation
within island universes themselves. Star clusters and the
stars were separated, and as the electrical particles making
up these masses v;ere drawn into groups under friction, light
was born. Thus had the first round of evolution been com-
pleted. ffor billions of years the light and heat from the
stars was shed through the universe.
Occasionally, some star, because of its great speed or
excessive heat present within, sub-divided, producing a double
star
.
Occasionally individual stars hurtling through space
collided or came so close together as to create a mutual attrac
tion so great as to cause vast particles from each to fly
off into^ace. Such an accident occurred to the star that we
1. Eddington, SU\V, 12, 13
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now call the Sian. Some other star came so close to the sun as
to cause huge particles of matter to hurtle off, and, once
separated, to he again recaptured hy the great attraction of
the parent mass, and to begin to rotate in their movement,
separated from the great heat of the sun itself, and yet held
within orbits. By the attraction of the sun, these particles,
eventually condensed into small bodies that we now call the
planets, and thus ended the second day of creation.
The electric charges given off by these planets “dis-
persed” into ninety-two different kinds of matter, or chemical
elements. There is a strange, and as yet unexplained fact
that occurred in the development of these chemical elements.
At the root, the diversity of the ninety-two elements reflects
the diversity of the integers from 1 to 92. The chemical
characteristics of element no. 11 (sodium) arises from the
fact that it has the power at low temperatures of gathering
around it eleven negative electric particles; those of no. 12
(magnesium) from its power of gathering twelve particles;
2
etc.
This fact, though unexplained, is known to be true, and
yet this fact in itself was not productive of the most impor-
tant development in the evolutionary process. Rather, this
process has finally expressed and exhausted itself in the for-
mation of rocks and ores and other substances.
The further achievements of matter are, strangely,
2 1 Eddington^ SUW, 18^
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centered about the peculiarity of the No. 6. In fact, had it
not been for the No. 6, organic life v/ould not have been.
Ihe general plan of ninety- two elements, each embodying
in its structural pattern one of the first ninety-two
numbers, contemplates a material world of considerable
but limited diversity; but the element carbon, embody-
ing the number 6, and because of the peculiarity of the
number 6, rebels against limits. The carbon atoms love
to string themselves in long chains such as those which
give toughness to a soap-film. Whilst other items or-
ganize themselves in twos and threes or in may be tens,
carbon atoms organize themselves in hundreds and thou-
sands. Prom this potentiality of carbon to form more
and more elaborate structure a third impulse of evolu-
tion arises. ^
This strange behavior of carbon is known to be the chemi-
cal basis for the beginning of life. At this point Dr. Edding-
ton professes lack of information to continue the more intri-
cate story of the development of life, since that story now
passes into tiie field of biology. He reminds us that the
stor3’^ of the development of life has extended over a period
of nearly a thousand million years, and that that story is
recorded in considerable detail in fossil remains. Many ex-
periments were tried by nature, and many blind allies were
followed before Man became a product of the evolutionary pro-
cess.
Nature made every possible mistake before she reached
her greatest achievement Man -- or perhaps some would
say her worst mistake of all. At one time she put her
trust in armaments and gigantic size. Frozen in the
rock is the evidence of her failures to provide a form
fitted to endure and dominate -- failures which we are
only too ready to imitate. At last she tried a being
of no great size, almost defenseless, defective in at
least one of the more important sense-organs; one gift
she bestowed to save him from threatened extinction —
3. Eddington, SU’\V, 19, 20.
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a certain stirring, a restlessness, in the organ called
the brain.
And so we come to man. ^
"God Was Not In Them "
.
Eddington, as a scientist, admits that he has misgivings
about attributing these evolutionary processes to the fulfill-
ment of a purposeful mind. He does not deny that such may be
the case, but rightly holds that such speculation has no place
in scientific analysis. He professes for himself and for most
astronomers a dislike for the declaration of the Psalms; "The
heavens declare the glory of God. "
There is another passage from the Old Testament that
comes nearer to my own sympathies.
"And behold the Lord passed by, and a great and strong
wind rent the moiintains, and brake in pieces the rocks
before the Lord; but the Lord was not in the wind:
and after the wind an earthquake; but the Lord was not
in the earthquake: and after the earthquake a fire;
but the Lord was not in the fire: and after the fire
a still small voice ... and behold Ihere came a voice
unto him, and said. What doest Thou here, Elijah?"
Wind, earthquake, fire — meterology, seismology,
physics -- pass in review, as we have been reviewing
the natural forces of evolution; the Lord was not in
them. Afterwards, a stirring and awakening in the
organ of the brain, a voice which asks "What doest
Thou here?"^
The Limitations of Science
One very troublesome problem faced alike by scientists
and philosophers is that of the interaction between spirit and
matter. Within man there is the strange co-operation between
4. Eddington, SUW, 21
5. Ibid., SUW, 26.
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consciousness, which we call mind, and the play of physical
atoms in a nerve center known as the brain. Uiat the mind is
immaterial while the brain is quite physical, is almost a
truism. Yet there is a precise co-ordination between these two.
The most crudely materialistic view is something like
this: The interplay of the atoms of the brain are themselves
the thought, and that rather then there being a mind, there is
only stimulation of physical objects and forces. This view
Eddington rejects as being out-dated and not coherent with the
newer principles of physics. The reason for the out-dating of
such a totally materialistic point of view is the fact that
science has outgrown its mania for the construction of mechani-
cal models. The physical scientist has come to understand that
such models are often more misleading then revealing, and has
replaced them by mathematical equations. These equations are
symbols for the basic facts of the physical universe. The
scientist is quick to admit that he is not equipped to explain
what the symbols represent, except processes. In other words,
physics tells us what happens, but cannot tell us what causes
these happenings.
Eor this reason the scientist is becoming less and less
critical of the investigators of the unseen v/orld. No longer
are many physicist critical of the findings of such investiga-
tors on the grounds that their findings are not concrete, for
there is nothing less concrete then modern physics. In effect,
Eddington here agrees with Immanual Kant. The physical world
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as we know it is a world of appearances. These appearances are
interpretations of sensory data gathered hy sense-perceptor s of
the human body. The nerve center that we call the brain is con
stantly receiving nerve signals concerning the world about us.
The mind reads and clarifies these signals. These clarifica-
tions are appearances. But these appearances cannot be ex-
pected to be very like the actual physical world, because they
are based on nerve signals which stand for the physical world.
By frequent repetition of their call-signals the vari-
ous transmitting stations of the outside world become
familiar, lie begin to feel quite a homey acquaintance
with 210 and 5XX. But a broadcasting station is not
like its call-signal; there is no commensurability in
their nature. So too the chairs and tables around us
which broadcast to us incessantly those signals which
affect our sight and touch cannot in their nature be
like unto the signals or to the sensations which the
signals awake at the end of their journey.
®
Hence the world as we know it is a world of appearances -- a
world of interpretations of nerve signals. But, to borrow a
Kantian term, we never know the “ thing-in-i tself ”
,
Thus physical investigation of the human being results
only in symbolic description, and here the physical scientist
must step down. The human mental and spiritual nature is
kno?m only by ourselves through introspection -- that is,
through an examination of consciousness by itself. This self-
knowledge is a more certain knowledge of true reality then the
mere organization of the appearances of the physical world.
"kind is the first and most direct thing in our experience; all
else is remote inference.'*'^
6. Eddington, oU¥, 35-36.
7. Ibid., 37.
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The physical sciences come at last only to symbols, the
background reality of which is an unknown quantity. The ex-
perience of the conscious mind and spirit is first hand infor-
mation about the "thing-in-itself
.
“
O
ught” and the Unseen World.
"The transaction of ourselves with our environment is
Q
what makes up experience.” This transaction consists partly
in the sensations backed up by our sense organs, and partly in
consciousness which is something more than a collection of
sense impressions. Scientific investigation can answer ques-
tions about that part of experience which is sensory in nature,
but the field of consciousness which lies beyond these sensory
impressions lies also beyond the method of 1he physical sci-
ences. Both the scientist and the mystic are following a light
to truth. When the mystic is guided by the same thirst for
truth that characterizes the true scientist, there is no more
reason to reject his findings then there is to reject those of
the scientist.
There is always someone who questions the reality of ex-
perience that does not stem from sense impressions. Such a
one overlooks the fact that experience is of two sorts. The
mystic consciousness is as real as the sensory consciousness.
Each is part of our experience.
Who does not prize these moments that reveal to us the
poetry of existence? He do not ansv/er whether philoso-
phy can justify such an outlook on nature. Rather our
Eddington,
.V,
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system of philosophy is itself on trial; it must stand
or fall according as it is broad enough to find room
for this experience as an element of life. The sense
of values within us recognizes that this is a test to
be passed; it is as essential as our philosophy should
survive this test as that it should survive the experi-
mental tests supplied by science, ^
Eddington avows that his chief interest in this discus-
sion is not in propagating any established religious creed,
but rather in freeing rational minds from the feeling of in-
consistency when they recognize the fact of religious experi-
ence. The chief reason why the scientific method is not appli-
cable to the realm of subjective experience is that science is
set up to deal with the operation of natural law, and subjec-
tive experience is not limited to natural law. To the scien-
tist, natural law means a pattern of behavior which is never
violated. In the field of human association law usually means
"a rule fortified perhaps "by incentives or penalties which
may be kept or broken, We see that in the realm of physi-
cal sciences the term "ought” has no meaning. 'iSHiat a body
ought to do and what a body does do are one in the same thing.
But in the unseen world of human consciousness this equivalancy
is lost. Here the term ought has a real meaning. Laws of
logic, for instance, do not necessarily describe the ways our
minds do work, but the way our minds ought to work. Our minds
seem to be free to be rational or irrational. The human mind
therefore is not predictable by the rules of science,
T, EddingTonr“^^rT^
10. Ibid., 55.
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Not Argument, But 3xperience .
14an may assert that God is real without being limited to
the reality of atoms and electrons. The fact that the scienti-
fic investigator alleges that he has made a thorough investiga-
tion without discovering God need not trouble us. The experi-
ence of God in the human mind is an experience that has not
developed from the interpretation of sensory impressions.
There are many experiences of human life that are not sensory.
To deny them is to deny the reality of the contents of experi-
ence.
Theological arguments constructed for the purpose of
proving or disproving the existence of God usually miss the
point.
In the case of our human friends we take their existence
for granted, not caring whether it is proven or not.
Our relationship is such that we could read philosophi-
cal arguments designed to prove the non-existence of
each other and perhaps even be convinced by them -- and
then laugh together over so odd a conclusion. I think
that it is something of the same kind of security we
should seek in our relationship with God. The most
flawless proof of the existence of God is no substitute
for it; and if we have that relationship the most con-
vincing disproof is turned harmlessly aside. If I say
it with reverence, the soul and God laugh together over
so odd a conclusion.
The important consideration, Eddington believes, is not a
hypothetical argument about the existence of God, but the
possibility of the revelation of God. This revelation he be-
lieves to be real in the nature of “indwelling of the Divine
12Spirit in the mind of man,” Religion must not come to be
11. EddingtoirTi SM, 70 i!
12. Ibid., 72.
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based on scientific discovery. We have already seen that the
world of science is a world of symbolism, and that the scien-
tist, when he has come to the end of the productivity of his
method, returns once again to his starting point in human con-
schiousness. It is only within human consciousness that more
can be knovm than scientific investigation can reveal. It is
within the mind that knowledge about both the seen and the un-
seen worlds begins. Reasoning starts from premises. Without
premises there can be no reasoning. !Ihese premises are the
product of human self-knowledge. The beginning of reasoning
is an act of faith. Beginnings of reasoning about the unseen
world are also rooted in faith. In the past the scientist be-
gan with an act of faith and proceeded upon his investigation,
seeking always that which is knov/able. The theologian has too
often been satisfied with playing with words and using phrase-
ology which has no precise meaning. It must be said, Eddington
believes, that, of the two types of investigation, the scienti-
fic investigator has been productive of the most that can be
called truth, ^Knowledge grows in the field of science and in
the field of philosophy and theology when men strive for pre-
cision and follow as best they can the light that is available.
Experience of God A Personal Experienc e
“It is, I think, of the very essence of the unseen world
13
that the conception of personality should dominate it". Our
conception of God and of all other realities of the unseen
13. Eddington, OT/, d‘T.
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world are essentially personal, and they must he expressed
through symbols that stem from our own personality. Our rela-
tionship to Ihe spiritual world is a personal relationship.
We have seen lhat our relationship to God is, in its very
essence, personal. We do not have personal relationships with
impersonality.
The purpose of discussion of religious experience is not
to introduce a scientific method into a realm in which this
method is not applicable. Rather, its purpose is to encourage
the fact and understanding of an experience of God. The quest
for truth, whether in the physical or the unseen worlds, is a
quest that must have the seeking attitude as its essence.
Creeds doubtless serve some valuable purpose in organizing be-
liefs thus far established. But creeds are dangerous in that
they tend to suggest an unbecoming finality. It would be pre-
sumptive indeed for any scientist to suppose that theories now
accepted will remain changeless throughout the coming genera-
tions, There is doubtless much more to be discovered, and
those new discoveries may radically change or cancel much that
now passes for scientific truth. The investigation of the
truths of the unseen world are even less final at this stage
than are those of the physical world. Any thinker who presumes
that his system can give a final and complete picture of the
nature of God or of other realities of the unseen world is also
in great error. The truly religious man is a seeker after *
truth, and in that seeking he will be willing consistently to
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rethink his experiences. Eddington here quotes from the
Advices of the Society of Friends that are as old as 1656:
"These things we do not lay upon you as a rule or form
to walk hy; hut that all with a measure of the light,
which is pure and holy, may he guided; and so in the
light walking and abiding, these things may he ful-
filled in the spirit, not in the letter; for the letter
killeth, hut the spirit giveth life."^^
Evaluation of the Thought of Arthur S. Eddington
In Science and the Unseen World, Dr. Eddington has pre-
sented a unique and significant harmonization of his work as
an astronomer, and his religious experience as a member of
the Friends Society. He has presented to us a more or less
orthodox scientific conception of the development of the uni-
verse, and has ordained that universe with a personal God,
His insight to the possibilities and limitations of the
scientific method is invaluable. For too many generations
persons who have considered themselves scientific have felt
obligated to disregard or reject religious experience. Here
a man of science -- one who so appreciates the method and
fruits of scientific investigation as to devote his vocational
life to them — sets the limits over which scientific method
cannot pass in revealing to us the truth of human experience.
Such discussion will go far in dispelling the mutual fear and
distrust held by investigators of the physical and the unseen
world.
Dr, Eddington’s view must probably be classified as
14. Eddington, SU\7, 90,
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basically dualistic. The evolutionary processes which
gave rise to this world and the life upon it were operations
of natural law, and God was not in these. God did not come
into existence in Eddington’s universe until after man’s mind
had been evolved. Thus God is not responsible for the uni-
verse, but the universe has been unintentionally responsible
for God. God seems, further, to have no independent existence,
but to be limited to human consciousness -- to “the still small
voice “ within the mind of man. Herein we are faced with what
seems to be the weakest portion of Eddington’s thought. Here
he becomes susceptible to all the embarassing questions that
can be asked of any materialist about how the inanimate can
produce intelligence. In being strictly the scientist in his
story of the development of the universe, Eddington is disre-
garding a need which he recognizes at a later state in his
thought; namely, the need for personality to explain that
which is otherwise unexplained. It is inconceivable to many
rational minds "that individual electric charges, given all
eternity, could ever so associate themselves together as to
produce thinking, understanding, loving, life. We call upon
Eddington’s ov/n thinking to establish the fact that the materi-
alist cannot "even tackle the multiplication table single-hand-
15
ed"
,
much less the process of evolution. Even as mind is
the first and determining fact in human existence, so is mind
the first and determining experience in material evolution.
15. Eddington, SUW, 58.
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In calling G-od personal, Eddington probably is not using
the term "personal" to designate an independent, conscious,
self-determining being. His discussion on this matter seems
to indicate that he has used the term "personal" as a synonym
for "subjective". God is personal in the sense that he lives
only in the personal experience of man. It is to be remembered
that he makes no place for God in his system during the func-
tioning of the evolutionary processes. Only after man appeared
did God exist, and then as the "Still small voice" in the human
16consciousness.
In declaring that the essential task of religious dis-
cussion is to make real the experience of God, Eddington is
calling attention to a truth that philosophers and theologians
should have discovered long ago. God, if he exists, is not a
logical abstraction. Personalities do not become real to us
through such abstractions, however mastering and convincing.
Personalities become real only through our interaction with
them. Theologians, many of whom have feared that scientists
might rob them of their God, may well take the advice of a
scientist to the effect that God is not real unless he is
known as a personal being.
The religious quest, as Eddington so well states, is
essentially a continuing search for God. Ihe .Quaker Church,
with its emphasis on seeking -- upon the reality of the inter
-
light -- has been teaching this truth to the Christian world
16^ See “^God Was Hot in Them’^, 141, this chapter.
r
for three hundred years. Eddington, a scientific Quaker,
beautifully and adequately restates this truth which all reli-
gious people ought to learn. The mind of man has not yet
grasped the entire truth about God. Rather,
“ITew occasions teach new duties.
Time makes ancient good uncouth.
He must upward, still, and onward.
Who would keep abreast of truth. 16
The work of Eddington is stimulating and inspiring. It
is representative of a new co-operation between the philoso-
pher and the scientist. Eddington is one of the men who are
leading the way tov/ard a day when the truth of man's experi-
ence — both physical and spiritual -- may be increasingly
understood and expanded. Such trends are the most hopeful
developments of these two essential fields. Philosophical
speculation which disregards scientific investigation and con-
clusions is doomed to be lost in sentimentalism or a meaning-
less phraseology. On the other hand, the scientific mind v/hich
refuses to recognize and cultivate that portion of human exper-
ience which does not stem from sensory data has condemned it-
self to a world of half truths. Ifen's mind and man's spirit
are destined to grow with the increase of the number of men who
have been able to v«eld together, into a single coherent system,
the facts of sensory impression and the experiences of the un-
seen world.
16. James Russell Lowell, "The Present Crisis".
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONTEMPORARY THOUGHT AND THE EATHERHOOD OP GOD
)
The term “Eatberhood of God" has been a hasic part of
Christian vocabulary from the first. It suggests one of the
aspects of Christian thought which sets it apart from most
other religious viewpoints. The concept of Fatherhood has
undergone many changes as man’s total picture of the nature of
God has been altered through man's effort to understand God's
nature better. Ultimate truth resides only in the mind of God,
Because of this, man may steadily progress nearer to the com-
prehension of that truth, and it must be for man a flowing,
changing thing. So it is with the Christian concept of the
Fatherhood of God, What was called truth about- such Fatherhood
a thousand years ago would hardly satisfy the light of addi-
tional centuries nor answer new questions that are constantly
arising. It is further probable that the truth of this day
will not be wholly satisfactory to subsequent generations.
However, while we may not presiime to have discovered the whole
of truth — for such presumption necessitates that man have the
mind of God — it is profitable that we consider some of these
implications of current thought relative to the ancient Chris-
\ tian concept of the Fatherhood of God, Only by such occasional
stock-taking shall we be able to gain sufficient perspective
for the contention of the journey in the quest for truth.
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One healthy tendency in current CJhristian thinking, ex-
pressed in various ways by numerous thinkers, is the insistence
that we stop defending preconceived notions of the nature of
God, and tliat we cease creating wish-gods, and substitute a
ruthless determination to know the truth about God, •wdiether
that truth be pleasing or not. This discussion of the Father-
hood of God will accept that basic plan of procedure.
Fatherhood and Creation
The primary and basic meaning of Fatherhood is creation,
or the giving of life. The term "creation” as here used does
not refer to the origin of the physical universe, but to the
origin of personalities. The fact seems to be that there was
a time when we as individuals did not have personal existence
but that now we do have it, and that some act by some power
brought about the change which caused us to begin to exist as
individuals. That act, so far as we are concerned, was crea-
tion, The belief in the Fatherhood of God is a belief that
that act was not an accidental rendezvous of protons and
electrons, but rather a conscious, purposeful act of a Divine
Thinker and Creator. In that act of life giving God has been
our Father. The thought of Professor Ralph T. Flewelling is
particularly valuable in giving foundation to the position
taken in this discussion. (See Chap* Five, "The Thought of
Ralph T. Flewelling.”)
What, in the light of contemporary thought relative to
the nature of God, is it possible to believe concerning
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creation ?
In the thinking of almost all contemporary Christians --
possibly excepting those of the determinedly orthodox mind, sucl
as Karl Earth -- biological evolution has become an accepted
fact. The primary element with viiich Christian followers greeted
the Darwinian theory is testimony of an original misunderstand-
ing of the meaning of evolution as a possible explanation of
the method of creation. Subsequent leaders of Christian thou^t,
better trained in the sciences, and less given to orthodoxy
for orthodoxy’s sake, have recognized the fact that a new ex-
planation of method has nothing to do with eliminating the
concept of purpose behind the method. More recent Christian
investigators have rightly told us that true religion and true
science are not enemies, but allies. Those who expect to find
all truth, descriptive and normative, in the pursuit of reli-
gious living and writing are doomed to disappointment. Equally
insufficient as an insight to all knowledge is the scientific
pattern. Religion and science each have their portion of
truth to reveal. It is the business of science to tell us
"how". It is the task of religion to help us evaluate and to
adjust ourselves to the Divine Will. If this essential fact
of the supplementary functions of religion and science is re-
membered, the fears and the contempt that exist between be-
lievers in the evolutionary hypothesis and those who fear im-
plications of the theory will melt away. As a result, the
weight of current Christian thought is capable of holding both
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points of view within a single logical system.
It would be interesting to know just what method some
well-intentioned and deeply religious persons attribute to God
as the process of creation. Apparently their conception is
that God reached down a hand into the earth, pulled from it a
mass of clay, and set about the task of shaping and smoothing
out a man, much in the manner that a child makes mud pies.
Such a belief is untenable for most rational persons, and the
necessity of explaining just how God did create man remains.
Even thougji God is our Father in the sense that an act per-
petrated by him gave us life, it is certainly obvious that
God had some method in that process. It is as reasonable and
as religious to believe that God used the process of evolution
as his method in creation as it is to believe in an Infinite
Mud Pie Maker. The Christian, as he thinks of God as Father,
need not be over-concerned about the defense of any favorite
theory as to the method of that creation. The Christian
should be more concerned about the reason and the goal of such
creation.
The evolutionist, on the other hand, shows himself to
be as shortsighted as the holder of the Mud Pie Theory if he
insists that a method eliminates God from the imiverse.
Rather than divesting himself of dependence upon a creative
and intelligent force through acceptance of the theory of
evolution, he has committed himself irrevocably to the need
for such an intelligence to make his theory rational from
a metaphysical standpoint.
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Observe.’ The atheistic evolutionist must come at last to be-
lieve that all this vast process of development from the most
minute forms of celluar life to the complex hiunan organism has
occurred by mere chance. He must suppose that the procreative
germ plasma that just happened to contain the potentialities
necessary for existence in a particular environment have per-
sisted, and that those which just happened to lack the necess-
ary possibilities have ceased to exist. He calls this idea
natural selection . In the light of current biological opinion,
he must rule out any belief that acquired characteristics are
inherited. This is to say that the evolutionary theory cannot
rest upon the assumption that because it was advantageous to
man to have an opposable thumb, a curved spine, and a well-
balanced head, that he obtained those articles through the
mere impact of that need. His need could have had nothing to
do with it. Only the chance combination of the genes of the
germ plasma of mating individuals produced and maintains these
desirable pieces of equipment. When the evolutionist has elimi
nated a Thinker from the universe, his whole theory becomes a
theory of chance, a process without purpose.
Further, the atheistic evolutionist must suppose that the
love, the faith, the musical talent, indeed, the evolutionist
himself and his elaborate theory, are all the chance by-product
of a peculiar combination of chemical ingredients. Because
v;hen there is no Thinker
,
no purposeful, evaluative force in
creation, then all has been the result of chance. Harry
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Emerson Eosdick has expressed in a unique way how embarrassing
must be the position of such a viewpoint. Says Dr. Eoskick,
An Average man contains enough fat to make seven bars of
soap, enough iron to make a medium- si zed nail, enough
sugar to fill a shaker, enough lime to whitewash a chick-
en coop, enough phosphorus to make twenty-two hundred
match tips, enou^ magnesium for a dose of magnesia,
enough potassium to explode a toy cannon, together with
a little sulphur, and the chemists figured that at market
rates then current these chemical elements could be ob-
tained for about ninety-eight cents. That is what we are
made of. That's what all our seers and prophets, the
great musicians, the great poets, the great leaders of
the race, have been made of, about ninety-eight cents
worth of chemical materials. And if death ends every-
thing, they were made of nothing else, merely these fugi-
tive, transient elements, and all that seemed eternal in
them, our glory and our hope, was but an accidental by-
product of ninety-eight cents worth of chemicals. Man,
if you can believe that, you can believe anything, (l)
The thought of men like Eosdick, Hi/hitehead, Wieman, and
others, truly scientific in viewpoint and method, saves the
theory of evolution from breaking down upon sheer credulity.
When the scientist insists that the development of life from
the single celled amoeba to one like Lincoln or Socrates or
Jesus only happened to occur, that it was all chance and
nothing else, that all of the qualities of these men and of
millions of other nameless and glorious lives were but the by-
products of chemicals acting upon one another, he is commiting
himself to a trust in chance that is not logically sustained.
Such a belief seems more credulous and more unacceptable to a
rational being than the Mid Pie Theory itself.
But when it can be shown that nature itself is so com-
posed as to support purpose and consistent expansion of life —
1. H. E. Posdick, SCL.
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that evolutionary purposes have not been mere chance variation
but have been in accordance with the function of a Power that
has direction and meaning — the evolutionary theory is made
more coherent with the v/hole of experience.
Thus the contributions science has made to human
thought and understanding, rather than deporting God from His
universe, bring us again and again to an understanding of the
absolute and logical need of a belief in a Creator. The in-
telligent citizen of the Twentieth Century will not close his
eyes to the new truth which science has to give about the
material nature and process of development of our physical
universe. He will recognize it and build upon it. But be-
cause he is a rational being, because he sees purpose and
law in the operation of a material universe, because he re-
quires a Father as the explanation of creation, he will
realize the reality of God and v/ill make pilgrimage into the
realm of experience in an effort to become better acquainted
with his Father. When Jesus said “Our Father” he was voicing
more than a theological concept. He was giving tone and co-
herent purpose to our lives and our thought. Through an en-
lightened understanding of the implications of the Fatherhood
of God, man may realize something of the purpose in his own
creation, and, combining his understanding of purpose with
Y^at light he can discover concerning method, he will at last
realize that behind all life there is God.
cc
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A fire-mi st and a planet,
A crystal and a cell,
A jelly-fish and a saurian,
And caves where the cave-men dwell.
Then a sense of law and beauty.
And a face turned from the clod--
Some call it Evolution
And others call it God, (2)
Fatherhood as Judgment
The Fatherhood of God likewise implies judgment for our
lives. One of the functions of Fatherhood is to provide for
children direction and council, praise for virtue, and correc-
tion for fault. If Jesus called God “Our Father” in an effort
to reveal to us the nature of God, surely he had in mind the
highest and finest that Fatherhood has to offer. The Father
who brings children into the world, and who then takes no re-
sponsibility nor feels any concern as to what sort of indivi-
duals they become, is certainly not a representation of the
best in Fatherhood, The true father feels a personal responsi
bility for shaping and directing the development of the lives
of his children. Further, the true father realizes that he
cannot always bring about real development of character by
indulgence and unconcern in reference to the faults of those
he loves. Sometimes Fatherhood, because it is fatherhood,
must mean judgment, punishment, and demand for improvement in
attitude and conduct. Such judgment and punishment does not
grow out of hatred nor a desire for revenge, but grows out of
love and concern for his children. Some contemporary theology
2. W, H, Carruth, "Each in His Own Tongue II
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that maintains that because Gtod is love he cannot punish the
waywardness of his children has indeed a shallow and short-
sighted conception of the nature and the function of father
love. The very fact that God is love is in itself evidence
that God must, on occasion, be judgment, and that he will feel
called upon to inflict punishment on v/ayward children, with
the purpose that such judgment and punishment will serve as a
vehicle for pointing out short-comings and for correcting
faults.
Rienhold Niebuhr may hold some doubtful views relative
to the place and importance of human reason. But one extreme-
ly healthy aspect of his teaching is the reminder that God
constitutes judgment upon all our human strivings and human
institutions. The very presence of God-like qualities in the
world, he tells us, amounts to judgment upon all lesser human
attributes. Truly, much of hiiman striving has been only a
Tower of Babel from which the Lordship of God has been elimin-
ated. If God is love, then God will employ all means, even
punishment, to save man from the results of his sin of selfish-
ness and self-sufficiency.
The experiences of the twentieth century should convince
us that in his fatherhood, God is judgment, for long years
man has devoted himself to the aggrandizement of his physical
self and to acquiring material things. In so doing he has not
hesitated to transgress the laws of character. He has purpose-
ly and deliberately exploited his fellowmen, and has placed
tr
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little value upon human life and its potential development,
repeatedly transgressing the dignity of the individual mind
and the right for the pursuit of happiness. In this disre-
gard of values man has felt the judgment of God for his sins
but still man pushes blindly on, building up for himself more
accounts to be settled, still refusing to recognize the fact
that God is judgment,
Christian people entering fondly and hopefully into
World Days of Prayer consistently overlook the fact that there
is little use to pray to God for a delivery from the predica-
ment in T/diich we have involved ourselves until the price has
been paid. It is irrevocably true that whatsoever a man
soweth the same shall he also reap. Even the forgiveness of
God cannot free us from paying the price for our sins. A
man may go amuck and slaughter his wife and his children, and
then later, in a flood of remorse and the clear understanding
of the horror of his deed, come to the feet of God in contri-
tion, crying out for forgiveness. If his repentance is a
true desire to change and improve, and not a mere fear of con-
sequences, the forgiveness of God v/ill be his. But the for-
giveness of God cannot undo the horrible deed which has been
his. Still he has been the slayer of his wife and his
children, and whether or not society ever discovers his deed,
he has a penality to pay in the dark loneliness of the hours
that might have been filled with the sunlight of the presence
of his loved ones. He must condemn himself again and again
I
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for allo^ving his passion to drive him to so terrible an act.
And the more determined he is to live worthily, and the more
mindful he is of the forgiveness of God for his sins, the more
vital will be his anguish at the memory of the thing he has
done and in the loss of the companionship that might have been
hi s. Thus as we pray for God to deliver us from the horrors
of war we must remember that even God cannot save us from pay-
ing the terrible price of our misdeeds. And though God may
forgive us for the years that we thoughtlessly went our selfish
ways forgetting one another and forgetting Him, and though he
may give us the presence of His power and His wisdom in "walk-
ing henceforth in His holy way", still our bath of blood and
sweat and tears must be endured to the end. Only by living
out the horrible consequences of an age in vihich the world went
mad with selfishness can we ultimately be saved from a repeti-
tion of our misdeeds. And as we suffer through these horrible
years, God in His love and ]?atherhood will be suffering with
us. But as the good Father, he knows that to deliver us e*er
we have payed the price will be but to cause us to fall again.
The fact of judgment as a part of the nature of God is sus-
tained by nearly every school of thought considered in this
thesis. The Stern Legislator of Karl Barth, the Suffering
Servant of Reinhold Hiebuhr, the Perfect God of Etienne Gilson,
the Tendency to Support Good as conceived by H. H. Wieman, The
Finite God of E. S. Brightman, -- all of these and other con-
ceptions we have studied -- sustain the contention that God is
i-
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Judgment upon evil.
Patherhood as Solicitude
The Fatherhood of God likewise means solicitude. The
true Father, though he may find it necessary to bring punish-
ment upon his children, will never forget their ultimate needs
and will never cease to struggle for their true welfare. The
fact that God needs to struggle with man for man's redemption
may or may not imply that God is finite. It may be possible
to say with Brightman, Montague and others that if God is
struggling against evil, then God is not all powerful. Or it
may be true that God uses evil as a means of arousing man's
effort in the struggle for his own development. Bat either
of these positions presuppose God's solicitude. Even the im-
personal God of naturalistic processes apparently possesses
concern for the preservation of and development of the best in
human nature. The stern, vindictive God of Barthjanism also
possesses solicitude for hiiman welfare, else there would be no
reason for his intervention in hinnan affairs.
Fatherhood and Immortality
The concept of God as Father implies immortality for the
human soul. Contemporary Christian thoughts attributes to the
nature of God the characteristics of Fatherhood -- creativity,
judgment, solicitude. Hence, though a number of the thinkers
i studied are not primarily concerned with the question, the be-
lief in immortality is strengthened rather than weakened by a
cj-
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study cf tie.amplications of their thought.
t
Karl Barth and Etienne Gilson assume the reality of im-
mortality in taking upon themselves the mantel of their respec-
tive masters, John Calvin and Thomas Aquinas. Reinhold Niebuhr
sees immortality a necessary implication from the very incom-
pleteness of this life, realizing that a rational God would
not be given to constantly beginning unfinished processes of
creation. Henry N. V/ieman sees the fulfillment of human life
in a strange sort of existence beyond personality. The God of
Theism -- both in the Absolute and Einite schools -- is the
Spiritual reality of the Universe. Matter, for Theism, is de-
pendent upon Mind, and it seems reasonable to assume that Mind
is not therefore dependent upon matter. Hence a disintegration
of material elements (which is the nature of physical death)
would not necessarily eliminate spiritual life.
Dr. E. S. Brightman is probably right in maintaining that
value need not necessarily be eternal. . The temporal may have
very real value. It follows, of course, that the recognition
that God is a sustainer of value does not prove the fact of
imimortality of the human spirit. But temporal values live to
see completion of their full potentiality. A lily has been a
very real and very temporal value, but the lily has lived long
enough to experience the consummation of the purpose for which
it grew. Ihis cannot be held to be equally true of human life.
Most of our years in this life are spent in giving birth to
attributes that are still in the fine flush of expansion when
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death calls time on physical life’s experience. The insight
of Niehuhr and others is applicable here. If human spirit he
snuffed out at physical death, then God is a God of unfinished
business.
Of course, as previously suggested, the strongest impli-
cation that God at least desires human immortality stems from
the attributes of Fatherhood. A rational, solicitous father
does not will the death of his children.
Thus our study tends to indicate at least this much
support of the Christian expectation of immortality; God is
a rational being who stands in the same relation to man as a
father to his children. His combined rationality and father-
hood definitely imply the immortality of the human soul. God
may be so limited as to be unable to sustain human life indefi-
nitely, but so far as in him lies, we may expect him to strive
to maintain those who grow in spirit.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of this study of current Christian views of
the nature of God, the following conclusions, among others,
seem valid;
1. Theories of the transcendence of the nature of God,
based upon deistic concepts, call attention to a
current need for a greater mastery of first princi-
ples of Christian theology, but are largely self-
defeating through insistence upon the invalidity of
human reason.
2. Neoscholasticism offers no new answers to ancient
questions. Acceptance of the position of the Neo-
scholastics depends upon acceptance of the authori-
ty of Thomas Aquinas as fundamental.
3. Religious naturalists with their evolutionary
naturalism, have come a long way from their sensa-
tionalist ancestors. However, they are in a no
less embarassing position when they attempt to ex-
plain the origin of personality. They may be said
to have contributed a portion of truth in their
contention that God is the tendency of nature to
sustain values, but cannot be said to have developed
a theory that takes all of the facts into considera-
tion.
r
4. William Ernest Hocking is nearer to G. W. E.
Hegol than to anyone else in his thought upon the
absoluteness of God, Pantheistic tendencies are
apparent in both systems.
5. Ralph lyier Elewelling, Albert C. Khudson, Edgar
S, Brightman and other Personalists have done
much to make theism coherent and acceptable to
the modern mind. The theory of the transcendent-
immanent God preserves the fact of individual per-
sonalities within the universe without losing sight
of the dependence of these personalities upon God,
6. Current theories of a Finite God center about the
problem of Good-and-Evil, and some suggest a co-
herent answer to it.
7. The views of Arthur S. Eddington are representative
of a current search by Christian scientists for God.
He believes that the scientific method is limited
to the physical world, and cannot be expected to
discover God,
8. A consensus of current Christian thought is to the
effect that the Fatherhood of God involves the
attributes of Creativity, judgment, and solicitude,
9. In current Christian thought there is more support
for than opposition to belief in the immortality of
the human soul
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CHAPTER NIHS
AH ABSTAGT OP THE THESIS
The Transcendent God.
Karl Barth conceives of God as entirely other than man;
and of man as wholly evil and without any personal virtue.
Man's only hope lies in hearing and following the revealed word
of God. Man must not attempt to understand God's word, since
man's assertion of the validity of his own reason is the great
sin that has separated man from God, Man's salvation lies in
casting himself entirely upon the mercy of God.
Reinhold Niehuhr is one of the mere prominent of American
thinkers holding a theory of a Transcendent God. Heibuhr be-
lieves that human reason has a very great function to play in
man's development, but separated from the mind of God is
doomed to failure, Jesus Christ is the revelation of the
nature of God. Man, exercising his free will, has the power
to accept or to reject the revelation of God, But in accept-
ing or rejecting that revelation, man is deciding his ultimate
life or death. Because God is rational and good, man has a
valid reason for believing in immortality. The insistence upon
the invalidity of human reason is at last self-defeating.
The God of the Heoscholastics
Heoscholastici sm is fundamentally a restatement of the
V
position of Ihomas Aquinas. Etienne Gilson is representative
((
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of the modern school. He acknov/ledges his complete indebted-
ness to Ihomas Aquinas, and assents to every major position
Aquinas held. Separation of philosophy and theology; the im-
portance of human reason; the necessity of sometimes going be-
yond reason in faith; the acceptance of Aristotle’s perfect
and purposeless God; speculation of God as the highest essence
of man's nature; the fall of man through Adam's sin; and the
power of Christ to redeem men from that fall; -- these are
portions of Saint Thomas' scholasticism taken over bodily by
Gilson, Greek philosophy culminated in the unimpeachable
teachings of Aristotle. He sees a simultaneous growth of
theology, beginning with the ancient Hebrews, and finding its
fruition in the teachings of Jesus, Greek philosophy and
Christian theology were finally harmonized under Saint Thomas,
All subsequent efforts in either field were restatements of
the scholastic position, if accurate; or, if they were in very
radical disagreement with the classical view, they were in
error. Contemporary philosophy involves contest between the
thinking of Thomas Aquinas and that of Immanuel Kant. Throu^
Kant, modern thinkers have concluded that it is no longer poss
ible to be rationally certain of the existence of God, The
great current task of philosophers is to restore the certainty
that was held by Thomas Aquinas.
Neoscholasticism leaves Philosophy where it was in the
thirteenth century.
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The God of Religious Naturalism
Religious naturalism, is, metaphysically speaking, mater-
ialistic, Professor Henry H. Wieman is the chief exponent of
this school of thought. For him, man is not only in the wDrld,
but is a very real part of the world, Ihere is a tendency in
nature to support certain patterns of behavior, and that ten-
dency plus the total pattern supported constitute God, lan*s
greatest problem is to adjust himself to God, Good is the
pattern of life which God allows to exist. Evil is that ten-
dency in nature to break down, or run counter to the good which
God sustains. Thus evil has no independent existence. It is
a parasite. The present purpose of God in reference to man is
to assist man in the development of a form of life that is
higher than personal life.
Religious naturalism makes a contribution to truth, but
falls prey to difficulties inherent in all materialistic sys-
tems.
The God of Theism
Current theistic thought ranges from the pantheistically
inclined thought of William Ernest Hocking to the clearly per-
sonalistic concepts of Ralph Tyler Flewelling and Albert C,
Knudson. And within the p ersonalistic school further variety
of viewpoint and emphasis may be noted. Personalistic Theism
provides the most coherent answer to moral, logical, and meta-
physical questions about the nature of God.
I
i
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It avoids the implied irrationalism of the Transcendent School,
the stifling finality of Scholasticism, and the absence of
purpose in ilaturalism.
The Finite God
The existence of both good and evil in the universe seems
to deny any contention that God can be both omnipotent and
completely good. A number of current thinkers believe that it
is God*s power, rather than God’s goodness, that is limited.
Edgar S. Brightman sees God as limited by the Given
within His own nature. God is activity, or will, operating
according to logical laws, attempting to control the brute
fact of his own nature. God's will is perfectly good, but
there is that within his nature which does not readily conform
to His will. That disharmony within his nature is responsible
for the evil in the universe.
V^illiajn P. Montague sees God including within his own
nature the whole of the universe. Yet within God there are
many individual and independent beings. This creates for God
an internal environment. God is struggling to harmonize all
of the diverse elements within himself into a co-operating
whole. Evil exists because many of the members of his own
organisms are still in rebellion against the will of God.
Alfred H. 'jyhitehead is not usually thought of as a be-
liever in a Finite God, and yet this principle is implicit in
his thought. God is the principle of concretion, a principle
of creativity and developing sensibility. But there is also
r(
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operating in the universe a principle of evil, of destruction.
God wills the elimination destruction of thi s evil and struggles
for that elimination, hut the fact that it still exists indi-
cates that God at the moment lacks the power to destroy it. The
omnipotence of God is potential and not actual. For lliitehead,
God's limitation lies outside Himself.
Theories of the finite God held hy Edgar S. Brightman and
Alfred North whitehead provide a coherent solution of the pro-
blem of Good-and-Evil,
The God of The Scientist
Arthur S, Eddington's view of God is a skillful harmoni-
zation of the scientific explanation of the universe and the
.Quaker emphasis upon the Inner Light. He gives us a scientif-
ically orthodox description of the development of the universe
and its constituents from the first electrons to protons to
the advent of organic life. Because he is not a biologist he
does not attempt to go into detail about the evolution of
organic being.
His greatest contribution is the logic with which he in-
dicates that science is valid for an examination of the physi-
cal world, but is unequipped to explore the unseen world. Here
physics must be replaced by subjective experience. Since this
subjective experience is a part of consciousness and may be
found to be coherent with all the remainder of consciousness,
it has as great validity for its sphere of investigation as
does science have for the physical world.
((
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Contemporary Ihou^t and the Fatherhood of God
The study of various current views of the nature of God
suggests that "by some process life has been developed and re-
fined through the exercise of the will of an Over-being. Thus
does God, as Father, become creator of life.
God has a part of his purpose the destruction of evil.
Thus does God become judgment upon all life in which evil is
deliberately chosen and perpetuated.
God as Father is solicitude also. God is concerned with
the development of values and with the expansion and quality
of life. God is co-laborer with man when man himself is dedi-
cated to the increase in qualitative living.
Father who is creative intelligence, judgment upon in-
adequate forms of living, and solicitude for the expansion of
the life he has created is not likely to will the destruction
of that life. Hence God must at least desire the continued
and improved existence of the human spirit.
p'
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